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Abstract

A one dimensional Classical Heisenberg Model, with asymmetric coupling
and two different inter-spin interactions, nearest neighbors and all-to-all,
has been considered. Depending on the interaction range, dynamical prop-
erties, as ergodicity and chaoticity are strongly different. Indeed, even in
presence of chaoticity, the model displays a lack of ergodicity only in the
case of all-to-all interaction and below an energy threshold, that persists in
the thermodynamical (infinite size) limit. This energy threshold, which we
called the non–ergodicity threshold, can be found analytically and results
can be generalized for a generic Classical Heisenberg Model with asymmet-
ric coupling. Also the case in which the interaction potential decays as R−α

is discussed. We prove that for α > 1 (shor–range case) the non–ergodicity
threshold does not exist. For α < 1, except the infinite range case (α = 0),
the question of the existence of the non–ergodicity threshold is still open.
We conjectured that it exists for the long–range case.
The issue of the relevance of the non–ergodicity threshold with respect
to phase transitions has also been addressed. Below the non–ergodicity
threshold, the energy surface is disconnected in two components with pos-
itive and negative magnetizations respectively. Because the dynamics is
continous this implies that magnetization cannot change sign in time be-
low the non–ergodicity threshold. Above the threshold, in a fully chaotic
regime, magnetization changes sign in a stochastic way and its behavior
can be fully characterized by an average magnetization reversal time. Sta-
tistical mechanics predicts a phase–transition at an energy higher than the
ergodicity threshold. We assess the dynamical relevance of the latter for
finite size systems through numerical simulations and analytical calcula-
tions. In particular, we derive an explicit expression of the time scale for
magnetic reversal. As for standard phase transitions, this time-scale, as a
function of the energy, diverges as a power at the non–ergodicity threshold.
Moreover it increases exponentially with N . We also analyze the behavior
of the system when the dynamics is not fully chaotic, for suitable values of
the interaction strenght. In this quasi–integrable regime reversal times are
strongly dependent on the initial conditions.
The same system has also been studied from a quantum mechanical point
of view. We address the problem of finding a quantum signature of the
classical non–ergodicity threshold. Analysing the spectral properties of the
system we define a quantum non–ergodicity threshold, in close correspon-
dence with the classical one. We analyze the dynamical relevance of this
threshold with respect to magnetic reversal times. We also show that, due
to the existence of the non–ergodicity threshold, the interesting phenomena
of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling and Macroscopic Quantum Coherence
can be found in the quantum case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

La sottise, l’erreur, le péché, la lésine,
Occupent nos esprits et travaillent nos corps,
Et nous alimentons nos aimables remords,
Comme les mendiants nourrissent leur vermine.

—Les Fleurs du Mal, Au Lecteur, Charles Baudelaire

The aim of this introduction is to present the general point of view and some particular
concepts that will be useful throughout the present dissertation. We will briefly explain the
connection of long–range interacting systems with the ergodic problem. This will allow us to
specify both the terminology and the scientific background in which our research can be located.

Ordinary examples in Statistichal Mechanics involve systems of non–interacting particles in
which equilibrium is assumed. Non–interacting systems are considered for the simple reason
that they can be treated exactly, moreover in some physical situations (e.d. diluite gas) they
are a good approximation. Interaction cannot be forgotten in all the cases, for instance phase
transitions would be hard to be explained without interaction. Qualitatively we can say that
during a phase transition the properties of the system change abruptly at a sharply defined
critical parameter value. Such an abrupt change can be explained only through a cooperative
behavior of all the particles that could not take place without interaction (1).

Many–body interacting systems are a fundamental model for physical phenomena. Such
systems are very difficult to be treated analytically from the point of view of Statistical Me-
chanics. Thus simplified models (toy models) are usually considered. An example is the Ising
Model, which, in two dimension, is the only non trivial example of a phase transition that can
be worked out with mathematical rigor. On the other side often these simplified models have
been successful in describing the main features of real systems, for instance the magnetization
curve (M vs T ) computed from the Ising Model well reproduces the one of nickel (4). Because of
the complexity of interacting systems it is also difficult to give an analytical treatment of their
dynamical properties, thus the study of the latter is often based on numerical experiments. In-
deed in most of the cases many–body interacting systems are not integrable and display chaotic
motion, even if few particles are considered. The possibility to integrate numerically the equa-
tions of motion, allows to compare the equilibrium values predicted by Statistical Mechanics
with the experimental results of numerical simulation of the dynamics of the system. This allow
to address the problem of a dynamical foundation of the methods of Statistical Mechanics.
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In Statistical Mechanics equilibrium values of observables are computed averaging over the
accessible states, weighted by a given Probability distribution (2). For an isolated system,
the equal a priori probability postulate implies a uniform Probability distribution over the
phase space in a narrow energy interval (if the energy is the only known constant of motion).
This methodology is poorly justified, and is essentially based on the agreement with empirical
findings. The dream of a dynamical foundation of the methods of Statistical Mechanics has
deep roots (3). Historically the argument was the following: Since the time needed for the
measurement (observational time), of an observable, is never zero, then measured values can
be regarded as time averages of a phase space function corresponding to the observable. Thus
Boltzmann supposed that during its motion the system visits all the available states so that
space averages will be equal to time averages; this explanation is unsatisfactory for different
reasons, see Ref.(5), and it is better to regard the possibility to replace time–averages with
space–averages as an hypothesis, namely the Ergodic Hypothesis, (from the greek words “ergos”,
energy and “odos”, path). A more rigorous definition of ergodicity is given in Appendix (A). A
fundamental contribution to the problem of proving the Ergodic Hypothesis came from Birkohoff
(1931)(5; 1). He proved that if a dynamical system is metrically indecomposible (or metrically
transitive) on a given subspace than it is ergodic on that subspace. A given subspace is said to
be metrically indecomposible if it cannot be decomposed into two invariant subspaces of positive
measure. Note that metrical transitivity is a sufficient and necessary condition for ergodicity.
Much effort has been done to prove ergodicity but with only few successes, (6). Mostly, the
ergodicity property is analyzed by numerical experiments.

We would like to stress here that, from the point of view of the Ergodic Hypothesis, in order
to have a dynamical justification of the methods of Statistical Mechanics two conditions must
be satisfied, which should remain distinct:

(I) Ergodicity on an infinite time scale: Infinite time averages are equal to space averages,
computed according to the prescription of Statistical Mechanics. In this case we can say
that the system behaves ergodically on an infinite time scale.

(II) Ergodicity on a finite time scale: Finite time averages must be a good approximation of
infinite time averages (with finite time average we mean a time average over the observa-
tional time scale, τobs). In this case we can say that the system behaves ergodically also
on a finite time scale.

Even if, from the Mathematical point of view, ergodicity is defined on an infinite time scale
only, thus (I) is the only definition of ergodicity, from a physical point of view is important
to distinguish the two cases: indeed if either (I) or (II) are not true we expect the the usual
methods of Statistical Mechanics fails to give an exact description of equilibrium properties of
the system.

Palmer in his seminal paper (7) focuses on the second point. He stresses that broken
ergodicity is a usual phenomenon in physics because even if, on an infinite time interval, the
system may be considered ergodic, on a finite time scale the system may be effectively confined
in a subspace of the accessible phase space (component), thus (II) is not valid anymore. Palmer
defines the components with two properties:

1) Confinement: the cumulative escape probability up to time τobs is small.

2) Internal Ergodicity: time averages over the time interval τobs are a good approximation
of space averages inside the component. While the time scale to reach equilibrium on the
whole energy surface is much longer. This means that there are two distinct time scales:
the system quickly explores the component, but the time needed to explore the whole
energy surface is much longer.
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He also distinguishes two different cases:

a) Frozenness: if the escape probability is zero, than the component is said to be frozen or
absolutely confined.

b) Metastability: For non–zero escape probability the component is said to be metastable.

This general point of view on the broken ergodicity problem in dynamical systems is very
close to the one used in this dissertation.

In recent years the connection of the ergodic properties of a dynamical system with respect
to the range of the interaction have been investigated (15). The dynamical and statistical
properties of a system of interacting particles crucially depends on the long or short range
nature of the interaction.

What do we mean with long range interacting systems?

Typical interaction potentials decrease with the distance, so that the slower they decrease,
the longer is the range of the interaction.

If the range of the interaction is determined by a real parameter α (for instance for a potential
which decays as R−α), usually system properties change in a sharp way in correspondence of a
critical parameter value. In this case we are legitimate to consider the critical parameter value
as the the value that divides between the short and the long range case.

In order to define the long and the short range of the interaction let us consider a uniform
distribution of particles and an interaction potential V (x). We can write the interaction energy
of each particles with the other particles, whose distance is longer than ε, as E ∼ ∫∞

ε V (x)dx.
This energy represent the interaction energy of one particles with the distant ones. If this energy
diverges the interaction is said to have a long range, otherwise a short range. If we consider a
potential which decays as R−α we have:

E ∼
∫ R1

ε

Rd−1

Rα
dR =

Rd−α
1

d− α
− εd−α

d− α
for α 6= d

E ∼ ln(
R1

ε
) for α = d

where d is the immersion dimension of the system. As one can see if α > d the interaction has
a short range while if α ≤ d the interaction has a long range. With this definition, in three
dimension, gravitation and coulomb forces are long range, V ∼ R−1. Also dipole interactions
are long range since V ∼ R−3.

Note that this definition of long and short range is not universally accepted. For instance for
critical phenomena, short range is associated with α > d+ 2 − η, where η is a small parameter
system–dependent (10).

Statistical and dynamical properties can therefore be very different depending on the range
of the interaction. An important property of long range interacting systems is non–additivity
(18). A system is said to be non–additive if the total energy cannot be obtained from the sum
of the energies of its macroscopic parts, spatially distinct. Suppose to divide the system into
two halves of energy E1 and E2. Non–additivity implies that E 6= E1 + E2. Now, because
we can always write E = E1 + E2 + V , if the interaction energy, V , can be neglected (in the
thermodinamic limit), the system is additive. The interaction energy can be usually neglected
for short range interaction, indeed they usually give a surface contribution that is negligible with
respect to volume contribution of the total energy. Non–additivity has important consequences
from a Statistical point of view, for instance microcanonical and canonical prediction can differ
if a system is non–additive(9). Indeed in the derivation of the canonical ensemble from the
microcanonical one, additivity is assumed.
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We will consider now in more detail how the ergodic properties of a system depend on the
range of the interaction. For short range interacting systems chaos is usually assumed to give
a sufficient condition for ergodicity. A typical situation for short–range nonlinear interacting
systems , is that the maximal Lyapunov exponent remains finite in the thermodinamical limit,
thus leading to an ergodic behavior. On the other side, long range interacting systems have
been often found to violate ergodicity. Two ways in which this can occur are well known in
literature:

1) Chaos Suppression(11): This phenomenon has been found in many long range systems.
It can be described as follow: as the number of particles increases, at fixed interaction
energy, the chaoticity of the system decreases, namely the maximal Lyapunov exponent
decreases as N−k, where k is of order 1. Thus, in the thermodynamical limit, the system
becomes quasi–integrable. Note that for any finite number of particles the phenomenom
of chaos suppression does not exclude the possibility of ergodicity on an infinite time scale.

2) Slow Relaxation of Metastable states(12): There are examples of metastable states whose
relaxation time diverge as N → ∞. In this case a metastable state becomes frozen ( or
stable) in the thermodynamical limit, and ergodicity is definitively broken. As before the
slow relaxation of metastable states does not exclude the possibility that the system is
ergodic on an infinite time scale if a finite number of particles is taken into account.

Note that both the mentioned ways in which long range interaction effectively breaks er-
godicity are more related to condition (II) than to condition (I), because they do not exclude
the possibility that the system is actually ergodic on an infinite time scale. In the present
dissertation we will address both this two aspects of long range broken ergodicity, nevertheless
our main aim is to analyze a third way in which ergodicity is broken in long range interacting
systems (17). We will prove the existence of frozen components for all N and their relation
with the long range of the interaction. This third way is directly related to condition (I).

Specifically we have analyzed a Classical Heisenberg Model with an infinite range of the
interaction. We have chosen an infinite interaction range because the analitycal treatment is
easier in this case, and exact results can be obtained. Indeed, for infinite range interacting
systems, Mean–Field models, which usually can be treated analitycally, constitutes a very good
approximation. Throughout the dissertation the comparison with them will be fundamental to
elucidate both the statistical and the dynamical properties under investigation. Moreover, there
are several indications that behaviors found in the infinite range case extend to cases where two–
body potentials decays at large distance with a power smaller than space dimensionality (13).
We showed that if the interaction is anisotropic than an energy threshold exists, below which
the phase space is disconnected into two frozen components. Since below this threshold the
phase–space is disconnected (thus metrically decomposible), it cannot be ergodic on the whole
energy surface. We thus called this threshold the non ergodicity threshold. It is interesting
to note that such threshold exists for all N and is independent from the chaoticity of the
system, having a topological and not a dynamical nature. The non–ergodicity–threshold exists
only if the anisotropy induces an easy–axis of the magnetization, namely the minimal energy
configuration is the one in which all the spins are aligned along one direction, which defines
implicitly the easy–axis of the magnetization. In Chapter (2) we will compute analytically such
threshold and, on the basis of our results, we will conjecture that it cannot exist for short range
interaction ( we will prove this statement for the one–dimensional case and a potential decaying
algebrically with the distance).

Each frozen components is defined by the sign of the total magnetization along the easy
axis of the magnetization, namely the sign of the magnetization is positive in one component
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and negative in the other. This makes the existence of frozen components interesting not only
with respect to the problem of a dynamical foundation of the methods of Statistical Mechanics,
indeed, in our case, the frozenness of these two components has interesting physical conse-
quences: for instance the magnetization cannot change sign in time below the non–ergodicity
threshold. We will anlyze the consequences of this sharp breaking of ergodicity with respect to
phase transitions and with respect to the time scale of magnetic reversal in Chapter (3). On
the Quantum side we will handle with the same Model. The comparison between the classical
and the quantum behavior is not an easy task, but in recent years many tools have been de-
veloped (14), which are very useful to interpret the dynamical properties of a system in terms
of its spectral properties. Guided by this considerations, in Chapter (4), we will give evidence
of the existence of a quantum signature of the classical non–ergodicity threshold. Indeed we
will provide an independent definition of a quantum non–ergodicity threshold, motivated by
considerations strictly valid in the quantum regime. We will then show the connection between
the two thresholds, classical and quantum, and show how the latter consistently tends to the
former in the classical limit. We will also discuss the relevance of the quantum non–ergodicity
threshold with respect to quantum magnetic reversal.

In Chapter (5), we draw the conclusions concerning the Chapters so far, and point out that
long–range interacting systems could have some relevance in designing quantum computing
devices. Indeed, in the years of the present Ph.D. research work, we also focused on quantum
computation, where interaction plays a crucial role. This is illustrated in Chapter (6), where
the results of our research in this field are gathered.
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1.1 Appendix A : Definition of Ergodicity

Let us consider a dynamical system on a given subspace V , defined by the dynamical variables
x. Let f(x) be a well defined and summable function on V . The infinite time average of f(x)
is defined as follow:

〈f〉T = limT→∞

∫ T

t0
f(x(t))dt

Note that Birkhoff proved that this limit exist and that it is independent from t0, (16).
While the space average of f(x) is given by:

〈f〉S =

∫

V
P (x)f(x)dx

where P (x) is a continuum and invariant Probability distribution. With invariant it is meant:

∫

Γ
P (x)dx =

∫

Γt
P (x)dx

where Γ is a subspace of V and Γt indicates the same subspace at time t.
We can now give the definition of ergodic dynamical system:
A dynamical system is ergodic if, ∀f :

〈f〉T = 〈f〉S

Note that this implies that 〈f〉T is independent from the initial conditions.
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Chapter 2

Broken Ergodicity

Infernal world, and thou profoundest Hell
Receive thy new Possessor: One who brings
A mind not to be chang’d by Place or Time.
The mind is its own place, and in it self
Can make a Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of Heav’n.
..............................................
Better to reign in Hell, then serve in Heav’n.

—Paradise Lost, John Milton

2.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we will tell how we lost the “Paradise of Ergodicity”, see citation above. Most
of the results presented in this this Chapter have been published in Ref.(1). We expanded some
parts and added Sec.(2.5.2). In this Chapter we will define the non-ergodicity threshold, for
a class of Classical Heisenberg Models and relate its existence to the long range of interaction
and to the anisotropy of the coupling.

It is generally assumed that, due to a sufficiently strong interaction, chaos will provide the
mechanism in order to have ergodicity on the energy surface. As we explained in Ch.(1), ergod-
icity could justify the equal probability hypothesis, which is the basic assumption in building
statistical mechanics ensembles. Generally speaking, the degree of chaos will depend on the
strength of the interparticle interaction and on the number of particles: it is a common lore
that the larger the number of particles, the stronger is chaos, thus leading to more suitable
conditions for ergodicity and statistical investigation.

This general behavior is far from being satisfied by many physical systems, as explained
by R.G. Palmer in his seminal paper(2) where, using his words: “The breakdown of ergodic
behavior is discussed as a general phenomenon in condensed matter physics”. In his paper
the breakdown of ergodicity as due to an “effective” confinement of the system, respect to the
observational timescale has been put forward. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no single examples where thresholds for broken ergodicity can be found analytically and,
more important, where the relation with the interaction range has been remarked explicitly.

The relation between the dynamical properties, like chaos or ergodicity, and the kind of
interparticle interaction has been studied since long (3), but only recently this relation has been
considered with respect to the long or short range of the interaction (4). Indeed, long-range
interacting systems display peculiar properties from the point of view of statistical mechanics. It
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is well known for instance that, for such systems, the canonical and the microcanonical ensemble
give different results, (5), thus questioning the validity of statistical mechanics. Moreover,
chaos suppression in long-range interacting systems when the number of particles increases was
recently found(6; 7; 8), and analytically investigated (9), thus leading to anomalous statistical
behavior in the thermodynamical limit.

In this Chapter, we investigate a one–dimensional spin chain model with two different ranges
of interaction, nearest neighbors and “infinite” (all particles are interacting with all the others).
Depending on the interaction range, dynamical properties, as ergodicity and chaoticity are
strongly different. Indeed, even in presence of chaoticity(10), the model displays a lack of
ergodicity only in presence of all to all interaction and below an energy threshold, which we called
the non-ergodicity threshold. Such non–ergodic behavior is mainly due to a non–connected phase
space and the threshold for non-ergodicity can be obtained analytically. Moreover such non-
ergodicity persists in the thermodynamical limit, actually the ratio between the disconnected
portion and the whole energy range approaches one, as the number of particles goes to infinity.

Moreover we have found that, for all-to-all interaction, when the number of particles in-
creases, the system dynamics becomes more regular. This is the phenomenon of chaos suppres-
sion, yet discussed in Ch.(1). We also give numerical evidence that there is room for chaos in
the non–ergodic region, for any finite number of particles.

For sake of comparison, we consider the same model with short range interaction (nearest
neighbor coupling) and we prove that this kind of disconnection does not exist. Of course, this
does not imply that the system is ergodic, as also supported by our numerical simulations that
indicate the presence of regular dynamics in some region of the energy space.

We then generalize our results taking into account a system with generic anisotropy. Finally
we consider a Classical Heisenberg Model in which the spins interact through a potential which
decays with a given function of the distance among the spins. In this case we prove that the
non-ergodicity threshold can exist only if the interaction has a long range behavior.

2.2 The Model : chaoticity vs interaction range

Our model is a variant of the one–dimensional Classical Heisenberg model for N–spins,(11) .
The Hamiltonian is given by:

H = J
∑

〈i,j〉
(Sx

i S
x
j − Sy

i S
y
j ) (2.1)

where 〈i, j〉 stands for nearest neighbor (N–interaction), or infinite range couplings (all–
to–all, A–interaction) and J is a positive constant. Since J is a multiplicative constant we
could eliminate it with a proper rescaling of time, nevertheless we prefer to keep it because
in the following we will use two different values of J depending to the kind of interaction,
N–interaction or A–interaction.

Through the relations :

Ṡ
γ
i = [Sγ

i ,H],

where γ = x, y, z, Hamiltonian (6.3) gives rise to the standard nonlinear equations of motion:































Ṡx
i = −JSz

i

∑

〈j〉 S
y
j

Ṡy
i = −JSz

i

∑

〈j〉 S
x
j

Ṡz
i = J

∑

〈j〉(S
y
i S

x
j + Sx

i S
y
j ),

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1: a) Maximal Lyapunov exponent, λmax, for different number of particles N = 5
(black) , N = 10 (blue), N = 25 (red), N = 50 (yellow) and N = 100 (green), as a function
of the energy per particle ε = E/N , for A–interaction a), and for N–interaction b). Error
bars have been obtained as the standard deviation from a set of 20 initial trajectories on the
same energy surface. Trajectories have been integrated for a time of 104. In a) the interaction
constant has been chosen as J = 2I/N , with I = 3, while in b) J = I = 3.

where 〈j〉 is a shorthand notation for j 6= i (in the case of A–interaction) , and j = i ± 1
when N interaction (without periodic boundary conditions) is assumed.

Constants of motion are the energy H = E, and the N squared moduli |Si|2 (which we set
equal to 1 for simplicity). For N = 2, an additional constant of motion, in involution with the
others, is given by Sz

1 − Sz
2 , and the system becomes exactly integrable.

Let us notice that, in general, the only free parameters are the total energy E, the interaction
strength J and the number of particles N . Moreover, for any finite number of particles N , the
energy is bounded |E| ≤ Emax(J,N). A rough estimate for such border are: Emax ∼ JN2 for
A-interaction and Emax ∼ JN for N -interaction. Nevertheless the rigorous bound will be given
below.

In order to make a fruitful comparison between N and A interaction and according to a
general prescription (12) we rescale, for A interaction, the strength J to the number of particles
N , setting J = 2I/N . In this way the energy of A systems scales with the number of particles in
the same way as for N systems. Note that with this rescaling the A system becomes extensive
but not additive.

For N > 2, and sufficiently strong interaction (both N and A interaction) the system is
chaotic in a large energy range |E| < |Ech(j,N)| < Emax, as indicated by a maximal positive
Lyapunov exponent. From now on, all results will be restricted to the chaotic energy region
only.

Chaotic properties of the model have been analyzed within the frame of Standard Lyapunov
analysis(13; 14). In Fig.(2.1) we show the maximal Lyapunov exponent as a function of the
energy per particle ε = E/N for different number of particles and A (upper) and N (lower)
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interaction. As one can see, while the maximal Lyapunov exponent λmax depends on the energy
per particle in some peculiar way, there is a large energy region where it is appreciably different
from zero for both interactions. From the same picture it is clear that while increasing the
number of particles in the case of N interaction, does not produces an appreciable variation of
λmax, the same variation in N , for A interaction, effectively decreases the value of λmax. Even
if it is difficult to give an exact scaling relation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent with all
the system parameters (E,N, J) the approximate relation λmax(E = 0, I = 3) ∼ 1/Nα holds,
where α = 0 for N interaction and α = 1 for A interaction, see Fig. (2.2).

The numerical results and the corresponding approximate relations are shown in Fig.(2.2)
and indicate the absence of a chaotic dynamics for all-to-all interacting systems with a large
number of particles. This is what is called in literature chaos suppression in long range in-
teracting systems (15). Note that chaos suppression in this model is much stronger then in
other models with infinite range coupling (7; 15) where α = 1/3. Note that the 1/N decrease
of the Lyapunov exponent cannot be explained only by the fact that the interaction strength
also decreases as 1/N , since two things change: we increase N and we decrease J . Indeed an
increase of N also change the chaoticity of the system, for instance for N = 2 the system is
integrable while for larger N it becomes chaotic.

The general trend where the maximal Lyapunov exponent decreases with the number of
particles can be understood from the fact that in the limit N → ∞ and for A interaction the
model becomes close to an integrable one.

Indeed the Hamiltonian per particle can be written as:

H

N
= Ih0 +

I

N
h1 (2.3)

where h0 = m2
x −m2

y and h1 = 1
N

∑N
i=1

[

(Sy
i )2 − (Sx

i )2
]

where we have defined the average

magnetization mk = 1
N

∑N
i=1 S

k
i , with k = x, y.

While both h0 and h1 remain on order 1 in the limit of large N , and fixed interaction strength
I, the constant in front of h1 goes to zero and the h0 term dominates. A close inspection(16),
and our numerical results indicate that h0 represents an integrable model for any choice of
parameters. This is a generic feature of chaos suppression in long range interacting systems:
usually, because of long range, as N increases, most of the energy of the system is assigned to
collective motions which, usually, turn out to be integrable.

2.3 Ergodicity : numerical results

While in two degrees of freedom systems the absence of ergodic motion in presence of chaos is
somehow obvious (due to the presence of invariant tori), for many degrees of freedom systems
the same occurrence is far from being trivial. In spite of that, we will now show that, for A
interaction, an energy threshold exists below which one cannot have ergodic motion.

In order to verify that a given function of the phase space has the ergodicity property we
have to compare time averages with phase space averages. We sampled our phase space points
from a uniform probability distribution over all the phase space (17), keeping those phase points
for wich H was in the desired energy interval. Now, because we set the spin modulus equal to
one, the uniform distribution follows if we chose each spin in a uniform way on the unit sphere.
We can achieve a uniform distribution over the unit sphere, if we choose S z from a uniform
distribution, between −1 and +1, and the angle φ in a uniform way between 0 and 2π, where
φ is the angle between the x axis and the projection of Si over the xy plane.

Let us first consider for a fixed energy, the phase and time average of the mean magnetization
along the y direction. Phase distributions have been obtained numerically by choosing an
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Figure 2.2: Maximal Lyapunov exponent as a function of the number of particles, for the same
parameters of Fig.(2.1) and E = 0. Triangles refer to A interaction, while crosses are for N
interaction. Also shown the best fit lines λN = 1.1 ± 0.2(blue) and λA = (4.1 ± 0.1)/N (red).

ensemble M of different points upon the energy surface and by taking the simple average

m̄y =
1

M

M
∑

j=1

m(j)
y (2.4)

where m
(j)
y = (1/N)

∑N
i=1 s

i(j)
y is the y component of the magnetization of the j-th element

of the ensemble.

In the same standard way the time average can be obtained by taking one single point onto
the energy surface, iterating it in time using the equations of motion (2.2) and computing its
values at different times tj, so that

〈my〉 =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

my(t) (2.5)

Should the system be ergodic the averages (2.4) and (2.5) give the same result. Instead of
comparing the averages (2.4) and (2.5) we consider the distributions, P p(my) and P t(my) and
compare them directly.

Phase and time distributions of the mean magnetization are shown in Fig.(2.3) for the N -
interaction (right column) and A-interaction (left column) with the same number of particles.
All cases are characterized by a chaotic dynamics, as given by a maximal positive Lyapunov
exponent, see Fig. (2.1).

As one can see, while for nearest neighbor interaction there is a good correspondence between
the two averages (this of course does not mean ergodicity), in the case of all-to-all interaction
there are strong deviations, in the lower energy case, see Fig.(2.3a). More precisely one tra-
jectory with an initial my > 0(< 0) cannot reach a region with my < 0(> 0), below some
energy threshold. Another difference is related to the presence of a two-peaks distribution: this
indicates the presence of a phase transition and it will be the subject of the next Chapter.

Strictly speaking, from these numerical results one can only infer that the time of transition
from one peak to the other one is much larger than the simulation time. Nonetheless, in the
next section we will show that such transition time does not exist. The origin of this deviation
is that for those energy values less than the energy threshold the phase space is metrically
decomposable(18) thus making the A system rigorously non-ergodic.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of mean magnetization along the y-axis for A interaction (left column)
and N interaction (right column). As black lines we show the phase distributions, P p(my),
while red ones stand for time distributions, P t(my). Phase distributions have been obtained
taking M = 105 different initial conditions upon the energy surface E = −5, a) and b) and
E = −1, c) and d), while time averages have been obtained by computing one single trajectory
in time on the same energy surface for a time T = 105 and taking values at time steps ∆t = 1.
Results have been checked on increasing the number of initial points upon the energy surface
for the phase average, and on increasing the integration time T for the time average. Here is
N = 10, and I = 3. Maximal Lyapunov exponents are positive for all the cases shown in this
figure, as can be deduced from Fig.(2.1).
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2.4 Non–Ergodicity Threshold: analytical results

The existence of a threshold for the non ergodicity in case of A interaction can be proved by
the following argument. Let us assume that initially the spins are oriented in such a way that
my(0) > 0 with the energy E. It is clear that if we are able to prove that when E < Ene one
cannot have the solution my = 0 on the energy surface H = E, it means that the trajectory
should keep, for any time my(t) > 0. Since reversal of y single spin components results in change
of y magnetization but not of the energy, the same argument can be applied to my(0) < 0 as
well. In other words the space is metrically decomposable, since one trajectory with my > 0
cannot reach the region where my < 0 (and viceversa), although both regions belong to the
same energy surface.

In order to find the explicit value of Ene one should consider the problem of minimizing the
value of the energy E under the constraint my = (1/N)

∑N
i=1 S

y
i = 0, which means that the

non-ergodicity threshold is defined in the following way:

Ene = min{H|my = 0}. (2.6)

In principle this task can be faced by means of the Lagrange multipliers. Nevertheless from a
very simple argument we can estimate the critical energy Ene.

Let us first derive the minimal energy, Emin, and then the non-ergodicity energy, Ene, for
both N and A systems. Of course, only in the case Ene > Emin the non–ergodicity threshold has
some relevance, because it implies that the energy region between Ene and Emin is disconnected.

2.4.1 Minimal energy

We can find the minimal energy by minimizing the Hamiltonian (6.3) under the constraint:

(Sx
i )2 + (Sy

i )2 + (Sz
i )2 = 1, i = 1, ..., N (2.7)

We can take conditions (2.7) into account, switching to spherical coordinates:











Sx
i = sin(θi) cos(φi)
Sy

i = sin(θi) sin(φi)
Sz

i = cos(θi).
(2.8)

We can now rewrite Hamiltonian (6.3) as:

H = J
∑

〈i,j〉
sin(θi) sin(θj) cos(φi + φj) (2.9)

where

J =

{

(2I/N) for A−interaction
I for N−interaction

(2.10)

One absolute minimum value is obtained, for instance, setting:
{

sin(θi) = 1
cos(φi + φj) = −1

(2.11)

where j = i+ 1 for N system and j 6= i for A system.
While the first equation of (2.11) can be easily satisfied by both N and A system, assuming

θ =
π

2
(2.12)
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some care should be taken in order to fulfill the second one.

For N system, we can put for instance:

{

φi = 0 for i even
φi = π for i odd

(2.13)

On the contrary, for A system, we set

φi = π/2 for i = 1, ..., N. (2.14)

Taking into account that there are N − 1 couplings in the N system and N(N − 1)/2 in the
A system, the minimal energy is given by (for both interactions):

Emin = −I(N − 1). (2.15)

2.4.2 Non–ergodicity threshold

We define the non–ergodicity threshold Ene in such a way that for any energy E < Ene the
system is metrically decomposable. In order to find this non-ergodicity (or disconnection) energy
we have to find the minimum of Hamiltonian (6.3) under the additional constraint

my = 0. (2.16)

For A system Hamiltonian (6.3) can be written as,

H = − I

N

∑

(Sx
i )2 +

I

N

∑

(Sy
i )2 + INm2

x − INm2
y (2.17)

Let us now search for the minimum of (2.17) under the constraints (2.7) and (2.16). In
(2.17) the only term that can be negative under the given constraints is the first one, therefore,

Ene ≥ −I

If it is possible to minimize this term putting at the same time all the other to zero, we get the
non-ergodicity energy.

When N is even we can put half spins with Sx
i = +1, and half such that Sx

i = −1. In this
way mx = 0, Sy

i = 0 and my = 0, so that:

Ene = −I, forN even

When N is odd we cannot minimize the first term in (2.17), and at the same time let the
other terms to be zero, so that: Ene > −I , for N odd.

Anyway it is easy to give an upper bound for Ene which is sufficient for our scope. Indeed
we can arrange N − 1 spins as in the previous case, and for the last spin we assume S z

N = ±1.
In this way we have mx = 0, Sy

i = 0 and my = 0, so that:

−I < Ene ≤ −I + I/N, forN odd

For N system, the non-ergodicity energy, if defined as the minimum energy for which
Eq.(2.16) holds, coincides with the minimal energy. Indeed the same values of φi (2.13) and θi

(2.12) which minimize the Hamiltonian, satisfy condition (2.16) too, so that:

Ene = Emin = −I(N − 1)
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A Emin Ene

Neven : −I(N − 1) −I
Nodd : −I(N − 1) (−I,−I + I/N ]

Table 2.1: Minimal and non-ergodicity energy for A system. Note that in the case of odd
number of particles we give a lower and an upper bound for the non-ergodicity energy.

N Emin Ene

−I(N − 1) −I(N − 1)

Table 2.2: Minimal and non-ergodicity energy for N system.

This of course does not exclude the possibility to have some other constraint that produces a
disconnected phase space (even if such conclusion is not supported by our numerical simula-
tions).

In Tables 2.1 and 2.2 we summarize the minimal and non-ergodicity energies found.
As an interesting consequence of our results we note that the ratio:

r =
|Ene −Emin|

|Emin|
(2.18)

between the disconnected portion of the energy range and the total energy range, in the limit
of a large number of particles at fixed interaction strength, goes to one for A interaction, and
is exactly zero for N interaction, thus showing that in this limit the energy range is completely
disconnected for A interaction only (note that in the positive region of the energy range the
same argument used to show the existence of a non-ergodicity energy can be applied considering
mx instead of my).

As one can see, for A interaction, as the number of particles increases the region of non–
ergodicity does not decrease thus indicating that caution should be taken when ergodicity is
tacitly assumed due to small interactions between many particles.

The presence of the non ergodic region is not related with the chaoticity of the system.
Indeed for any N we can find an I value such that there is developed chaos for E < Ene. In
order to validate this statement, we show in Fig.(2.4) how the maximal Lyapunov exponent
varies as a function of I. More precisely the Lyapunov exponent has been computed for any
N exactly at the non-ergodicity energy threshold, E = Ene. As one can see λ(Ene) increases
linearly with I, thus showing that, for any N fixed, it is possible to choose I such that the system
is chaotic and non-ergodic, below Ene. Note that this result is not just a trivial consequence
of the fact thet the Lyapunov exponent grows linearly with I at fixed energy. Actually Ene

changes with I, so that when we compute λ(Ene) as I increases, also the energy changes.

2.5 Generalization

Let us finally mention that the previous results can be easily generalized. We will first consider
the generalization to a generic anisotropic coupling. We will then analyze what is possible to
say when the interaction among spins decays like R−α.

2.5.1 Generic Anisotropy

Let us consider a generic XY Model:

H = −J
∑

〈i,j〉
(Sy

i S
y
j + ηSx

i S
x
j ) (2.19)
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Figure 2.4: Maximal Lyapunov exponent as a function of the interaction strength I for A
interaction, at the energy threshold E = Ene. for different number of particles N as indicated
in the legend. Dotted lines show linear fitting.

where |η| ≤ 1 and J > 0. Following the same arguments given above, we can show the existence
of a non-ergodicity energy and roughly estimate their dependence on system parameters.

We will mainly focus on the ratio between the disconnected portion of the energy range and
the total energy range, r, Eq. (2.18), in the limit of a large number of particles.

For A interaction, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (2.19) as:

H =
J

2

∑

i

[

η(Sx
i )2 + (Sy

i )2
]

− J

2
N2

(

ηm2
x +m2

y

)

(2.20)

From this equation we can estimate, for large N

Emin ∼ −J
2
N2,

As for the non-ergodicity energy, following the same procedure described in the previous section,
we have:

Ene '











−J
2N

2η for η > 0
0 for η = 0
J
2Nη for η < 0

(2.21)

so that

r '
{

1 − η for η > 0
1 for η ≤ 0

(2.22)

where we have neglected O(1/N) terms.

As one can see r = 0 only for η = 1, while r 6= 0 for asymmetric coupling.

For the N case, we have that

Emin ∼ −J(N − 1),

while

−J(N − 1) ≤ Ene ≤ −J(N − 3)
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as one can see setting, for instance,

Sx
i =

{

1 for i odd
−1 for i even

(2.23)

Note that for N � 1, Emin ' Ene so that r = 0 for any η, in the N case.

Thus, we can conclude that broken ergodicity is generic for asymmetric coupling and all-to-
all interaction.

2.5.2 1/Rα Interaction

We consider a classical Heisenberg model with anisotropic coupling and an interaction among
spins which decays as 1/Rα (20), where R is the distance among spins and α a real parameter
which varies in the range [0,∞]. Note that for α → 0 we recover the A interaction , while for
α→ ∞ we have the N interaction.

We consider a system described by the following Hamiltonian:

H = −J
∑

〈i,j〉

1

Rα
(Sy

i S
y
j ) + J

∑

〈i,j〉

1

Rα
(Sx

i S
x
j ) (2.24)

In the following we limit our considerations to the one dimensional case , d = 1.

The Hamiltonian(2.24), switching to spherical coordinates (2.8), can be rewritten as

H = J
∑

〈i,j〉

1

Rα
sin(θi) sin(θj) cos(φi + φj). (2.25)

Now, the sum(2.25) is minimized if we can minimize each addend. Because the 1/Rα term
is always positive, setting all the spins along the y direction, namely setting θi = π/2 and
φi = π/2, we have the minimal energy configuration, with:

Emin = −J
∑

〈i,j〉

1

Rα
(2.26)

Note that this same configuration(all spins directed along the y direction) minimize the energy
for any dimension, d. The minimal energy can be also written as:

Emin = −J
N−1
∑

k=1

N−k
∑

l=1

1

lα
(2.27)

Let us now consider the following configuration: we put half of the spins up along the
positive y direction and half of the spins down (we are supposing an even number of spins for
simplicity). We can represent this configuration in the following way:

.... ↑↑↑↑ ...... ↓↓↓↓ ........

Let us indicate the energy of this configuration as E↑↓. If we suppose to divide into two halves
also the configuration that minimize the energy in such a way to have:

.... ↑↑↑↑ ...... ↑↑↑↑ ......
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It is straightforward to realize that Emin = E1 + E2 − V , and E↑↓ = E1 + E2 + V , where E1

and E2 are the energy of the two halves, considered as independent, and V is the interaction
energy between the two halves. We thus have:

E↑↓ −Emin = 2V, (2.28)

where V can be written as:

V = J

N/2
∑

k=1

N/2+k−1
∑

l=k

1

lα
(2.29)

Now, we are interested in computing the ratio r↑↓ which is given by:

r↑↓ =
|E↑↓ −Emin|

|Emin|
=

2V

|Emin|
(2.30)

Eq.(2.30) allows us to make a general consideration. The configuration (↑↓) satisfies the
constrain my = 0 so that E↑↓ ≥ Ene. This implies that r↑↓ > r, where r is defined by Eq.(2.22).
From Eq.(2.30) we have that if V is negligible, for N → ∞, with respect to E1 and E2, then
r↑↓ → 0, which implies that r → 0. Let’s put it in words: if the interaction energy between
the two halves of the considered configuration ↑↓ is negligible in the large N limit respect to
the energies of the two halves considered independently, then the disconnected portion of the
spectrum vanishes.

The interaction energy V , Eq.(2.29), and Emin, Eq.(2.27), can be evaluated explicitly by
substituting sums with integrals, the result is:

V ∼ − 1

(1 − α)(2 − α)
[
2 − 2α

2
N2−α + 1]

Emin ∼ N

1 − α
+

1

(1 − α)(2 − α)
[1 −N2−α] (2.31)

Then we have computed r↑↓, as N → ∞, we have the following results:

r↑↓ → 0 for α > 1 (2.32)

r↑↓ → 2 − 2α for α < 1 (2.33)

So that we can say that for N → ∞ the non–ergodicity threshold doen not exist for α > 1.

We think that it is possible to generalize this results to any dimension, d. Work is still in
progress.

On the other side, nothing can be said of the long range case: even if we prove that for the
configuration (↑↓), r↑↓ remain finite for N → ∞, there could be another configuration, let’s call
it (c), which satisfies the condition my = 0, and for which rc → 0 as N → ∞. That means
that we did not prove the existence of the non–ergodicity threshold for α < 1, unless α = 0, of
course.

Note that if the interaction is isotropic, (η = 1), then it can be easily shown, following
the same arguments presented in this section, that the non–ergodicity threshold does not exist
whatever the range of the interaction.

2.6 Conclusions

In conclusion we have studied a spin chain model from the dynamical point of view for two dif-
ferent ranges of inter-spin interaction (nearest neighbor and all-to-all). Both models are mainly
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chaotic, in the sense that the dynamics is characterized by a positive maximal Lyapunov ex-
ponent in a wide energy region. Nevertheless, in the case of an infinite range of interaction,
the motion does not explore the whole energy surface. This can be understood on the basis of
a special topology of the phase space. An analytical estimate gives an energy threshold, the
non–ergodicity threshold, below which the system is rigorously non–ergodic: the existence of
this threshold has been also confirmed by numerical simulations. Note that the origin of the
non–ergodicity threshold is topological and it is thus completely independent from dynamical
properties, such as chaoticity. Moreover, for any interaction strength, on increasing the num-
ber of particles the range of energy values characterized by such non ergodic motion spans a
finite portion of the whole energy range, if the interaction has an infinite range. This could
be particularly relevant in the study of multidimensional systems, where usually ergodicity is
tacitly assumed for a large number of weak–interacting particles. We have also shown that this
phenomenon is generic for Classical Heisenberg Models with anisotropic coupling. Moreover
we showed that if the we consider an interaction which decays as R−α with the distance, then
for α > 1, the non–ergodicity threshold does not exist. On the basis of this result and numer-
ical simulations we conjecture that the non–ergodicity threshold exist if a generic long–range
anisotropic system is considered.
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Chapter 3

Time Scale for Chaotic Driven

Magnetic Reversal

Aujourd’hui l’espace est splendide!
Sans mors, sans éperons, sans bride,
Partons a cheval sur le vin
Pour un ciel feerique et divin!

—Les Fleurs du Mal, Le Vin des Amants, Charles Baudelaire

3.1 Introduction

The main results presented in this Chapter can be found in (1), nevertheless the discussion has
been widely expanded, with new figures, and new results.

In the previous Chapter we have established the existence of a non–ergodicity threshold,
εne in a Classical Heisenberg Model with an infinite range of the interaction (All-to-All) and
anisotropic coupling. Below the non–ergodicity threshold, the constant energy phase space is
disconnected in two components (subspaces), one for which the total magnetization is positive,
and one for which is negative. One of the main consequence of this is that the magnetization
cannot change sign in time. Below the non–ergodicity threshold there are no regions of the
phase space for which the magnetization is zero, so that, because the dynamics is continuum,
the magnetization cannot reach a region of phase space characterized by an opposite sign of the
magnetization. This implies that time averages of the magnetization, below εne, will be always
different from zero.

It is thus interesting to investigate what is the relation between the non–ergodicity thresh-
old and the prediction of Statistical Mechanics respect to ferromagnetic/paramagnetic phase
transition. We show that statistical mechanics predicts a phase–transition at an energy higher
than the ergodicity threshold. Moreover we show that the non-ergodicity threshold and the
statistical one, when they exist, are distinct for any finite number of spins.

Above the non–ergodicity threshold the magnetization can, in principle, reverse its sign, we
will describe how later, for the moment it is interesting to compare the behaviour of our system
with standard magnetic systems with short range interactions displaying a phase transition
in the thermodynamic limit. In the standard Ising (or Heisenberg) model with short range
interactions, below the critical temperature, reversing the order parameter (magnetization)
requires a time of order O(exp(

√
N)), where N is the total number of spins. Broken ergodicity

appears in the thermodynamic limit, due to the exponential divergence of the reversing time (2).
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Another type of broken ergodicity, not induced by the thermodynamic limit, can be caused by
disconnections of the energy surface. Although it can generically appear only in low-dimensional
phase-spaces, this effect is uncommon at large N . However, as we showed in the previous
Chapter, below a given specific energy, an anisotropic classical Heisenberg model with all-
to-all spin coupling exhibits this type of broken ergodicity for all N . Moreover, it is well
known that, for systems with long-range interactions (4), the escape time from metastable
states diverges like exp(N) (5; 6; 7). Comparing with the reversing time quoted above for the
Ising model, ergodicity breaking due to the large N limit is stronger for long-range interactions.
Being related with the infinite range nature of the interaction, the presence of a non-ergodicity
threshold could appear, at a first glance, a purely theoretical issue. Nevertheless, it could also
have an experimental relevance since all-to-all interacting systems can be realized using modern
experimental techniques (8). Thus, it is important to find characteristic signatures of this
threshold.

In this Chapter, we investigate the classical Hamiltonian dynamics of an anisotropic Heisen-
berg model, for which a finite number N of spins interact with all-to-all couplings. The aim is
to establish the main physical effects associated with the non-ergodicity threshold with respect
to a phase-transition appearing at a higher energy. The phase-transition is studied in the micro-
canonical ensemble, applying a recently developed solution method of mean-field Hamiltonians
based on large-deviation theory (9). These two transitions remain distinct in the thermody-
namic limit. We focus on finite size systems, because they allow a precise study of the interplay
between dynamics and statistics. Moreover, it has been remarked that, due to dynamical chaos,
even systems with a small number of degrees of freedom can acquire a statistical behavior (11).

An interesting result presented in this Chapter is that the ferromagnetic/paramagnetic tran-
sition can be dynamically driven below the statistical phase-transition. This happens if the spin
coupling strength is big enough to produce fully chaotic motion, indeed in this case we will
show that even if most of the accessible states are magnetized, the magnetization in its dynam-
ics oscillates between positive and negative values, thus giving a zero time average. This means
that, for all finite N , an observation time exists for which the time average of the magnetization
vanishes in an energy region above the non-ergodicity threshold, and below the statistical one.
This is due to a chaotic driven reversal of the magnetization. Indeed above this threshold, in
a fully chaotic regime, magnetization changes sign in a stochastic way and its behavior can
be fully characterized by an average magnetization reversal time. In this Chapter we present
the derivation of an explicit expression for the time scale of magnetization reversal. At the
ergodicity threshold, the reversal time diverges as a power law, with a characteristic exponent
proportional to the number of spins N .

Beside a regime of fully chaoticity, we will also show that, for low interaction strength, a
quasi–integrable regime is possible where reversal times strongly depends on initial conditions.

In Sec(3.2) we derive the non–ergodicity threshold and the statistical threshold. In Sec(3.3)
we analyse the time scale for magnetic reversal, and in Sec(3.4) we discuss the non-ergodicity
threshold as the critical threshold of a “chaotic driven” phase transition. Finally in Sec(3.5) we
show numerical evidence of the quasi-integrable regime that can characterize the behaviour of
the system for small interaction strength.

3.2 The two Thresholds

The Hamiltonian of the model is

H = B
N
∑

i=1

Sz
i +

J

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

(Sx
i S

x
j − Sy

i S
y
j ), (3.1)
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where Si = (Sx
i , S

y
i , S

z
i ) is the spin vector with continuous components, N is the number of

spins, B is the rescaled external magnetic field strength and J the all-to-all coupling strength
(the summation is extended over all pairs). Hamiltonian (6.3) is different from the Hamiltonian
we considered in the previous Chapter. Indeed we added an external magnetic field to generalize
our considerations.

The equations of motion are derived in a standard way from this Hamiltonian, and we have:



































dSx
i

dt = −BSy
i − JSz

i

∑

〈j〉 S
y
j

dSy

i

dt = BSx
i − JSz

i

∑

〈j〉 S
x
j

dSz
i

dt = J
∑

〈j〉(S
y
i S

x
j + Sx

i S
y
j )

(3.2)

The total energy E = H and the spin moduli |Si|2 = 1 are constants of the motion. The
dynamics of this model was found to be characterized by chaotic motion (positive maximal
Lyapunov exponent) for not too small energy values and spin coupling constants. For J = 0
the model is exactly integrable, while for generic J and B there is a mixed phase space with
prevalently chaotic motion for |E| < JN .

We will now show the existence of two distinct threshold in this model: first we will derive
analytically the non–ergodicity threshold, then we will present the microcanonical analysis and
the analytical evaluation of the statistical threshold, at which a second order phase transition
occurs in the N → ∞ limit.

3.2.1 The non-ergodicity Threshold

The non-ergodicity energy density εne for the Hamiltonian (6.3) can be obtained in the same
way as we did in the previous Chapter. Even in this case, it is possible to show (see Ap-
pendix A), that the phase space of the system is topologically disconnected below εne. From
symmetry considerations both positive and negative regions of my exist on the same energy
surface. Switching from a negative my value to a positive one requires, for continuity, to pass
throughmy = 0. Hence, for all energy values above εne = min(ε|my = 0) magnetization reversal
is possible, while below this value magnetization cannot change sign. Computing the minimum,
we get (14),

εne =











−B for J ≤ B

−(B2

2J + J
2 ) for J > B.

(3.3)

The existence of εne does not represent a sufficient condition in order to demagnetize a
sample for ε > εne. As will be shown in Sec.(3.5), regular structures indeed appear that prevent
most of trajectories to cross the my = 0 plane.

3.2.2 The statistical Threshold

We will first determine the statistical phase-transition energy of the model in the microcanonical
ensemble. The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H = BNmz +
J

2
N2

(

m2
x −m2

y

)

+
J

2

∑

i

(Sy
i )2 − (Sx

i )2, (3.4)
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where m = (mx,my,mz) = 1/N
∑

i Si. To keep the calculations easy, we will first neglect the
term J/2

∑

i(S
y
i )2 − (Sx

i )2. We will show later how to take into account this term. In order to
facilitate the calculations we will also set,

ε → ε/B

I → JN

B
, (3.5)

and we will consider the case B = 0 later. Thus we can consider the following Mean-Field
Hamiltonian:

H = N

[

mz +
I

2

(

m2
x −m2

y

)

]

, (3.6)

The most remarkable difference of Hamiltonian (3.6) with respect to (6.3) is that a new
constant of the motion appears: the modulus of the total angular momentum M 2 = m2

x +
m2

y +m2
z. In numerical simulations we always find a vanishing Lyapunov exponent: hence, we

presume that model (3.6) becomes exactly integrable. The dynamics of the global magnetization
is indeed integrable, but this does not obviously imply the integrability of Hamiltonian (3.6),
in the same way that the integrability of the center of mass does not imply the integrability of
the motion of all the particles. It is not difficult to show that the motion of the magnetization
must be integrable for Hamiltonian (3.6): the phase space is three dimensional, but the two
constant of motion H and M 2 forces the magnetization vector to move in a one dimensional
phase space, which proves integrability.

Using this simplified Hamiltonian, we can calculate the entropy, counting the number of
microscopic configurations associated with given values of mx, my and mz, independently of
the energy of the system. This can be done using the Cramér theorem, a basic tool of Large
Deviation theory (10). Each single spin is characterized by two angles θ and φ, such that
Sz = cos θ, Sx = sin θ cosφ, Sy = sin θ sinφ. We calculate the function

Ψ(λx, λy, λ) =
1

4π

∫ π

0
sin θ dθ

∫ 2π

0
dφeλ cos θeλx sin θ cos φ+λy sin θ sin φ. (3.7)

Then, from Cramér’s theorem, we get the entropy s(mx,my,mz) through a Legendre-Fenchel
transform of lnΨ:

s(mx,my,mz) = sup
λx,λy,λ

[λxmx + λymy + λmz − lnΨ(λx, λy, λ)] . (3.8)

The equilibrium state is now computed by maximizing the entropy (3.8), under the constraint
of a constant energy. Of course, for small N , there will be large fluctuations around this
equilibrium value, we turn to this point later. Our goal is now just to locate the statistical
phase transition εstat. We will simplify the problem somewhat. As we are interested in finding
a possible phase transition between a my = 0 and an my 6= 0 states, and assuming the transition
is second order, it is sufficient to study the entropy around my = 0. We will also set mx = 0,
since it is easy to see that any non-zero mx would only decrease the entropy for negative energy
states. Physically, the picture is the following: the negative energy has to be absorbed by either
a non-zero mz, or a non-zero my or both. For small negative energies, it is entropically favorable
to decrease a bit mz, since it has a linear effect on the energy. For negative enough energies
however, it costs much entropy to decrease mz further (formally, mz = −1 corresponds to a
−∞ entropy); a non-zero my is then favored, this is the phase transition. We thus develop Ψ
up to second order in terms of λy, and compute the entropy s(mx = 0,my ,mz) up to second
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order in my. Using the energy conservation mz = ε + Im2
y/2, we obtain the entropy s(my; ε)

as a function of my alone, ε being now a parameter. The vanishing of the second derivative
in my = 0 yields the critical energy: εstat = −1/I, which, from Eq.(3.5), in the old variables
becomes:

εstat = − B2

JN
. (3.9)

At this threshold the entropy has a maximum in my = 0, indicating the the probability
distribition of the magnetization becomes sigle peacked, instead of double peacked, for ε > εstat.
It can be shown (13) that in the thermodynamic limit the second derivative of the entropy
becomes discontinous in εstat, indicating that a second order phase transition occurs at εstat, for
N → ∞. This value of εstat, analytically obtained, is in good agreement with numerical results
obtained using the full Hamiltonian (6.3).

For finite N , the system is actually best described by a probability distribution P (mx,my)
for each energy. The previous calculation gives us an approximate expression for this probability:

P (mx,my) ∝ exp (Ns(mx,my,mz = e− I

2
(m2

x −m2
y))) . (3.10)

The paramagnetic (resp. ferromagnetic) phase then corresponds to a probability distribution
single (resp. double) peaked around my = 0.

Neglecting the fluctuations for mx, the probability distribution for my at a given energy
density ε is:

P (my, ε) ∝ eNs(my ,ε) , (3.11)

where

s(my, ε) = − m2
y

2φ(λ)
− λ

(

ε+
I

2
m2

y

)

+ ln

(

sinhλ

λ

)

(3.12)

and

φ(λ) =
λ coshλ− sinhλ

λ2 sinhλ
(3.13)

with λ defined implicitly from the equation

ε+
I

2
m2

y = λφ(λ) (3.14)

From Eqs.(3.12,3.13,3.14) we can get the most probable value m∗
y(ε), we will compare in

Sec.(3.4), the most probable value of my thus obtained with the one obtained dynamically.

In this scheme, the non-ergodicity threshold εne can be recovered as the energy such that
s(0, εne) = −∞. From Eqs.(3.12,3.14) with my = 0, it is easy to get εne = −1, that using
Eq.(3.5) implies εne = −B, which is the same as in Eq.(6.13) in the limit N → ∞.

Also the minimal energy can be easily estimated (see Appendix B) as

εmin =











− B2

2JN − JN
2 for J ≥ B

N

−B for J < B
N

(3.15)

The statistical analysis has been done so far neglecting the term J/2
∑

i(S
y
i )2 − (Sx

i )2 in the
Hamiltonian (3.4). The results are qualitatively correct; to have a better agreement for small
N , this term should be included. This can be done in the following way. The Hamiltonian
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Figure 3.1: a) Probability distribution of my for ε = −0.9. The maximal probability, Pmax, and
P0 = P (my = 0) are indicated by vertical arrows. b) Probability of keeping magnetization sign
up to time t vs time. c) Magnetization my vs time. In this figure all data refer to the N = 6,
B = 1, J = 3 case.

depends now on another global quantity, ∆ = 〈(Sx
i )2 − (Sy

i )2〉. It is possible to include it in the
large deviation calculation; Eq.3.7 is modified in:

Ψ̃(λx, λy, λ, µ) =
1

4π

∫ π

0
sin θ dθ

∫ 2π

0
dφeλ cos θ+λx sin θ cos φ+λy sin θ sin φ+µ sin2 θ(cos2 φ−sin2 φ) (3.16)

One proceeds with the maximization procedure to compute s(mx,my,mz,∆). P (my, ε) is
then obtained maximizing s over the variables mx,mz,∆ at fixed energy. This last step has to
be carried out numerically, and no simple expression as (3.9) is available any more.

Finally note that, for the case B = 0, εstat, obtained from direct numerical computation of
the specific energy for which the probability distribution becomes single peaked, is consistent
with Eq.(3.9) with B = 0.

3.3 Time Scale for Magnetic Reversal

In the following, we will study the dynamics of the full Hamiltonian (6.3), which, at variance
with (3.4), is non–integrable and displays chaotic motion. Moreover, we will restrict ourselves
to the case J > B/N for which εstat > εne > εmin. The two thresholds, εne and εstat, define
three energy regions which show different dynamical and statistical properties:

1) For ε < εne, the probability distribution of my, P (my), obtained by a random sampling of
constant energy surface (16), as explained in Chapter(2), Sec.(2.3), shows two separate peaks,
with P (my = 0) = 0, so that my cannot change sign in time.

2) For εne < ε < εstat, the probability distribution is double peaked around the most probable
values of the magnetization. These two peaks are not separated and P (my = 0) 6= 0, see
Fig. (3.1a). What actually happens dynamically depends on the relative strength of the coupling
J with respect to B. For J big enough the behaviour of my(t) resembles a random telegraph
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Figure 3.2: With different colors we show the time dependence of the y component of each spin
for a system of 5 spins with B = J = 1 and ε = −0.8. The collective behaviour of all the spins
in correspondence to the sign reversal of Sy

i is clearly visible.

noise (17), Fig.(3.1c): magnetization switches randomly between its two most probable values,
reversing its sign at random times. We note here that in correspondence of the magnetic reversal
of the magnetization we found a collective behaviour: all the spins of the system reverse the sign
of the y component almost at the same time, see Fig.(3.2). This behavior has been found to be
common when the change of the magnetization is large enough, for instance if the magnetization
changes from −0.9 to +0.9. Indeed in this case only a collective behaviour of all the spins can
induce such a big change in the magnetization.

We computed the reversal times in two different ways:

a) Starting from a single initial condition, on a given energy surface, and integrating the
equations of motion for a long time interval. We then sampled the time needed for the
magnetization to cross zero twice, τ00, see Fig.(3.1 c).

b) Starting from an ensemble of initial conditions on a given energy surface. We computed,
for each initial condition, the time needed for the magnetization to cross zero: τfirst.

In a fully chaotic regime the Probability distribution of the reversal times computed in the
two different ways, P (τ00) and P (τfirst), turn out to be the same: the probability distribution of
magnetization reversal times follows a Poissonian law. Hence, we can characterize the behavior
of the system through an average magnetization reversal time τ . The Poissonian distribution
of the reversal times is a consequence of strong chaos: the system looses its memory due
to sensitivity to initial conditions and the reversal probability per unit time becomes time
independent. As a consequence of the Poissonian distribution of the reversal times we have that
the probability for the magnetization to keep its sign up to time t decays exponentially with t:
Pk(t) ∼ e−t/τ , see Fig. (3.1b), for any initial conditions.

On the contrary, for small J , we observe a quasi-integrable behavior almost everywhere
in the energy range: reversal times strongly depend on initial conditions. We will show the
behaviour of the magnetization in this regime in Sec(3.5). For the moment we will limit our
considerations to the large J case.

3) Finally, for εstat ≤ ε ≤ 0, my quickly changes sign and P (my) is peaked at my = 0.
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χ and for B = J = 1. The exponential growth of τ (circles) with the number of particles is
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J = B = 1.
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For all energies in the range (εne, εstat), we analyzed the average reversal time. We find that
the reversal time τ grows exponentially with the number of spins for sufficiently large N , see
Fig.(3.3). We derive empirically an explicit formula for the dependence of τ on the parameter
χ = (ε− εne)/(εstat − εne)

τ ∼ χ−αN . (3.17)

Eq. (3.17) is valid above the non-ergodicity threshold and not too close to the statistical
border (observe that χ varies in this range between 0 and 1). The comparison of this formula
with numerical results is shown in Fig.(3.3 and 3.4). Let us remark that the reversal time
diverges at εne , see the inset of Fig.(3.4), as a power law, showing that this energy threshold
shares many peculiarities with standard second order phase transitions. In the case B = 0, we
find α = 0.85, Fig.(3.4), which is at variance with the value α = 1 obtained, for N → ∞, in the
mean field approximation (see below). This small discrepancy can be attributed to a finite N
effect. Extensions of these results to the B 6= 0 case show additional dependences of α on the
parameters B and J : when J = B one has α ≈ 1/2, see Fig.(3.3), while for J � B, α has the
same value as for B = 0.

A justification of Eq. (3.17) can also be given in terms of statistical properties. In Refs. (6; 7),
on the basis of fluctuation theory (20; 5), it has been argued that metastable states relax to the
most probable state on times proportional to exp(N∆s) where N is the number of degrees of
freedom and ∆s is the specific entropic barrier. In our case exp(N∆s) is nothing but Pmax/P0,
see Fig. (3.1a).

From the statistical approach presented in Sec(3.2.2) it is possible to determine the depen-
dence of Pmax/P0 on the parameters of the system in the Mean-Field model, Eq.(3.6), and for
N → ∞.

Below the statistical specific energy, P (my) is doubly peaked with a minimum in my = 0;
the entropic barrier per particle is thus s(m∗

y)−s(my = 0), where m∗
y is the most probable value

of my on the considered energy surface. A rough estimate of the switching time between m∗
y

and −m∗
y can be given, following Ref. (5), by

τ(N, ε) ∼ exp
(

N(s(m∗
y) − s(my = 0)

)

. (3.18)

There ought to be some prefactor, of course: we will discuss this point here below. Anyway
the wild exponential dependence in N is the most prominent phenomenon, as is evident from
the comparison with the numerics, see Fig.(3.3 and 3.4). Using Eq.(3.18), it is possible to show,
see Appendix C, that τ(N, ε) diverges at the critical point εne with a power law depending on
N only, namely

τ ∼ 1/(ε − εne)
N (3.19)

Note that Eq.(3.19) reproduces the main features of Eq. (3.17) and gives α = 1. Note that
the same calculations can be made for B = 0, considering the full Hamiltonian(3.4), and we
have that α = 1 also in this case.

We also analysed numerically the relation between the reversal times and Pmax/P0. Empir-
ically, for B = 0, we find a very good agreement with the reversal times setting

τ =
4

J

Pmax

P0
. (3.20)

While the Pmax/P0 factor in this formula has a theoretical justification, because it represents
the probability to cross the entropic barrier, the 1/J factor can be heuristically associated with
the typical time scale of the system. A deeper theoretical justification of this formula should
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be obtained in view of its success in describing the numerical results for different N , values
(Fig.(3.4)).

Because the reversal of the magnetic moment is a stochastic process, as we showed in this
section, we can consider 1/τ the escape rate of the magnetization through the entropic barrier
N∆s = ∆S. If we call λ the escape rate we can thus write, from Eq.(3.20):

λ = ω0e
∆S (3.21)

From Eq.(3.20) we have ω0 = J/4 and all the dependence on N is contained in the entropic
barrier term.

It is now interesting to compare Eq.(3.21) with the escape rate of the Kramers Model, see
Ref.(21) and references therein.

In the Kramers Model a classical particle, with mass M , moves in a one dimensional asym-
metric double well potential. The system is supposed to be in contact with an heat bath at
temperature T = 1/(kβ). The action of the heat bath on the dynamics of the system is taken
into account through a fluctuating random force, and a damping term −Mγẋ. The escape rate
from one well can be written as:

λk = cω0e
−β∆E (3.22)

where ∆E is the energy barrier, ω0 is the frequency of the motion at the bottom of the
potential well (obtained expanding the potential up to second order in the position coordinate),
and c depends both on the damping rate γ and on the frequency of the motion at the top of
the potential well.

The similarity between Eq.(3.21) and Eq.(3.22) is self-evident. We can then make the
following consideration: In the Kramers Model the escape mechanism is due to the external
noise, while in our case is due to the internal noise (chaos).

3.4 Chaotic Driven Phase Transition

In this section we will answer the following question: if the measured value of the magnetization
are given by the time average of the magnetization, for which energies the system will be found
magnetized and for which unmagnetized?

From Eq. (3.17) it is clear that the infinite time average of the magnetization is zero above
the non-ergodicity threshold and different from zero below, due to the divergence of the reversal
time. Nevertheless, this is not what we obtain during a finite observational time τobs. In
Fig.(3.5) we show the time-averaged magnetization

〈my〉obs = (1/τobs)

∫ τobs

0
dt my(t)

vs the specific energy ε for N = 5 (Fig.3.5a) and N = 50 (Fig.3.5b) spins during a fixed
observational time. While in (a) 〈my〉obs is zero just above εne, in (b) it vanishes at a value εobs

located between εne and εstat. Indeed, if τobs � τ , the magnetization has time to flip between
the two opposite states and, as a consequence, 〈my〉obs ' 0. On the contrary, if τobs � τ the
magnetization keeps its sign and cannot vanish during τobs. Defining an effective transition
energy εobs from τobs = τ(εobs), one gets, inverting Eq. (3.17), the value indicated by the vertical
arrow in Fig. (3.5b). This is, a posteriori, a further demonstration of the validity of Eq. (3.17)
for any N .

From Eqs.(3.12,3.13,3.14) we can get the most probable value of the magnetization, m∗
y(ε).

A plot of m∗
y(ε), is given in Fig.(3.5a,b) as dashed lines. As one can see, the agreement with the

numerical results obtained from the full Hamiltonian is excellent in the ferromagnetic phase.
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Figure 3.5: Time average of my over the observational time τobs vs ε for different number of
particles (a) N = 5, (b) N = 50, with fixed J = B = 1. Each single point has been obtained
taking the time average over the time intervals τobs = 105 (a) and τobs = 104 (b). Dashed
curves indicate the equilibrium value of my obtained from statistical mechanics. Vertical lines
represent the non-ergodicity and the statistical threshold respectively. The arrow in (b) indicates
the energy value εobs of the dynamical transition due to the finite observational time.

From a theoretical point of view, it is interesting to note that, for any fixedN , and sufficiently
large J , εobs → εne when τobs → ∞. On the other side, in agreement with statistical mechanics,
for any finite τobs, εobs → εstat when N → ∞. This implies that the limits τobs → ∞ and N → ∞
do not commute.

From the above considerations it follows that if τobs → ∞, the threshold which distinguishes
between a magnetized energy region and an unmagnetized one is εne and not εstat. We can thus
consider εne as the critical threshold at which a “dynamical” phase transition takes place: we
call this transition a chaotic driven phase transition.

Let us finally note that , usually, for long-range interactions, the interaction strength is
rescaled in order to keep an extensive energy(19). In our case this can be done setting J = I/N .
With this choice of J as N → ∞, at fixed I, J becomes much smaller than B, then a quasi–
integrable regime sets in and Eq. (3.17) looses its validity, see Sec(3.5). The presence of the
non-ergodicity threshold is therefore hidden.

3.5 Quasi–integrable Regime

In this section we will give numerical evidence of the quasi–integrable regime we can find for
J < B in the energy region between εne and εstat. If the system dynamics is not in a fully
chaotic regime, there are important consequences with respect to the reversal times and escape
rates (for instance Eq(3.17) looses validity).

Perhaps the most striking example has been reported in Fig.(3.6). We consider here a system
with N = 6 spins and B = 1, and different interaction strength, J = 0.5, Fig.(3.6) a) and b) and
J = 1, Fig.(3.6) c) and d). The energy in the two cases has been chosen so that the entropic
barrier is roughly the same, see Fig.(3.6) b) and d): this means that from a statistical point of
view both systems are characterized by the same probability to jump the barrier. Nevertheless,
as one can see in a) and b), the probability to keep the sign of the magnetization differs by
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Figure 3.6: The case N = 6 B = 1 is considered. We consider two different cases: J = 0.5 and
ε = −0.8, Fig. a) and b), for which the system displays a quasi–integrable regime, and J = 1
ε = −0.9, Fig. c) and d), for which the system displays a fully chaotic regime. The specific
energies have been chosen in such a way that Pmax/P0 are almost the same for the two cases,
see Fig. b) and d). We compare the probability to keep the sign of the magnetization up to
time t, Pk(t), for the two different dynamical regime: in the fully chaotic regime, Fig.c), Pk(t)
decays exponentially with t and the average magnetization time is of order 10. While in the
quasi–integrable regime, the dependence of Pk(t) on t is far from exponential and after a time
of order 105, Pk(t) is still large.

many orders of magnitude. This cannot be explained from the different J value, that, as we
have shown in the previous section, has only a linear effect on the reversal probability per
unit time. Such a big difference in the reversal times can be explained only with a drastic
change of the dynamical properties of the system: indeed while Fig.(3.6 a) refers to a quasi–
integrable regime, Fig.(3.6 b) refers to a fully chaotic regime. Quasi–integrability, or at least
a lack of ergodicity, has been also supported by different phase–space and time average of the
magnetization, see Fig.(3.7 a). While they agree in the fully chaotic regime, Fig.(3.7 b), in the
quasi–integrable regime, Fig.(3.7 a), the time average strongly depend on the initial conditions.

To assess the origin of this quasi-integrable regime in many-body systems is not an easy
task. Anyway we want to address a characteristic feature of this regime shared by standard
KAM systems.

In order to explain this point let us compare the dynamics obtained from the full Hamiltonian(3.4)
with the dynamics obtained from the Mean-Field Model,

H = BNmz +
J

2
N2

(

m2
x −m2

y

)

. (3.23)

In Fig.(3.8) we show the projection of the trajectory of m on the xy plane, namely we show
my(t) versus mx(t). We considered the different dynamical regimes described above. To fix the
idea we consider different interaction strength and the same scaling parameter χ = χ(ε) = 0.663
(therefore ε > εne for the two cases). We recall here that what we called magnetization in this
Chapter is my because the y direction is the easy axis of the magnetization of our system.

Let us first discuss Fig.(3.8a). Dark lines represent orbits of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian.
The orbits of the macroscopic variable m = (mx,my,mz) cover KAM tori since the Mean-Field
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Figure 3.7: In Fig. a) the case N = 6, B = 1, J = 0.5 and ε = −0.8 is considered. We compare
the probability distribution of the magnetization , P p(my), obtained from phase space average,
(continuum black lines), with P t(my) obtained from the time average of two different trajec-
tories(dashed lines). The system clearly shows a non-ergodic behaviour, within the considered
integration time (104). In Fig. b) the case N = 6, B = 1, J = 1 and ε = −0.9 is considered.
Note that P p(my) and P t(my) obtained from two different trajectories agrees within the con-
sidered integration time (104). Note finally that the entropic barriers are the same for the two
cases.

Model in the macroscopic variable m is exactly integrable (as discussed in Sec.(3.2.2) m2 is
another constant of motion for the Mean-Field Model). Despite the complete integrability the
trajectories display different features: while (1) cross the line my = 0, (2) remains confined in
the negative (my < 0) branch (let us stress that the trajectories belong to the same energy
surface). This means that the property to cross the my = 0 line can also occur for a completely
integrable case.

Two trajectories of the full Hamiltonian and the same initial conditions are then considered,
(3) and (4). As one can see the orbits stay for a long time sufficiently close to the Mean-Field
orbits. Again, while (4) gives rise to a “ferromagnetic” behavior, (3) originates a “paramag-
netic” one. Both trajectories, (3) and (4), are characterized by a positive maximal Lyapunov
exponent, so, according to common terminology, they are both chaotic, nevertheless the latter
,(3), demagnetizes, while the former ,(4), does not. On increasing J , keeping the same value
of χ, we enter in the regime described by Fig.(3.8b). Here, in the same way an orbit of the
Mean-Field Model has been indicated, (5) (actually a “ferromagnetic” one). The orbit of the full
Hamiltonian , (6), still characterized by a maximall Lyapunov exponent, covers both branches,
my > 0 and my < 0, thus inducing the demagnetization of the system. What is important to
stress is that in this case all the trajectories of the full Hamiltonian cover both the branches
on the same energy surface. Having in mind the mechanism producing a transition to the
global stochasticity in the Standard Map, with the breakdown of the last golden curve, we can
thus conjecture that invariant curves, confining the motion, exist in case (a), above the non–
ergodicity threshold in some region of the energy surface. The breakdown of this last invariant
curve, signals the transition to a fully chaotic motion. Of course, finding such threshold is an
hard task, due to the high-multidimensionality of the problem (and to the related problems,
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such as Arnold diffusion among tori(22)). The question about in which parameter region one
expect to fing a quai–integrable regime and in which a fully chaotic one is still open. We can
only make few qualitative considerations, reported below. Let us consider Hamiltonian (3.4), it
represents a sum of two terms: a Mean-Field integrable term plus the term J/2

∑

i(S
y
i )2−(Sx

i )2,
which is responsible for the chaoticity of the system. The specific minimal energy of this term
is ∼ −J/2, we will call it εch in the following. We can thus supppose that for ε < εch the
quasi–integrable regime prevails, while for ε > εch a fully chaotic regime is possible. Thus in
order to have a fully chaotic regime in the energy region between εne and εstat, it is necessary
that εne > εch. Now this is always the case if J > 2B, indeed for these valus of J εne ∼ εch.
While for J < 2B we expect a quasi integrable regime between εne and εch, which sould persist
in the thermodynamical limit. Our first numerical experiments do not falsificate this argument,
but more analysis is needed in order to confirm it, or to find a better one.

3.6 Conclusions

Summarizing, a simple spin model with anisotropic and long-range couplings has been studied
as a paradigmatic example. We discuss the relevance of the ergodicity breaking (3; 2) occurring
for any finite N with respect to the phase–transition. Two distinct energy thresholds are
addressed: the non-ergodicity threshold, εne, below which phase space is disconnected and
magnetization cannot change sign in time, and the statistical threshold, εstat, at which a second
order phase–transition occurs in the thermodynamic limit. The non-ergodicity threshold does
not disappear in the thermodynamic limit and remains always distinct from the statistical
threshold. In the highly chaotic regime, between εne and εstat, the behavior of the system
can be characterized by an average magnetization reversal time τ . Numerical simulations and
statistical arguments allow us to give a characterization of the reversal time above the non–
ergodicity threshold, pointing out a power law divergence at εne. This behavior is likely to be
valid beyond the toy model studied in this Letter and could be a characteristic signature of the
non–ergodicity threshold. The dynamical magnetization reversal times are also found to be in
good agreement with those obtained from simple fluctuation theory arguments. The infinite-
time average of the magnetization is zero above the non-ergodicity threshold, and different
from zero below. Therefore, the system, when chaotic, dynamically demagnetizes well below
the statistical threshold. This is the reason why we consider the non–ergodicity threshold as a
chaotic driven phase transition.

We also gave numerical evidence that besides a fully chaotic regime, between εne and εstat,
a quasi–integrable regime is also possible. This can occur if the interaction strength , (J), is
smaller then the intensity of the external magnetic field, (B). Also in this regime the magneti-
zation can reverse its sign but the reversal times turn out to be strongly dependent on the initial
conditions. Finally a possible mechanism for which the dynamics becomes quasi–integrable has
been addressed, indeed we showed that the motion of the magnetization remains confined for
a long time around the orbits of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian, in the quasi–integrable regime.
We expect that this confinament persists in the thermodynamical limit, but more research is
needed in order to confirm this expectation.
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Figure 3.8: In this Fig. we consider the case N = 50, B = 1 and χ = 0.663. We recall
that χ = (ε − εne)/(εstat − εne). We have chosen J in order to have two different dynamical
regimes: quasi–integrable, J = 0.1, Fig.a), and an highly chaotic one, J = 3, Fig.b). We plot
the projection of the trajectory of m over the xy plane, namely my(t) versus mx(t). In Fig. a)
(quasi–integrable regime) we show to different orbits of the Mean-Field Model, labelled with (1)
and (2). We also show the correspondent orbits, (3) and (4), of the full Hamiltonian, obtained
starting from the same initial conditions. As one can see in the quasi–integrable regime the
orbits of the full Hamiltonian remain close to the orbits of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian for
all the integration time considered (2 ∗ 104). Note also that in the quasi–integrable regime
some of the orbits cross the my = 0 line, thus demagnetizing the system, and some don’t. In
Fig. b) (highly chaotic regime) we show one trajectory of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian, (5),
and the correspondent orbit of the full Hamiltonian, obtained starting from the same initial
condition. As one can see in this case the orbit of the full Haniltonian does not remain close
to the trajectory of the Mean-Field one, and covers most of the available phase–space. The
integration time in this case is 104.
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3.7 Appendix A : Non-ergodicity threshold

Using the mean magnetization:

mx,y,z = (1/N)
N
∑

i=1

Sx,y,z
i

we can now rewrite the Hamiltonian (6.3) as follows:

H = BNmz −
J

2

∑

i

[

(Sx
i )2 − (Sy

i )2
]

+
JN2

2
(m2

x −m2
y) (3.24)

The non–ergodic border is defined as the minimum of this Hamiltonian under the constraints:

a)(Sx
i )2 + (Sx

i )2 + (Sx
i )2 = 1

b)my = 0 (3.25)

Instead of considering the minimum of (3.24) under the constraints (3.25)b we simplify
somewhat the problem calculating the absolute minimum of

F = BNmz −
J

2

∑

[(Sx
i )2 − (Sy

i )2].

If such minimum value satisfy both

mx = 0 and my = 0 (3.26)

the problem is equivalent to the original one.
We can take conditions (3.25a) into account setting:

Sz
i = cos θi, S

x
i = sin θi cosφi, S

y
i = sin θi sinφi

Taking the derivatives we obtain:

∂F

∂φi
= J sin2 θi cosφi sinφi = 0

∂F

∂θi
= sin θi[B + J cos θi cos

2 φi] = 0

(3.27)

If B > J we have just one solution: sin θi = 0 that also satisfy Eq(3.26). That way all spins
lye along the z-axis and

εne = −B, for B > J (3.28)

If B < J then from Eq.(3.27) we have two possible solutions:

1) θi = π;

2) sinφi = 0 and cos θi = −BN/I
Let us define 0 ≤ nz ≤ N as the number of spins satisfying 1), then

F (nz) =
nz

2J
(B − J)2 −N

(

B2

2J
+
J

2

)

so that the minimum is for nz = 0 or cos θi = −B/J and sinφi = 0 for all i. This is turn
implies my = 0 and for N even mx = 0 choosing for instance φi = π/2 for i = 1, N/2 and
φi = −π/2 for i = N/2 + 1, N .

Then we have (for N even):

εne = −
(

B2

2J
+
J

2

)

, for J > B (3.29)
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3.8 Appendix B : Minimum energy

In this section we find the minimum of the mean Field model (3.6):

ε = mz +
I

2
(m2

x −m2
y) (3.30)

It is sufficient to find the absolute minimum of

mz − (I/2)m2
y

and verify that it satisfies mx = 0 too. Taking derivatives

∂Nε

∂φi
= Imy sin θi cosφi = 0

∂Nε

∂θi
= − sin θi − Imy cos θi sinφi = 0

(3.31)

one gets two kind of solutions (both with mx = 0) :

1) θi = π and φi = 0, π

2) φi = ±π/2 and tan θi = ±Imy

Let us define Nn1 the number of solutions of 1) and Nn2 the number of solutions of 2) so
that n1 + n2 = 1.

Since mz = −n1 − n2 cos θ̄ and my = ±n2 sin θ̄ where θ̄ is the solution of 2), condition 2)
is equivalent to cos θ̄ = 1/In2. Therefore, when In2 < 1 the set defined from 2) is empty and
only solutions in the class 1) can be obtained.

It is also easy to find the expression for the energy in terms of 1/I ≤ n2 ≤ 1:

ε = −1 − 1

2I
+ n2 −

I

2
n2

2 (3.32)

Minima are at the extrema so that when n2 = 1 then emin = −1/2I−I/2 and when n2 = 1/I
then εmin = −1. In terms of I, one then has

εmin =











−1/2I − I/2 for I ≥ 1

−1 for I < 1
(3.33)

From Eq.(3.33) we have Eq.(3.15), using trasformations in Eq.(3.5).

3.9 Appendix C : Critical exponents

In this section we show that, assuming the reversal time dependence:

τ ' e−Ns(my=0,ε)

one gets, for the “mean field model” described in Section II, Hamiltonian (3.6),

τ ' 1

(ε− εne)N
(3.34)
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when ε→ ε+ne, where εne is the non-ergodicity threshold. We consider here the case I > 1. From
Eq. (3.12), we have:

s(my = 0, ε) = −λε+ ln

(

sinhλ

λ

)

(3.35)

where λ is implicitly defined by the equation

ε =
coshλ

sinhλ
− 1

λ
. (3.36)

Since I > 1 then εne = −1. Setting ε = −1 + δ, in Eq.(3.36), one gets λ ' −1/δ, so that;

s(my = 0, δ) ' ln δ = ln(ε− εne) (3.37)

and Eq.(3.34) holds.
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Chapter 4

Quantum Signatures of the

Non-Ergodicity Threshold

O what can ail thee Knight-at-arms
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has withered from the Lake
And no birds sing!

—La Belle Dame Sans Merci, John Keats

4.1 Introduction

The content of this Chapter is completely unpublished, while in the previous Chapters we
considered Classical systems, here we gathered our results on the quantum side. In this Chapter
we will consider the same Models we considered in the previous Chapters. We will quantize
them and we will look for quantum signatures of the classical non-ergodicity threshold, εne. The
comparison between the Quantum system and the Classical one is far from being an easy task.
The physicist may feel like the knight-at-arms of the citation quoted above, respect to La Belle
Dame sans merci (Quantum Mechanics).

The results in the Classical case guided our investigations on the Quantum side. Mainly
we are interested in a quantum signature of the classical non–ergodicity threshold, and on its
relevance with respect to quantum reversal times of the magnetic moment.

Thus in this Chapter we will analyse a quantum Heisenberg model with anisotropic coupling
and infinite range of the interaction.

A possible objection to the study of the infinite range coupling case could be that this kind
of Models are not very common in realistic physical situations. We considered these kind of
models in the quantum case too, mainly for two reasons:

a) Our main aim is to assess the relevance of the classical non-ergodicity threshold on the
quantum side. Actually, even if, as we showed in Ch.(2), the existence of the non-ergodicity
threshold is a property which is likely to be valid for a generic long range interacting
system with anisotropic coupling, we derived analytically this threshold for the infinite
range coupling case only. Thus the infinite range case is the right choice for our theoretical
purposes.

b) There are physical systems that can be realized with modern experimental technics (1),
which are described by Heisenberg Hamiltonian that contain an infinite range term, which
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could induce the presence of a non-ergodicity threshold.

In this Chapter we will first analyse the spectral properties of the system, and we will
establish the existence of a quantum non-ergodicity threshold in correspondence with the clas-
sical one. We will give an analytical estimate of this quantum threshold, Sec.(4.3.1). We will
then study the system from a dynamical point of view and we will analyse the time scale for
magnetic reversal in the quantum system, Sec.(4.5). We will compare the quantum magnetic
reversal times with the classical ones. We will show the relevance of the non-ergodicity thresh-
old respect to the time scale of the reversal of the magnetic moment in the quantum system.
Moreover we will show that, due to the existence of the non-ergodicity threshold the interesting
phenomena of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling and Coherence emerge, Sec.(4.5.1). This opens
interesting perspectives that will be briefly considered in Sect.(4.5.4).

4.2 Quantum considerations: generals

We will consider a system of N particles of spin l, described by the same Hamiltonian of
Chapter(1),

H =
J

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

Sx
i S

x
j − J

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

Sy
i S

y
j (4.1)

Quantization of the Hamiltonian follows the standard rules. Now, Ŝi are spin operators which

acting on the single particle basis states in the z-representation give: Ŝ2
i |l, s〉 = h̄2l(l+1)|l, s〉 and

Ŝz
i |l, s〉 = h̄s|l, s〉, with −l ≤ s ≤ l. According to the correspondence principle, the classical limit

is recovered as l → ∞. As in the classical case we fix the modulus of the spins to one. This can be
achieved with an appropriate rescaling of the Planck constant, setting h̄ = h̄/|Si| = 1/

√

l(l + 1).
With this choice, in the classical limit, l → ∞, the rescaled Planck constant tends to zero, but
the modulus of the spins remain constant and equal to 1. Because of the infinite range nature
of the interaction, the Hamiltonian (4.1) is a completely symmetric operator, respect to particle
exchange. It is thus natural to limit ourselves to subspaces of definite symmetry. We chose to
consider the bosonic case (an ensemble of integer spins), so we will limit our analysis in the
subspace of the Hilbert space of all possible completely symmetrized states, with dimension
N = (N + 2l)!/(N !(2l)!), where N is the number of particles. This choice reduces considerably
the dimension of the Hilbert space, allowing to extend our analysis further in the classical limit
and in the large N limit. The fermionic case will be the object of a future work.

We use, for convenience, the second quantization formalism and label the basis-states ac-
cording to the number of particles in the corresponding single particle states, so that |Ψ〉 =
|n−l, n−l+1, ...nl〉 and nk are the occupation numbers in the k-th single particle level (or k-th
projection of the spin along the z-axis). We determined the Hamiltonian matrix on this basis,
to this purpose we derived analytically the action of the Hamiltonian on the basis states for
generic N and l, see Appendix (A). In the same way we were able to derive the matricial form
of other operator of interest, like my = 1/N

∑N
i=1 S

y
i .

An important properties of Hamiltonian (4.1) is its invariance under a rotation of π around

the z-axis. So the Hamiltonian commutes with the operator eiπ
∑

Sz
i , this implies that its

eigenstates can be labeled as odd (-) or even (+) according to whether they change or do
not change the sign under such rotation. Another consequence of this invariance is that the
quantum probability distribution of my is symmetric respect to my = 0, in complete analogy
to the classical case.

The first aim of our analysis on the quantum system is to assess the quantum signature of
the classical non-ergodicity threshold, εne. Classically the non-ergodicity threshold was defined
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as the threshold below which there are no phase space points such that my = 0, namely the
probability distribution of the magnetization, P (my), is zero for my = 0 if we consider a
constant energy surface below the non-ergodicity threshold. One of the main implication of
the existence of this threshold is that, for continuity, the magnetization cannot change sign
in time, below the non-ergodicity threshold. In order to establish the relevance of the non-
ergodicity threshold in the quantum case we could consider the probability distribution of the
magnetization and analyse P (my = 0). But this is not the best thing to do. Indeed while
in the classical case P (my = 0) = 0 on a given energy surface implies that dynamically the
magnetization cannot change sign, this is not true anymore in the quantum case. This can
be shown with a simple example: let us suppose that two eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian can
be written as: |E1〉 = 1/

√
2(|+〉 + |−〉) and |E2〉 = 1/

√
2(|+〉 − |−〉), where |+〉 and |−〉 are

eigenvectors of my corresponding to two opposite eingenvalues. The probability to have zero
magnetization |〈0|E〉|2 is zero for both cases, nevertheless for any given superposition of |E1〉
and |E2〉, the sign of the magnetization will change, unless E1 = E2. This shows that the same
topological reasoning cannot be advocated in the quantum case to show that the magnetization
cannot change sign.

It is thus advisable to take another point of view. First of all let us say that we have a striking
result on the quantum side: because the spectrum of Hamiltonian 4.1 is non degenerate, see
Sec(4.4), then the magnetization can always change its sign whatever the energy range we
consider. This can be understood if we consider the following two facts:

a) As seen above eigenstates can be divided into odd and even, Actually because under a
rotation of π around the z-axis, my → −my and |E1,2〉 → ±|E1,2〉, then 〈E1|my|E2〉 =
−〈E1|my|E2〉, if |E1〉 and |E2〉 are both even or odd. This implies that my cannot connect
two eigenstate with the same parity. In particular we have 〈E|my|E〉 = 0, ∀E.

b) Let us consider an arbitrary initial state |ψ〉, at time t we have: |ψ〉 =
∑

E CEe
−iEt/h̄|E〉.

For any operator A, we can write its mean value at time t as:

〈ψ(t)|A|ψ(t)〉 =
∑

E

|CE |2〈E|A|E〉 +
∑

E1 6=E2

C∗
E1
CE2

e−i(E2−E1)t/h̄〈E1|A|E2〉

Now it is immediate to recognize that the infinite time average of any operator, A, for
which 〈E|A|E〉 = 0 ∀E, is zero if the spectrum is non degenerate (2).

Obviously this implies that the infinite time average of my must be zero, then my must
change sign. Despite its simplicity, this argument does not supply any information about the
time scale at which this happens. Indeed it can be easily shown that in presence of quasi-
degenerate levels, magnetization can keep its sign well above any experimental observational
time for a large number of particles. We will then look for quantum signatures of the non–
ergodicity threshold analysing the spectral properties of the system. Indeed it is clear from the
above discussion that the presence of quasi-degenerate levels and their dependence on param-
eters (N , E, J and l) plays a crucial role for the macroscopic behaviour understanding. The
possibility for the magnetization to reverse its sign also in the energy region where it would
be classically forbidden, can be interpreted as a manifestation of a Macroscopic Quantum Tun-
neling. The evaluation of the tunneling rates becomes then crucial to obtain the time scale
for the quantum magnetic reversal. In Sect.(4.4) we will evaluate the tunneling rates for the
Mean–Field approximation of our Model. Note that we will consider the first non–zero contri-
bution of the perturbative theory, which, usually, is a high order contribution. For instance,
to evaluate the splitting between the ground state and the first excited state (such splitting is
deeply related to the tunneling rate as we will show), we have to take into account the Nl–th
order contribution of the perturbative approach, since all the lower order contributions are zero.
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Moreover, in the light of the correspondence principle, there should also be a fingerprint of
the classical phase transition and quantum results should recover the classical ones at least in
the limit l → ∞, h̄ ' 1/l → 0.

Having all this in mind we will first look for quantum signature of classical non-ergodicity
threshold in the spectral properties of the system, analysing the level of degeneracy of the
spectrum.

The properties of the system are very different depending on the value of l. We can dis-
tinguish two different regime: the semiclassical regime (l � 1), and the hard quantum regime
(l = 1). We will discuss this two regimes separately.

In order to generalize our considerations we will introduce, when necessary, an anisotropic
parameter, η, in the Hamiltonian (4.1).

4.3 Quantum signature of classical broken ergodicity

4.3.1 The Semiclassical Regime

The most evident property of the energy spectrum is the presence in the low energy regions
of quasi degenerate doublets, see Fig.(4.1 a). Each doublet is composed by an even and an
odd eigenstate. Even if from Fig.(4.1 a) they seem degenerate, they are actually splitted by an
energy difference δ. At higher energy the doublets are not well defined anymore. In Fig.(4.1
a) we have also indicated the level spacing of even states ∆. Note that the doublets are well
defined as soon as δ � ∆.

In order to obtain the splittings of the doublets, δ, for each even eigenstate we computed
numerically the minimal energy difference from an odd state. Note that, in the low energy
range, because each doublet is composed by an even and an odd eigenstate, Fig.(4.1 a) , δ
coincides with the energy difference of the eigenstates belonging to the same doublet. We could
also consider δ as a degree of degeneracy of the spectrum. In Fig.(4.1 b) we show how δ varies
with the specific energy, ε = E/N , a change of slope is clearly visible, from exponential to
almost constant. Note that the energy at which the slope changes is very close to the classical
non-ergodicity threshold, Fig((4.1 b) . It is possible to have a better estimate of the energy at
which the slope changes, considering the energy for which the doublets disappear, namely the
energy, ε∗, for which δ(ε∗) ∼ ∆(ε∗), see Fig((4.1 b). Note that the value ε∗, distinguishes two
regions of the spectrum, namely the one characterized by the quasi-degenerate eigenvalues pairs
and the one which is not. Moreover we have numerical evidence that ε∗ → εne as l increases,
see Fig.(4.2 a).

One could then think to evaluate ε∗ as a quantum correction to the classical non-ergodicity
threshold. An hand-waving argument to evaluate this quantum correction could be the follow-
ing: in the classical case we obtained εne computing the minimum of −J/2∑(Sx

i )2, see Ch.(2).
Thus the lowest eigenvalue of this same operator(namely −J/2(h̄l)2), could give an approximate
evaluation of the quantum correction we are looking for. Note that h̄l → 1 as l → ∞. We will
call this threshold the quantum non-ergodicity threshold, εqne. In order to confirm this heuristic
argument we considered an Hamiltonian with a generic anisotropic coupling:

H =
J

2
η

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

Sx
i S

x
j − J

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

Sy
i S

y
j
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Figure 4.1: N = 6 l = 3 B = 0 J = 10, η = 1. a) Doublet structure of the low region of the
energy spectrum. The different parity of the states constituting the doublets is shown. We also
indicated the level distance among even eigenstates, ∆. Note that, even if the doublets seem to
be degenerate, their states are actually separated by an energy difference δ. b) the splitting of
the doublets, δ, is plotted versus the specific energy, ε (black circles connected by dashed black
line). The even level spacing ∆(ε) (red line) is also shown. As You can see the change of slope
of δ(ε) approximatively occurs at ε∗ for which: ∆(ε∗) ∼ δ(ε∗). Also shown are the quantum
non-ergodicity threshold, εqne (dotted blue line), computed analytically from Eq.(4.2), and the
classical non-ergodicity threshold, εne (dotted red line).

Where |η| < 1 is an anisotropic parameter. Following what we did in the classical case, see
Ch.(2), we evaluate εqne from the minimum of the operator −J/2η∑(Sx

i )2 when η > 0, and
from the minimum of J/2ηN 2m2

x − J/2η
∑

(Sx
i )2 when η < 0, so that we have:

εqne ∼ −J
2
η(h̄l)2 for η > 0

εqne ∼ J

2
η(N − 1)(h̄l)2 for η < 0 (4.2)

In Fig(4.2 b) we show that this analytical evaluation of εqne is in good agreement with the
value numerically obtained of ε∗, as η is varied.

With the aid of εqne it has also been possible to obtain an approximate scaling relationship
for δ, see Fig.(4.3):
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Figure 4.2: a) We show the ratios εqne/εne (blue line), and ε∗/εne (black circles) versus l. The
quantum non-ergodicity threshold, εqne has been obtained analytically from the formula, εqne =
−J(h̄l)2/2. While ε∗ has been obtained numerically, as the energy for which the splitting of the
doublets is equal to the level spacing, ∆(ε∗) ∼ δ(ε∗). In b) The cases N = 6, B = 0, J = 10,
l = 2 and l = 4 are here considered. We plot εqne vs η (dashed lines), ε∗ vs η (circles and
triangles) for both the values of l, as indicated in figure b). A comparison with εne vs η (blue
line) is also shown. Note that the agreement between εqne and ε∗ is fairly good. Note also that
the values of εqne and ε∗ approach the ones of εne as l increases.

δ ∼ Je(−Nlχ′) (4.3)

Where

χ′ =
εqne − ε

εqne − εmin

The Eq.(4.16) implies that for l → ∞, and for N → ∞, δ → 0. We will consider the
dynamical consequences of Eq.(4.16) in Sec.(4.5.3).
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Figure 4.3: Approximate scaling relationship for δ as a function of the parameters of the system.
χ′ = (εqne − ε)/(εqne − εmin).

4.3.2 The Hard Quantum Regime

The hard quantum regime, l = 1 case, shows many differences with the large l case. In the
hard quantum regime we still have doublets and an approximate exponential dependence of δ
with the energy, but it is also evident that they change regularly of many order of magnitude in
small energy bins, see Fig.(4.4 a). Below we will explain why and will evaluate δ analytically.

In order to understand the origin of this regularities better, it is useful to rewrite the
Hamiltonian(4.1) in the following way:

H = HMF +H1 =
J

2
N2{m2

x −m2
y} +

J

2
{
∑

(Sy
i )2 − (Sx

i )2)}, (4.4)

where mx,y = 1/N
∑

i S
x,y
i . We have rewritten the Hamiltonian of the system as a sum of a

Mean-Field part, which is integrable in the classical limit, see Ch.(3), plus an additional term,
H1, which is the one responsible for the non integrability of the system.

Let us consider the eigenvectors of HMF , |EMF 〉, and let us expand the eigenvectors of H,
|E〉 over them, so we consider the quantity: p0 = |〈EMF |E〉|2, which represents the probability
that a given eigenvectors of H occupies a given eigenvector of HMF .

In Fig.(4.5) we plotted for each |E〉 the occupation probability, p0, over the eigenvectors of
the Mean-Field Hamiltonian. We identified with different colors the occupation probabilities.
We see that in the l = 1 case the eigenvectors of the full Hamiltonian are almost completely
localized on the eigenvectors of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian, see Fig.(4.5 a) , over the majority
of the energy range. Actually in the low energy region the eigenvectors occupies just one
eigenstate of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian with probability greater the 0.9, while all the other
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Figure 4.4: We show the splittings δ as a function of the energy per particle, for the case l = 1,
J = 10, N = 50. As dashed vertical deshed lines the classical non-ergodicity threshold (red)
and the quantum non-ergodicity threshold (blue) have been indicated.

states are occupied with probability smaller the 0.01. The same does not happen in the large l
case, see Fig.(4.5 b).

In Fig.(4.5) we compared two systems, which differ not only in l but also in N , indeed we
considered the cases N = 100, l = 1 and N = 6 l = 4. One could think that the localization
over the Mean-Field eigenvectors is due to the large number of spins and not to the low value
of l. After all also the classical system tends towards the Mean-Field model as N → ∞. On the
other side we have numerical evidence, see Fig.(4.6) that keeping N constant and increasing l
there is a spreading of the eigenvectors of H over the eigenvectors of HMF , thus indicating that
this “localization” effect is a quantum effect and not a large N effect. A possible explanation
of this behaviour could lie in the pathological nature of a bosonic ensemble of particles which
distribute over few single particle levels, see (3).

It interesting to note that the Mean Field Hamiltonian commutes with the total angular
moment, m2 : actually in the mean Field Hamiltonian only the square of the components of the
total magnetization are present, and the square of the total magnetic moment commutes with
the square of its components. We have shown that in the hard quantum regime the eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian are very localized over the eigenstates of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian, which
are also eigenstates of m2. Therefore in the hard quantum regime the total magnetic moment is
almost a conserved quantity, in the low energy region, at variance of the correspondent classical
system, see Fig.(4.7).

In the following we will analyse the consequences of the quasi–integrability of the quantum
system in the hard quantum regime. In the next section we will explain the regular way in
which δ distributes over the specific energy, see Fig.(4.4), while in Sec.(4.5) we will address the
dynamical consequences of this quasi–integrability.

Moreover from the above analysis follows that we can use the Mean-Field Hamiltonian to
study the total Hamiltonian in the hard quantum regime, at least in the low energy range. In
the next section we will show how to evaluate the eigenvalues of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian
for the most part of the spectrum.
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Figure 4.5: We show the probability p0 = |〈E|EMF 〉|2 that an eigenstate |E〉 , with specific
energy ε, occupies an eigenstate |EMF 〉, with specific energy εMF . Localization of eigenvectors
of the full Hamiltonian, Eq.(4.4), on the Mean Field eigenvectors is evident in Fig. a) in the low
energy region. The parameter values B = 0, J = 3 refer to both the figures, in a) we show the
case N = 100, and l = 1 and in b) the case N = 6 l = 4. Note that in the hard quantum regime,
l = 1 case, the eigenstate of the system are almost completely localized on the eigenstates of
the Mean-Field Hamiltonian.

4.4 High Order Perturbative Approach

In this section we will present the results of a high order perturbative calculation of the eigen-
values of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian (4.4). After a rotation of π around the x axis which
carries y in z and z in −y, and does not affect the physics of the problem, (this rotation simply
facilitates the calculations), the Mean-Field Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:

HMF = −J
2
M2

z +
J

2
ηM2

x , (4.5)

where η is the anisotropic parameter, andMz,x = Nmz,x. The introduction of the anisotropic
parameter will help us to show the generality of our results. As discussed above the Hamiltonian(4.5)
commutes with M 2. The possible values of M 2 are given by the possible values of the total mag-
netic moment which can be obtained combining N particles of spin l, and are determined by the
quantum numbers: Nl,Nl−1, ...., 0. From this values we should exclude the ones which cannot
be combined to give completely symmetric states, if one is interested in the bosonic case. Any-
way let us notice that the present approach is independent from the statistics. We can thus con-
sider each subspace with different M 2 separately: in this way the many-spin Hamiltonian(4.5),
is equivalent to a set of single spin systems, described by the same Hamiltonian (4.5), if we use
the rescaled Planck constant, h̄ = 1/(l(l+ 1)), for both the cases. Note that l is the magnitude
of the spin of the many-spin problem.

In the following we will thus limit our considerations to a single spin of magnitude L =
Nl,Nl− 1, .. , z component Lz with |Lz| ≤ L. With |L,Lz〉 as basis states, the action of Mz is
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Figure 4.6: We show the probability p0 = |〈E|EMF 〉|2 that an eigenstate |E〉 , with specific
energy ε, occupies an eigenstate |EMF 〉, with specific energy εMF . The parameter values B = 0,
J = 3 refer to both the figures , in a) we show the case N = 16, l = 1 and in b) the case N = 16
l = 2. Note that as l increases the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian become less localized over
the eigenstates of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian.

the standard one: Mz|L,Lz〉 = h̄Lz|L,Lz〉.
We can further simplify the problem: Considering that Mx = 1/4(M+M+ + M−M−) +

1/4(M+M− + M−M+), and separating the diagonal from the off diagonal contributions can
write the Mean-Field Hamiltonian as

HMF = H0 + V

with

H0 = −J
2
M2

z +
J

8
η(M+M− +M−M+)

V =
J

8
η(M+M+ +M−M−) (4.6)

We will consider H0 as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian(4.5) and V as the pertur-
bation. With this choice the perturbative approach will work fairly well as we will show in the
following.

Recalling the action of M+ and M− on the basis states:

M+|L,Lz〉 =
√

L(L+ 1) − Lz(Lz + 1)|L,Lz〉 = C+(L,Lz)|L,Lz〉

M−|L,Lz〉 =
√

L(L+ 1) − Lz(Lz − 1)|L,Lz〉 = C−(L,Lz)|L,Lz〉 (4.7)

we can compute the unperturbed energies:

E0(L,Lz) = −J
2
h̄2L2

z +
J

4
h̄2η[L(L+ 1) − L2

z)] (4.8)

From Eq.(4.8) we see that each unperturbed energy level is doubly degenerate, with eigen-
subspaces spanned by |L,±|Lz|〉.

Let us consider a doublet characterized by L and l0, where l0 = |Lz|. We will define E∗
0 the

unperturbed energy of the basis states of the doublet. As we will show below the first non-zero
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Figure 4.7: We plot m2(t) versus t comparing the quantum behaviour(black line) with the
classical one(red line). For the classical case we consider the case N = 16 J = 10 m2(0) = 0.21
and ε = −13.78 < εne = −5. In the quantum case we considered the same system with
l = 1. We computed m2(t) starting from an eigenstate of the Mean-Field Hamiltonian, with
〈H/N〉 = ε = −13.78, and 〈m2(0)〉 = 0.21. We recall here that eigenstates of the Mean-Field
Hamiltonian are eigenstate of m2 too. Note also that the Mean-Field eigenstates have a well
defined energy, because they are very localized on the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian, see
Fig.(4.6).

perturbative contribution to the splitting of the degenerate unperturbed doublet defined by l0,
is at the l0-th order. Let us thus define the n−th order perturbation operator (5):

Pn = V (
φ

E0 −H0
V )n−1, (4.9)

where φ = 1 −∑

E0 6=E∗
0
|E0〉〈E0| is the projector out of the considered degenerate subsapace.

Now, in order to find the right linear combination of the unperturbed basis vectors |L,±l0〉 to
which the eigenstates of HMF tend as V → 0, we have to diagonalize the following matrix:

( 〈L,+l0|P(n)|L,+l0〉 〈L,+l0|P(n)|L,−l0〉
〈L,−l0|P(n)|L,+l0〉 〈L,−l0|P(n)|L,−l0〉

)

≡
(

P(n)
++ P(n)

+−
P(n)
−+ P(n)

−−

)

(4.10)

increasing the perturbative order until we do not have two different eigenvalues of matrix (4.10).

It is easy to see that P (n)
++ = P(n)

−− and P(n)
+− = P(n)

−+. This follows from the fact that if we make
a rotation of π around the x axis then |L,+l0〉 becomes |L,−l0〉, but P(n) does not change(
indeed M+ → M− and M− → M+ so that V , turns out to be invariant). This allows us to
obtain immediately the right combination of unperturbed basis vectors, namely:

| +m0〉 =
1√
2
(|L,+l0〉 + |L,−l0〉), | −m0〉 =

1√
2
(|L,+l0〉 − |L,−l0〉)

and the eigenvalues, given by E± δ/2, where δ/2 = P (n)
+−. Once we know the right unperturbed

eigenvectors, we can write the generic n-th order energy shift, ∆(n), induced by the perturbation
as:

∆(n) = 〈±m0|P(n)| ±m0〉 (4.11)
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Note that the effect of the perturbation can be of two different kinds: if at a given perturbative
order (n), the diagonal elements of the matrix(4.10) are different from zero but the off-diagonal
elements are zero, then the perturbation will induce an overall shift, D, but will not remove the
degeneracy of the considered doublet. On the other hand if the off-diagonal matrix elements
are different from zero then the perturbation will remove the degeneracy, inducing a splitting ,
δ.

In order to compute D and δ, we will consider the action of P (n) on the basis states |L,±l0〉.
If n = 1 then P1 = V . In this case the diagonal elements of the matrix(4.10) are zero.

Indeed 〈L,+l0|V |L,+l0〉 is zero because V can change l0 only in l0 ± 2. We consider now the
off-diagonal elements 〈L,−l0|V |L,+l0〉: in order to be different from zero V must carry |L,+l0〉
into |L,−l0〉, this cannot happen unless l0 = 1.

If n = 2 then P2 = V φ
E0−H0

V . The action of the operator φ
E0−H0

on |L,Lz〉 is the following:
if |Lz| = l0 then it gives zero, while if |Lz| 6= l0 it leaves the state unchanged multiplied by
the factor: γ = 1/(E0(L, l0) − E0(L,Lz)). So in order to understand the action of P2 we have
to apply V twice. Let’s consider the diagonal elements: Can we go from |L,+l0〉 and back to
|L,+l0〉, using V twice? Yes:

V V |L,+l0〉 → |L,+l0 − 2〉 + |L,+l0 + 2〉 → |L,+l0〉 + |L,+l0 − 4〉 + |L,+l0 + 4〉 + |L,+l0〉

Note that we did not write the coefficients in front of the states (they can be easily obtained
from (4.7). Bracketing the final states thus obtained with |L,+l0〉, only the first and the
last remain. We can thus say that there are two “ways” in which the operator P 2 can carry
|L,+l0〉 in itself: if l0 > 1 then |L,+l0〉 → |L,+l0 − 2〉 → |L,+l0〉, and if l0 < L − 1 then
|L,+l0〉 → |L,+l0 + 2〉 → |L,+l0〉. It is now straightforward to compute the first non zero
contribution to the overall shift. From (4.11) we have:

D = 〈L,±l0|V (
φ

E0 −H0
V )|L,±l0〉, (4.12)

and calling D1 and D2 the contributions coming from the two ways described above we have:

D1 = J(
ηh̄

4
)2

[L(L+ 1) − l0(l0 − 1)][L(L + 1) − (l0 − 1)(l0 − 2)]

4(η + 2)(1 − l0)
, for l0 > 1

D1 = 0 for l0 ≤ 1 (4.13)

And

D2 = J(
ηh̄

4
)2

[L(L+ 1) − l0(l0 + 1)][L(L+ 1) − (l0 + 1)(l0 + 2)]

4(η + 2)(1 + l0)
, for l0 < L− 1

D2 = 0 for l0 ≥ L− 1. (4.14)

Thus we have that D = D1 +D2 is the first non zero overall energy shift.
Let us now go on considering the second order perturbative operator. What can we say

about the off-diagonal matrix element? Can we go from |L,+l0〉 to |L,−l0〉 using V twice? The
answer is : No, unless l0 = 2. It is also straightforward to realize that in this case we have only
one way: |L,+l0〉 → |L,+l0 − 2〉 → |L,−l0〉.

In general the first perturbative operator which splits the doublet characterized by L, l0 is
the l0-th order perturbative operator. Thus from (4.11) we have:

δ = 2〈L,+l0|V (
φ

E0 −H0
V )l0−1|L,−l0〉 (4.15)
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Now, from Eq.(4.15) we have that there is only one way to go from |L, l0〉 to |L,−l0〉, which
is: |L, l0〉 → |L, l0 − 2〉...... → |L,−l0 + 2〉 → |L,−l0〉. Therefore we get:

δ =
Jh̄2

4
ηl0(

−1

2
)l0−1

∏l0−1
j=−l0

√

L(L+ 1) − j(j + 1)
∏l0−1

p=1 (8 + 4η)p(l0 − p)
(4.16)

For η = 1 it becomes :

δ =
Jh̄2

4
(
−1

24
)l0−1 (L+ l0)!

(L− l0)![(l0 − 1)!]2
(4.17)

So, for a given degenerate doublet characterized by L and l0, we can compute the first non
zero contribution to the overall shift D and to the splitting δ. We will show in the next section
that the first non zero contributions are enough to have a good agreement with the numerically
computed eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (4.5). Mostly we were interested in evaluating the
order of magnitude of δ. The first non–zero contributions of the perturbative approach evaluate
δ with a relative error of ∼ 0.25. While it evaluates the eigenvalues with a relative error of
∼ 10−3. Note that here we gave average relative errors.

4.4.1 Comparison with Numerical Results

As explained in the previous section the Hamiltonian(4.5) can be considered a many spin Hamil-
tonian and a single spin Hamiltonian as well.

We consider the single spin case first. We compare the eigenvalues and the splittings, ob-
tained numerically, of Hamiltonian (4.5) for a single spin of magnitude L, with our perturbative
results, see Eqs.(4.8,4.13,4.14,4.16):

E = E0 +D + δ

In Fig.(4.8) we show the splittings δ as a function of the energy, E. We considered three different
value of the total angular momentum, L = 10, 16, 20 and different values of η, η = 1, Fig.(4.8
a), and η = −0.5, Fig.(4.8 b).

From Fig.(4.8) we can see that the perturbative approach furnishes a very good estimate
for E and δ, in the low energy region of the spectrum, but it fails in the upper energy region.
One could ask: at what energy does the perturbative approach fail? We expect that when
the splittings are of the same order of the average energy difference between levels, then the
perturbative approach should fail. In the previous section we called this threshold ε∗, and we
evaluated it with the quantum non–ergodicity threshold, εqne. Thus we can hope to give an
upper bound to the energy at which the perturbative approach fails, evaluating the quantum
correction to εne for the single spin Hamiltonian. Therefore evaluating the lowest eigenvalue of
the operator J/2ηM 2

x , we get:

εqne = 0 for η > 0

εqne = J/2ηh̄2L2 for η < 0 (4.18)

In Fig.(4.8) as vertical dotted lines we show εqne, obtained from(4.18). Note that εqne gives a
good evaluation of the energy at which the perturbative approach fails.

It is interesting to note that if L if half-integer the splittings are rigorously zero. This follows
from our perturbative approach, indeed, for half-integer L values, it is not possible to go from
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Figure 4.8: We plot δ versus E. We compare the eigenvalues and the splittings obtained
numerically for a single spin L (indicated in Figure) with the theoretical result obtained from
the perturbative approach, (red crosses) for the case η = 1, Fig a), and η = −0.5, Fig. b). We
also show that the upper bound for the validity of the perturbative approach (dotted lines),
whose definition coincides with that of the quantum non-ergodicity threshold, is actually a very
good estimation of the energy at which the perturbative approach starts to fail. Data in this
Figure refer to the case J = 10, l = 1.

|L,+l0〉 to |L,−l0〉 with the perturbation operator V : because l0 will be half integer too, and
V changes l0 in l0 ± 2 only. Thus the perturbed splitting is zero (this is also called Kramers
degeneracy (4)).

We will now compare our analytically eigenvalues with the eigenvalues of the Mean-Field
Hamiltonian(4.5), considered as a many spin hamiltonian. We can achieve this by considering
the possible eigenvalues of M 2, which are obtained when and ensemble of N particles of spin
l is considered. Note that from the set of possible eigenvalues of M 2 we have to exclude the
ones that are note compatible with the symmetrization postulate ( for the bosonic case). For
each possible value of M 2 we apply our perturbative approach to the correspondent single spin
problem. Then, putting things together, we obtain the perturbative results for the many–spin
Hamiltonian.

In Fig.(4.9) we plot the splittings versus the specific energy for the Mean-Field Hamiltonian(4.5)
(black circles) and for the full Hamiltonian(4.4) (blue squares). In Fig.(4.9) also is shown the
comparison with the perturbative results (red crosses). As one can see we can give a good
approximation of the low energy region of the spectrum also of the full Hamiltonian in the hard
quantum regime.

From Fig.(4.9) we can also see how the regular features of δ in the hard quantum regime ,
Sec(4.3.2), are related to the total angular momentum quantum numbers.

One could ask if the same perturbative approach could work in the semiclassical regime
for the total Hamiltonian(4.4). Another perturbative term, H1 should be added. This term
can be splitted in a diagonal contribution plus a non-diagonal one. But now the calculations
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Figure 4.9: We plot δ versus E. In this Figure we consider the many–spin case. We compare
the eigenvalues and the splitting obtained numerically for the case N = 20, J = 10, η = 1
and l = 1 in the Mean-Field approximation (black circles), and for the full Hamiltonian, (blue
squares), with the theoretical result obtained from the perturbative approach, (red crosses).
The Figure shows that the perturbative gives a good evaluation of the eigenvalues and of the
splitting below the quantum non-ergodicity threshold. Deviation obviously appear when the
perturbative approach is compared with the splittings of the full Hamiltonian, nevertheless the
perturbative approach give a fairly good estimate of the eigenvalues and splitting in the low
energy region.

are not easy because many “ways” contribute to the splittings. Anyway the fact that the
doublet structure of the low energy spectrum is preserved in the semiclassical regime suggest
that both V (4.6) and H1(4.4) could still be regarded as small perturbation below εqne. Actually
the perturbative splitting obtained from the Mean-Field Model works fairly well for the ground
state and the first–excited–state splitting, also in the semiclassical limit, as we will show below.
From Eq.(4.17) we have that the ground state splitting can be approximately written as:

|δGS | =
Jh̄2

4
(1/6)Nl (4.19)

Eq.(4.19) reproduces main features of the dependence of the ground state splitting. It shows
that the splitting between the ground state and the first excited state, decreases exponentially
with l, see Fig.(4.10 a), and with N , see Fig.(4.10 b). Note that in Fig.(4.10) is shown that
Eq.(4.10) give the right slope of δGS with respect to l and N . Note also that the perturbative
approach furnishes the right ground state splitting for large values of l also.

Let us conclude this section noting that Mean-Field Hamiltonians are very used in micro-
magnetism as phenomenological models (6; 7). Due to their experimental importance much
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Figure 4.10: We show the splitting between the ground state and the first excited state vs l,
Fig. a), and vs N , Fig. b). Numerical results, (black circle), are compared with the results
obtained from the perturbative approach (red lines) Also shown is the value of delta obtained
from Eq.(4.10), (dashed blue lines).

efforts have been dedicated to compute their eigenvalues. The usual methods presented in lit-
erature to evaluate the low lying energy values are based on WKB-like approaches(8), or path
integral approaches (6; 7; 9). We think that the high–order perturbative method presented here
could be of some interest for its simplicity, moreover it can be easily generalized for a generic
Mean-Field Hamiltonian.
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4.5 Time Scale for Quantum Magnetic Reversal

In this section we will analyse the time scale for magnetic reversal in the Quantum system,
comparing the results with what we found in the Classical system, see Ch.(3).

We studied the mean value of the magnetization in time. Let us note that if we consider the
mean value of the magnetization with respect to any energy eigenstate, this would be always
zero, since we showed, see Sec.(4.3.1), that 〈E|my|E〉 = 0. This is not surprising if we consider
that the phase space average magnetization on the whole energy surface is zero in the classical
case too. Because in the classical case we determined the reversal times, fixing the energy of
the system, in the quantum case we decided to compute the magnetic reversal times starting
from an ensemble of initial states, ψ, built randomly combining energy eigenstates in a given
energy interval. Indeed each state, ψ, is given by ψ =

∑′ CE|E〉, where the primed summation
indicates that the sum comprehends those energy eigenstates for which the energy lies in the
given energy interval E±∆E. The coefficients CE have been randomly chosen in modulus and
phase. The time dependence of the average magnetization is then given by

〈my(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|my |ψ(t)〉 =
′
∑

E,E′

C∗
ECE′e−i(E−E′)t/h̄〈E′|my|E〉.

Since my connects only energy eigenstates with different parity, it can further simplified in the
following way:

〈my(t)〉 = 2Re{
′
∑

Ee,Eo

C∗
Ee
CEoe

−i(Eo−Ee)t/h̄〈Ee|my|Eo〉} (4.20)

From 〈my(t)〉 we compute the times of first passage through zero, τfirst, for each initial
state of the ensemble. From these times we obtain their distribution P (τfirst) and the average
magnetic reversal time τ . Before presenting the results of our analysis let us mention that in the
quantum case, at variance with the classical one, we are legitimate to ask what is the time scale
for magnetic reversal in the whole energy range. Indeed, because the spectrum of the quantum
system is completely non-degenerate, from Eq.(4.20), it is clear that the average magnetization
will soon or later reverse its sign, even below the classical non-ergodicity threshold. This can be
physically interpreted in terms of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling. We will first show evidence
of the possibility for the magnetization, which is a macroscopic variable, to tunnel between
regions with opposite sign of the magnetization, below the classical non-ergodicity threshold,
Sec.(4.5.1). We will also compare the quantum reversal times above εne with the classical one,
Sec.(4.5.2). Then we will analyse the quantum reversal time below εne, Sec.(4.5.3).

4.5.1 Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling

In order to show the possibility of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling for the magnetization, we
have analyzed the probability to have a positive magnetization, P+, in time, both in the classical
and in the quantum case.

In the classical case we have considered an ensemble of initial condition in a given energy
interval, then we have computed P+ as a function of time, counting, for each t, the number of
trajectories for which my > 0.

Above εne, in the Classical case, P+(t) can change in time. As seen in Ch.(3), we can
characterize, in the fully chaotic regime, the behaviour of my(t) with an average magnetic
reversal time, τ , given by 1/λ, where λ is the probability per unit time for the magnetization to
reverse its sign. Since the reversal of magnetic moment in the classical case occurs at random
times we can determine explicitly the time dependence of P+. Starting with an ensemble
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of n initial conditions of which n+ with a positive magnetization and n− with a negative
magnetization, such that n = n+ + n−. Assuming that my can have two values only, + and −.
We can then write a set of differential equation for the population with positive and negative
magnetization:

ṅ+ = −λn+ + λn−
ṅ− = −λn− + λn+

From which we have, setting P+ = n+/n:

P+(t) − 1

2
= (P+(0) − 1

2
)e−2λt (4.21)

In Fig.(4.11 a) we show that P+(t), computed numerically, approaches the equilibrium value
1/2 in an exponential way, as predicted by Eq.(4.21). From Eq.(4.21) we also have that the
time needed for P+ − 1/2 to reach the value (P+(0) − 1/2)/(e) (half time), is independent of
the initial distribution, and it is equal to 1/(2λ). In the following we will indicate the half time
with T . Numerical experiments confirmed the independence of T from the distribution of initial
conditions, and showed that T ∝ τ .

Below εne, in the classical system, P+ cannot change in time because for any trajectory the
sign of my will remain the same in time.

Now, in the quantum case, we considered an initial state, ψ, built with a random super-
position of energy eigenstates whose eigenvalues lie in a narrow energy range, ε ± ∆ε, and we
computed the probability to have a positive magnetization at time t:

P+(t) =
∑

m>0

|〈m|ψ(t)〉|2,

where |m〉 are the eigenvectors of my with eigenvalue m. In Fig.(4.11 b) we show the probability
to have a positive magnetization versus time. We started with a random superposition of two
energy eigenstates, belonging to a single doublet whose specific energy is below εne. One can see
that P+(t) changes in time. In general if we start from a doublet, P+(t) changes in time with a
frequency determined by the splitting of the considered doublet, as we will explain below. On
the contrary in the Classical case P+(t) should keep its initial value for the considered energy
interval.

This undoubtedly shows the possibility of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling of the magnetic
moment. Usually the Tunnel effect is described in terms of an energy barrier. This can be done
in this case too. Indeed in the classical case if we have a system with E < Ene, we should
supply at least an energy equal to Ene −E if we want the magnetic moment to reverse its sign.
We can thus think that in the classical case, for each system with energy E < Ene, an energy
barrier given by Ene −E prevents the system to change the sign of the initial magnetization.

In order to show how P+ changes in the quantum case, we computed the half times, T , for
different specific energies. Results are shown in Fig.(4.11 c) where T (red circles), is obtained
starting from a random superposition of eigenstates, in a narrow energy range, and computing
P+(t). As one can see P+ do change in time in the whole energy region below εne. Note that T
increases exponentially with the absolute value of the energy.

The perturbative approach previously developed can give an explanation of this phenomenon,
at least in the Mean-Field approximation. Indeed the eigenstates, E1 and E2, belonging to a
given doublet, in the zero order approximation, can be written as: |E1〉 ∼ |L,+l0〉 + |L,−l0〉,
and |E2〉 ∼ |L,+l0〉 − |L,−l0〉. Since δ = |E1 −E2|, it is immediate to realize that P+ oscillate
in time between 0 and 1 with a period given by 2πh̄/δ. Actually in Fig.(4.11 c) the comparison
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Figure 4.11: In Fig. a) it is shown the exponential decay in time of the classical probability
to have a positive magnetization, P+(t). P+(t) was obtained starting with an ensemble of 103

initial condition with my > 0 for the case N = 6, J = 3 and ε = −0.9. In Fig. b) the behaviour
of P+(t) is shown obtained in the quantum case for N = 6, J = 3 l = 3 using as a initial state
a random superposition of two eigenstates belonging to a single doublet, with specific energy
ε = −2.108 < εne = −1.5. In Fig. c) we show the classical half times (black line). The case
N = 6 and J = 3 has been considered. The correspondent Quantum quantity is also shown (red
circles), for the case l = 3 and same parameters of the classical system. Also shown (dotted
blue line) is the quantity 2πh̄/(8δ), which is a good evaluation of the quantum times below εq

ne.
As vertical deshed black lines εne and εqne are shown.

between T and 2πh̄/(8δ) shows a good agreement. This also explains the exponential depen-
dence of T on the specific energy and the suppression of Tunneling in the classical limit (δ tends
exponentially to zero as l → ∞, see Sect.(4.3.1)).

The occurrence of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling is a well known phenomenon in micro-
magnetism. It has been explored both theoretically and experimentally, (9; 10; 11). Anyway,
in order to interpret this phenomenon, phenomenological models, which are supposed to de-
scribe the macroscopic variables of the system, like the total magnetization, are taken into
account. These phenomenological models are formally identical to the Mean-Field models, of
which Eq.(4.5) is an example. On the other side let us stress that in our case the existence of
the macroscopic quantum tunneling of the magnetization has been found for a microscopic spin
model. Moreover we have related it to the existence of the non-ergodicity threshold and thus
to the long range nature of the interaction.

Finally let us note that from Fig.(4.11 a) we see that P+ varies in time, oscillating between
one and zero. This can be explained as a consequence of a quantum interference of macroscopic
distinct states, |L,+l0〉 and |L,−l0〉, a phenomenon known as Macroscopic Quantum Coher-
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ence, that could have, if experimentally revealed, important consequences for the foundation of
Quantum Mechanics (12). We will give a brief account of this in Sect.(4.5.4).

4.5.2 Quantum Reversal Times: Above εne

We will compare now the behaviour of the quantum reversal times with the classical ones above
εne, both in the semiclassical regime and in the hard quantum regime.

In Fig.(4.12) a), we compare τ , in the semiclassical regime, N = 6, l = 4, with the classical
reversal times. As we can see while they agree, approximatively above εqne, there are deviations
in the vicinity of εne, actually the classical times diverge there while the quantum ones do not.
This is not surprising since the possibility of tunneling will enhance the probability for the
magnetization to reverse its sign. Following what we did in the classical case we computed
Pmax/P0 from the quantum probability distribution of the magnetization, P (my). We then
compared the “statical” times, obtained from the same equation we used in the classical case
(Eq.(3.20)), with the dynamical ones. As you can see from Fig.(4.12 a), the agreement between
the statical quantum time and the dynamical ones is fairly good even in the region where the
classical and the quantum times differ.

We analysed also probability distribution of first passage times , P (τfirst), in the quantum
case, and it turns out to be Poissonian in the semiclassical regime, above εq

ne.

On the other side, the behaviour of τ is very different from the classical one, in the hard
quantum regime, see Fig.(4.12 b). First of all quantum times are much smaller then the classical
case. Moreover, above εqne, they do not show a marked dependence with N , see Fig.(4.14), at
variance with the classical ones, characterized by an exponential growth. Work is still in progress
in this direction.

In the quantum hard regime Eq.(3.20) fails, of course, to give a good evaluation of τ . In
any case τ can be evaluated from the spectral properties. Due to the quasi–integrability of the
motion, see Sec.(4.3.2), one can think that few frequencies will be relevant in order to detect the
time scale over which 〈my(t)〉 oscillate, (that coincides with the first crossing to zero). Taking for
instance τ ∼ πh̄/(2δmax), where δmax is the frequency defined by the maximal matrix element
〈Eodd|my|Eeven〉, one gets a good agreement with numerical results, see Fig.(4.12 b).

Moreover in the hard quantum regime P (τfirst) is very different from a Poissonian distribu-
tion.

4.5.3 Quantum Reversal Times: Below εne

We will now discuss the behaviour of the quantum reversal times below εne.

In the low energy region of the spectrum, due to the doublet nature of the spectrum, the
dynamics will be intirely characterized by the energy difference |Eeven − Eodd| = δ. In other
words, since oscillatory behaviour occurs in a time scale t ∼ h̄/δ, this also represents the time
for the first passage to zero of 〈my(t)〉. One thus expect: τ ∼ h̄/(2δ). In Fig.(4.15) we show
that the agreement is reasonably good in the semiclassical regime.

On the other side, the hard quantum regimes (l = 1) does not follow this simple rule. The
reason is simple and a look at Fig.(4.4) will convince the reader. In a small energy window,
many different δ, differing in many orders of magnitude are present. Therefore the dynamics
will depend in a crucial way on the initial state.

From the results presented in this section we can address the problem of the dynamical
signature of the classical non-ergodicity threshold. From a general point of view εq

ne defines two
different energy regions, both in the semiclassical regime and in the hard quantum regime. In the
semiclassical regime, above εqne, quantum reversal times, agrees with the classical ones. Below
εqne, in the classically forbidden region, quantum reversal times show an exponential dependence
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Figure 4.12: In Fig. (a) the quantum average reversal times, τ (red circles), as a function of ε is
are shown for the case B = 0, J = 3, N = 6, l = 4, are compared with the classical ones (dashed
black line), showing a good agreement above εqne and a deviation near εne. The times obtained
from Pmax/P0 (blue diamonds), through Eq.(3.20), are in good agreement with the quantum
reversal times even in the energy region where these differ from the classical ones. In Fig.(b) the
quantum reversal times(red circles) for B = 0, J = 3, N = 50 l = 1 are shown. Comparison with
the classical reversal times (dashed black line), shows that in the hard quantum the reversal
times are much faster then the classical ones. Finally note that the times determined from
τ = πh̄/(2δmax) (blue triangles) give a good evaluation of the numerical results.

on the energy, and approximatively we have: τ ∼ h̄/δ. This suggest how in the classical limit
the classical behaviour is recovered. From Eq.(4.16) we have that δ → ∞ as l → ∞, for energies
below εne. Note that this is consistent with the fact that the magnetization cannot reverse its
sign below εne in the classical system.

We can thus conclude that in the semiclassical regime there is a crossover, even if smooth,
in correspondence of the quantum non-ergodicity threshold, from power law to exponential
dependence on the energy of the magnetic reversal times.

On the other side, in the hard quantum regime, and above the quantum non-ergodicity
threshold there is an almost constant dependence on the energy. While below the quantum
non-ergodicity threshold, the dynamics is mostly regular and strongly dependent on the initial
state.

4.5.4 Towards Macroscopic Quantum Coherence

We have shown that the phenomenon of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling and Coherence can
emerge, in a miscroscopic spin model. Let us say that these phenomena are well known in
micromagnetism (7; 6), but in this case they arises from phenomenological Hamiltonian which
describe only global feature the system, and no reference to the range of the interaction has
been explicitely pointed out. Note that the phenomenon of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling
has also been revealed experimentally in micromagnetic systems (6; 10; 11). On the other side
the phenomenon of Macroscopic Quantum Coherence is much harder to be revealed.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of first passage times τfirst, for a system with N = 6, l = 4, J = 3,
B = 0, e = −0.6. Note that the distribution is Poissonian like in the classical case. With a red
line the best fit with an exponential law is shown.

In this section we will explain why the phenomenon of Macroscopic Quantum Coherence is
relevant with respect to the foundation of Quantum Mechanics. This is a very complex subject
and we will make only a brief and qualitative discussion.

At the basis of the Quantum Mechanical interpretation of Physical phenomena is the super-
position principle: the state of a system must be described by a linear superposition of states
which “represent” distinct properties of the system. Let us make an example: if we consider a
spin 1/2 systen, a generic state can be written as: |ψ〉 = c1| ↑〉 + c2| ↓〉, where | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 are
eigenstates of the z spin component operator, and |c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1. This state is fundamentally
different from a classical mixture in which we have an ensemble of spin up with probability |c1|2
and an ensemble of spin down with probability |c2|2. This is easily shown if we consider the
mean value of any operator which is not diagonal in the z basis, say Sx, for instance:

〈ψ|Sx|ψ〉 = 2Re[c∗1c2〈↑ |Sx| ↓〉] = h̄|c1|
√

1 − |c1|2cosφ
Here φ is the relative phase between the states | ↑〉 and | ↓〉. The term 〈↑ |Sx| ↓〉 is called

the interference term. The dependence on the relative phase of experimental results shows that
quantum superposition are different from classical mixtures.

In the microscopic world the validity of the superposition principle has been never falsifi-
cated. But there is no experimental evidence that a superposition of macroscopic distinct states
(such as a dead and an alive cat) can be realized, even if amazing results have been obtained,
such as interfering effects in macro–molecules (14).

What do we mean by superposition of macroscopic distinct states ?
A more detailed answer can be found in (7), here we will simply show an example. Let us

consider an large ensemble of N 1/2–spin, and the two wave functions:

|ψ〉 =
N
∏

i=1

| ↑〉 +
N
∏

i=1

| ↓〉 (4.22)

|ψ〉 =
N
∏

i=1

[| ↑〉 + | ↓〉] (4.23)

While (4.22) is a superposition of macroscopic distinct states, (4.23) is not, indeed it represents
the kind of state we meet in Bose-Einstein Condensates or in superconducting devices, which
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Figure 4.14: The average reversal time for l = 1, B = 0 J = 3, and different ε is shown as a
function of N . The specific energies considered are above εqne, no exponential growth of reversal
time is observed, contrary to the classical case, where they increases exponentially at fixed
specific energy.

therefore cannot be considered superposition of macroscopic distinct states, even if they are
example of quantum mechanical behaviour on a macroscopic scale.

How can we reveal interference effects between macroscopic distinct states?

We should at the very end, measure an operator which involves a product of all the N spins.
Of course the experimental realization of such operator would be extremely hard. Anyway there
is an operator which can connect the states in the superposition described in Eq.(4.22): the
evolution operator. Suppose we have a double well potential and we call |+〉 and |−〉 the grond
states of each well separately. If there is a possibility of tunneling the eigenstates of the total
Hamiltonian will be different from the eigenstates of each well separately. If we call δ/2 the
tunneling splitting we have:

|0〉 =
1√
2
|+〉 +

1√
2
|−〉

|1〉 =
1√
2
|+〉 − 1√

2
|−〉 (4.24)

where |0〉 is the eigenstate of the system with eigenvalue E0 − δ/2 and |1〉 is the eigenstate
of the system with eigenvalue E0 + δ/2. If we start from an initial state |ψ〉 = c0|0〉 + c1|1〉 and
we compute P+ = |〈+|ψ(t)〉|2 and P− = |〈−|ψ(t)〉|2 we have that:

P+(t) − P−(t) = 4|c0||c1|cos(δt/h̄ + γ)

where γ is the relative phase between the states |0〉 and |1〉. This phenomenon, which is
called Macroscopic Quantum Coherence, would be a manifestation of quantum interference of
macroscopically distinct states (QIMDS).

Revealing or not revealing this phenomen would be very important to understand if the
validity of Quantum Mechanics can be extended in the macroscopic world too.

Leggett proposed a program around 1980 (7; 12), we report here the first point of its program:

(0) Search experimentally and theoretically for a macroscopic system which is expected, pro-
vided that Quantum Mechanics remains valid, to show evidence of QIMDS under an
appropriately controlled enviroment.
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Figure 4.15: Quantum reversal times (red circles) are plotted versus ε for the case: N = 6,
l = 4, J = 3. Comparison with τ ∼ πh̄/(2δ) (dotted blue line) shows that this estimation is
reasonably good. As black dashed lines εne and εqne are also shown. Not surprisinly, the statical
evaluation of τ through δ does not work above εqne, where the doublet structure disappear.

In this dissertation we showed that, theoretically , the existence of the non–ergodicity thresh-
old in an Heisenberg model can give rise on the quantum side to the phenomenon of Macroscopic
Quantum Coherence. In order to make our model more realistic an appropriate enviroment
should be added and the possibility to reveal Macroscopic Quantum Coherence re–discussed.

In (6) the problem to reveal Macroscopic Quantum Coherence has been briefly discussed.
Indeed the perturbation induced by the enviroment should be smaller than δ in order to leave
Macroscopic Quantum Coherence. Nevertheless as N increases, δ becomes exponentially small.
This poses serious limitation on the possibility to reveal experimentally Macroscopic Quantum
Coherence. On the other side we point out, see Sec.(4.3.1) that δ ∼ e−Nlχ′

where χ′ = (εqne −
ε)/(εqne − εmin). Since χ′ = 0 for ε = εqne, we have that δ ∼ 1 in the neighbors of εqne. This opens
the possibility that even if N is large, at high energy, Macroscopic Quantum Coherence can be
observed.

4.6 Conclusions

We have analysed a Quantum Heisenberg Model with infinite range of the interaction and
anisotropic coupling, so that it was possible to identify an easy-axis of the magnetization (the
y direction in our case). We showed that it is possible to address the problem of a quantum
signature of the classical non-ergodicity threshold. First we showed this signature in the spectral
properties of the system, then we showed its relevance respect to the time scale of the magnetic
reversal. Let us summarize the main results of this chapter:

i) Existence of a signature of the classical non-ergodicity threshold in the spectral properties
of the system:

We defined a quantum non-ergodicity threshold, εqne, for which we found an approximate
analytical expression. In the classical limit εqne → εne. Below εqne the spectrum is charac-
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terized by the presence of quasi degenerate doublets, whose energy difference δ(ε) depends
exponentially on ε.

ii) Dependence of δ on system parameters:

In the semiclassical regime we derived an approximate scaling relation for δ with respect
to the parameters of the system. Both in the classical limit ( l → ∞) and in the large N
limit, δ → 0.

In the Quantum Hard regime we showed that the the system can be described by means of
a Mean-Field Hamiltonian in the low energy region of the spectrum. We derived, through
a high order perturbative approach, δ(ε). We showed that the perturbative results give a
good approximation of the splittings of the full Hamiltonian in the Hard Quantum regime
(l = 1). Moreover, the perturbative approach gives a good evaluation of the ground
state/first excited state splitting for all the cases considered, in the semiclassical limit
too. Note that it is interesting the fact that we determined an upper bound for the
validity of the perturbative approach which coincides with εqne.

iii) Macroscopic Quantum Tunnelling:

We analysed the dynamical properties of the system. We showed that contrary to the
classical case the total magnetization can reverse its sign even below the non-ergodicity
threshold. We explain this in terms of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling of the total
magnetic moment. We also showed the emergence, below εne, of the Macroscopic Quantum
Coherence effect, which is due to the interference between macroscopically distinct states.

iv) Dynamical signatures of the classical non–ergodicity threshold:

We studied the quantum reversal times of the mean magnetization and we compared
them with the classical ones above εne. Above the non ergodicity threshold the behaviour
is very different depending on l values. In the semiclassical regime we showed that in
correspondence of the quantum non–ergodicity threshold there is a crossover of the reversal
times from a classical behaviour (for ε > εqne), where they have a power law dependence on
the specific energy, to a quantum behaviour (for ε < εqne), where they show an exponential
dependence on the specific energy.

On the other side, in the Hard quantum regime, ε > εqne,. the reversal times are very
small if compared with the correspondent classical system, moreover they do not show
any sensible dependence on the number of particles, contrary to the classical case where
the reversal times grow exponentially with the number of particles. While for ε < εq

ne

there is a strong dependence on the initial conditions due the fact that δ values can differ
by many orders of magnitude in a small energy bin. Nevertheless we showed that δ still
have an overall exponential dependence on the energy.

4.7 Appendix A: Computing the Hamiltonian Matrix

The Hamiltonian(4.1) can be rewritten as:

H =
J

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

S+
i S

+
j +

J

2

N
∑

i=1

S−
i S

−
j (4.25)

We chosed as basis state the states written in the second quantization formalsm |K〉 =
|n−l, n−l+1, ...nl〉, where nk are the occupation numbers in the k-th single particle level (or k-th
projection of the spin along the z-axis). In order to evaluate the Hamiltonian matrix we have
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to evaluate the matrix elements 〈K ′|J2
∑N

i=1

∑

j 6=i S
+
i S

+
j |K〉. This matrix element will be zero

if the basis states |K〉 and |K ′〉 differ by more then two occupation numbers, nk. So let’s say
they they differ by the occupation number on the single particle states s and p. Let us set
V = J

2

∑N
i=1

∑

j 6=i S
+
i S

+
j . The matrix element, is then given by:

〈K ′|V |K〉 =
J

2
Csp

nspNop√
NK′

√
NK

(4.26)

Where,

Csp = h̄2
√

l(l + 1) − s(s+ 1)
√

l(l + 1) − p(p+ 1)

and

N(K,K′) =
N !

∏l
i=−l ni!

, Nop =
N(N − 1)

2

Note that with N(K,K′) we mean that the occupation numbers must be refered to the state
|K〉 or |K ′〉 respectively. Finally,

nsp =
(N − 2)!

....(ns − 1)!.....(np − 1)!...
for s 6= p

nsp =
(N − 2)!

....(ns − 2)!....
for s = p

A derivation of the formulas presented in this Appendix can be found in Ref.(13).
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Chapter 5

The non–ergodicity threshold:

Conclusions and Perspectives

Lo duca ed io per quel cammino ascoso,
intrammo a ritornar nel chiaro mondo;
e sanza cura aver d’alcun riposo,
salimmo sú, el primo e io secondo,
tanto ch́ı’ vidi de le cose belle
che porta ’l ciel, per un pertugio tondo.
E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle.

—La Divina Commedia, Inferno, Dante Alighieri

We have shown a novel feature of long range interacting systems: the non–ergodicity thresh-
old, εne. The existence of this threshold is interesting from the theoretical point of view, with
respect to the problem of a dynamical foundation of the methods of statistical mechanics, but
could have also an experimental counterpart since spin systems in which an infinite range cou-
pling is present can be experimentally realized (1). Moreover the non–ergodicity threshold
shows interesting features in itself.

For the Classical Heisenberg Model with infinite range of the interaction and anisotropic
coupling, below εne, the phase space is disconnected into two components. We computed anal-
itycally this threshold for the infinite range case. We also proved that the ratio, r, between
the disconnected portion of the spectrum and the whole spectrum remains finite as N → ∞.
We generalized our considerations to the case of an algebraic potential among particles which
decays with the distance as R−α. We proved that, in a one–dimensional spin chain, r → 0 as
N → ∞ , for α > 1. According to the definition of long range interacting system, see Ch. (1),
the interaction has a long range nature for α < 1 and a short range nature for α > 1, in the
unidimensional case. We expect that this same result can be extended in any dimension. We
thus conjectured that r > 0 for α < d while r → 0 for α > d, for N → ∞.

We analyzed some interesting consequences of the non–ergodicity threshold:

1) From the point of view of Statistical Mechanics, its existence should be taken into account.
Indeed εne does not disappear for N → ∞, thus it is not a finite size effect. Below εne, the
phase space is disconnected, therefore the system is rigorously non–ergodic on the whole
energy surface. Thus, usual methods of Statistical Mechanics should be applied in the
reduced phace space of each component. This is interesting because it indicates that for
long range interacting systems ergodicity cannot be reached for any N , even if the system
is chaotic.
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2) The existence of this threshold has also important consequences with respect to phase
transition from a ferromagnetic phase to a paramagnetic one. Since for energies below εne

the phase space is disconnected into two components (each of which is characterized by
a definite sign of the magnetization) the magnetization cannot reverse its sign below εne.
Above εne and in a fully chaotic regime, the reversal time of the magnetization increases
exponentially with N (for the non fully chaotic regime see discussion in Ch.(3)). Thus
one could think that the non–ergodicity threshold has only a theoretical interest, because
in a macroscopic system the reversal times should be so large the the existence of εne

would be irrelevant. About this issue we make the following considerations: we have
given numerical and theoretical evidence that, for any N , as the observational time grows
to infinity, the effective transition tends to the non-ergodicity threshold and not to the
threshold where Statistical Mechanics would predict a phase transition. Moreover, for any
finite observational time, what determines whether the system is magnetized or not is the
time scale of magnetic reversal. This time scale depends crucially on the value of the non–
ergodicity threshold (magnetic reversal times diverge as a power law at the non–ergodicity
threshold). Whether or not the non–ergodicity threshold have some relevance in physical
experimental situations depends on the ratio of the observational time scale with respect
to the reversal time scale. Indeed we have shown that the effective transition energy can
be well below the statistical threshold also for systems of ∼ 100 spins. Last, but not least,
the existence of the non–ergodicity threshold has even more interesting consequences on
the quantum side, see below.

3) We have shown that we can address a quantum non–ergodicity threshold, εq
ne, for which we

gave an approximate analitycal evaluation. The quantum non–ergodicity threshold tends
to the classical non–ergodicity threshold in the classical limit. We showed the relevance
of this threshold with respect to quantum magnetic reversal times. The most striking
difference between the classical and the quantum behavior is that in the quantum case
the magnetization can change its sign even below εne, through a Macroscopic Quantum
Tunneling of the magnetization. The behavior of the system strongly depends on the value
of the spin of each particle, l. In the semiclassical regime (l � 1), we can distinguish two
different regions in correspondence of the quantum non–ergodicity threshold: a “classical”
region, for ε > εqne, in which the reversal times have an algebraic dependence on the
energy and a quantum region, for ε < εqne in which the reversal times have an exponential
dependence on energy. Thus we can regard εqne as a threshold which distinguishes between
a quasi–classical and a purely quantum regime.

In the hard quantum regime (l = 1), εqne also distinguishes two energy regions: for ε > εqne,
reversal times are extremely fast if compared with the classical one, moreover they do not
show any exponential dependence on N . Below εqne, the system is very close to a Mean-
Field Model, which is an integrable model, thus the reversal times are extremely dependent
on the initial conditions. Even in such unlikely situation some general conclusion can
be drawn. The modulus of the total angular momentum, m2, is a quasi–constant of
motion for ε < εqne, and for any m2 fixed value the dependence of the reversal times on
energy is exponential. The fact that above εqne the reversal times are very small and
independent of N , while below εqne they increase with N , suggest the possibility, for large
enough N , to regard εqne as the effective threshold which distinguishes between magnetized
and unmagnetized states, in the hard quantum regime. Anyway in order to prove this
statement, more research is still needed.

Moreover through a high order perturbative approach we have computed the splittings
of the energy levels in the Mean–Field Model. We have shown that we can consider the
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quantum non–ergodicity threshold as a perturbative threshold, namely we can regard εq
ne

as an upper bound for the validity of the perturbative approach.

Finally we have shown that below εqne, the phenomena of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling
and Coherence can be found, see Ch. (4), Sect.(4.5.1, 4.5.4).

One of the first aims of our future research work is to compute analytically the non–ergodicity
threshold for the case of R−α potential in 1 dimension. Then we will try to generalize the results
to any dimension, and possibly to more general form of the potential. Indeed we showed that
this threshold has a deep connection with the long range nature of the interaction, which should
be independent from the particular kind of interaction.

A different promising line of research is in the field of Quantum Computation. As explained
in Ch.(6), there are still many problems involved in the realization of Quantum Computers,
not last the choice of the “right” model. The possibility to design quantum devices in which
Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling is involved has been also recently proposed (2). Let us say
that in these proposal the phenomenon of Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling of Magnetization
arises from phenomenological Hamiltonian for micromagnetism, and no reference to the range
of the interaction has been explicitly pointed out. So the object of this line of research is to
investigate the role of the range of interactions in quantum computation.

Finally we would like to address another interesting direction of research: the possibility to
reveal experimentally Macroscopic Quantum Coherence, which has been discussed in Ch.(4),
Sect.(4.5.4).
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Chapter 6

Quantum Computation

Quantum Mechanics does not occur in a
Hilbert Space.
It occurs in a Laboratory.

—Asher Peres

6.1 Introduction

What is a Quantum Computer?

A Quantum Computer is a quantum system which is able to implement a sufficiently high
number of logical operations, such that it can be considered a Computer.

The idea to use a quantum mechanical system as a computer is due to Feynman (1), but it
was only after P. Shor’s results (2) that this topic became one of the most appealing research
field. P. Shor showed that a Quantum Computer could find the prime factors of an integer num-
ber exponentially faster then any known classical computer. The discovery of this algorithm
showed the potentiality of a Quantum Computer, indeed the discovery of an efficient algorithm
for the prime number factorization problem was one of the historically unsolved problems of
classical computer science. Besides the development of other algorithms like the Grover’s one
(3), the experimental realization of simple Quantum Computers began. The experimental real-
ization of a Quantum Computer is a great challenge, nevertheless unaspected results have been
obtained, such as the implementation of Shor’s algorithm in a nuclear magnetic resonance Quan-
tum Computer (4). Quantum Computation is not interesting only with respect to applications,
indeed it is a formidable playground with respect to problems related with the foundations of
Quantum Mechanics. An example of this is the phenomenon of teleportation of a quantum
state between distant systems (5). This phenomenon has been also recently realized, (6).

Nevertheless building a “useful” Quantum Computer is still a great theoretical and experi-
mental challenge. The problems involved here are different and are related with all the aspects
of a Quantum Computer: preparation of an initial state, its evolution towards the desired final
state, and finally the read–out of the final state, from which the result of the computation is
obtained.

In these years our group analyzed a solid state model of Quantum Computation (7), made
of a linear chain of spin 1/2, with Heisenberg interaction and located in an external magnetic
field which has a gradient along the spin chain. The evolution of the system is obtained through
a sequence of resonant electromagnetic pulses which cause resonant transitions of initial states
towards the desired final states. We mainly concentrated on the problem of reducing the errors
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during the dynamical evolution of the system. Unfortunately there are many unwanted errors
producing transitions to be washed. Few preliminar investigations (8), that we attached in
Sec.(6.2), have indicated a way to reduce drastically the quasi-resonant transitions, and a general
method, the “generalized 2πk method”, was developed to suppress main causes of dynamical
errors (9). Nevertheless the remaining dynamical errors, due to non-resonant transitions, can
still be relevant as was shown in Ref. (10; 11).

Besides intrinsic dynamical errors, we also considered external errors, which have been taken
into account through a random perturbation of the parametres of the system. We have done
a detailed analysis of how Fidelity is affected by different kinds of error in the parameters.
Fidelity is a measure of the errors we make during the computation, it is given by the square of
the scalar product of the ideal final state with the real final state. We showed that in general
the Fidelity decays as F = 1−(dG/Ω)2nα where dG is the absolute error on the parameter G, Ω
is the Rabi frequency and n is the number of qubits. The system has shown a great sensitivity
on gradient errors.

External errors have been also taken into account adding a random GUE perturbation on
the evolution of the system: Uδ(t) = e−iδV (t)U(t), where Uδ(t) is the perturbed evolution, U(t)
the unperturbed evolution and V is a perturbation obtained from the GUE ensemble. In order
to analyze the sensitivity of the system to both intrinsic and extrinsic errors we used a procedure
developed in Ref.(12), called “Correlation Function Approach” to Fidelity. In (12), on the basis
of this procedure, an Improved Quantum Fourier Transform (IQFT) algorithm was proposed
which is more stable with respect to random GUE perturbation.

In (11), that we attached in Sec.(6.2), we tested this Improved algorithm on our model of
Quantum Computation, and we also tested the generalized 2πk method. We briefly summarize
here the main results :

1) We successfully tested the Generalized 2πK method, on a complex algorithm, the Quan-
tum Fourier Transform (QFT). With complex we mean that the number of pulses, P ,
needed to implement it is not linear on the number of qubits, indeed P ∼ O(n3).

2) We applied the Correlation Function Approach on a realistic model of Quantum Computer,
showing that it can be useful to analyze Fidelity dependence on the parameters of the
system. Indeed we found that the intrinsic non–resonant errors grow very fast with the
number of qubits, O(n6).

3) We tested the improved QFT protocol, on our model of Quantum Computer. We showed
it is able to decrease static GUE perturbation. IQFT requires higher number of pulses, so
higher dynamical errors. We showed that dynamical errors are worst then static external
ones (O(n6) vs O(n2/3)). So IQFT cannot improve QFT asymptotically. Nevertheless
using QFT and IQFT together we were able to improve Fidelity with respect to both kind
of errors, in a wider range of parameters.
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6.2 Dynamical fidelity of a solid-state quantum computation

6.2.1 Introduction

Many suggestions for an experimental realization of quantum computers are related to two-level
systems (qubits). One of the serious problems in this field is a destructive influence of different
kinds of errors that may be dangerous for the stability of quantum computation protocols. In
the first line, one should refer to finite temperature effects and interaction of qubits with an
environment (13). However, even in the case when these features can be neglected, errors can
be generated by the dynamics itself. This “dynamical noise” can not be avoided since the
interaction between qubits and with external fields are both necessary for the implementation
of any quantum protocol. On the other hand, the inter–qubit interaction may cause the errors.
Therefore, it is important to know to what extent the interaction effects may be dangerous for
quantum computation.

As is known from the theory of interacting particles, a two-body interaction between parti-
cles may result in the onset of chaos and thermalization, even if the system under consideration
consists of a relatively small number of particles (see, for example, the reviews (14; 15; 16) and
references therein). In application to quantum computers, quantum chaos may play a destruc-
tive role since it increases the system sensitivity to external perturbations. Simple estimates
obtained for systems of L interacting spins show that with an increase of L the chaos border
decreases, and even a small interaction between spins may result in chaotic properties of eigen-
states and spectrum statistics. On this ground, it was claimed (17) that quantum chaos for
a large number of qubits can not be avoided, and the idea of a quantum computation meets
serious problems.

On the other hand, recent studies (18) of a realistic 1/2-spin model of a quantum computer
show that, in the presence of a magnetic field gradient, the chaos border is independent on L,
and that quantum chaos arises in extreme situations only, which are not interesting from the
practical viewpoint. One should stress that a non-zero gradient magnetic field is necessary in the
model (18) for a selective excitation of different qubits under time-dependent electromagnetic
pulses providing a specific quantum protocol.

Another point that should be mentioned in the context of quantum chaos is that typical
statements about chaos refer to stationary eigenstates and spectrum statistics. However, quan-
tum computation is essentially a time-dependent problem. Moreover, the time of computation
is restricted by the length of a quantum protocol. Therefore, even if stationary Hamiltonians
for single pulses reveal chaotic properties, it is still not clear to what extent stationary chaos
influences the evolution of a system subjected to a finite number of pulses.

In contrast with our previous studies (18), in this paper we investigate the time evolution of
a 1/2-spin quantum computer system subjected to a series of pulses. Specifically, we consider a
quantum protocol that allows to create an entangled state for remote qubits. For this, we explore
the model in the so-called selective regime, using both analytical and numerical approaches.
Our analytical treatment shows that in this regime there is no fingerprint of quantum chaos.
Moreover, we show that a kind of perturbative approach provides a complete description of the
evolution of our system.

We concentrate our efforts on the introduced quantity (dynamical fidelity). This quantity
characterizes the performance of quantum computation associated with the dynamical errors.
Dynamical fidelity differs from the fidelity which is widely used nowadays in different applica-
tions to quantum computation and quantum chaos, see for instance (19), because we do not
add any random variation in the Hamiltonian. Our study demonstrates an excellent agreement
of analytical predictions with numerical data.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II we discuss our model and specify the
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Figure 6.1: Spin model for quantum computation. Also indicated the direction of the magnetic
field (6.1).

region of parameters for which our study is performed. In Section III we explore the possibility
of quantum chaos in the selective regime, and analytically show that chaos can not occur in this
case. We provide all details concerning the quantum protocol in Section IV, and demonstrate
how perturbation theory can be applied to obtain an adequate description of the fidelity in
dependence on the system parameters. Here, we also present numerical data and compare them
with the predictions based on the perturbative approach. The last Section V summarizes our
results.

6.2.2 Spin model of a quantum computer

Our model is represented by a one-dimensional chain of L identical 1/2-spins placed in an
external magnetic field, see Fig.6.1.

It was first proposed in (20) (see also (21; 22; 23)) as a simple model for solid-state quantum
computation. Some physical constraints are necessary in order to let it operate in a quantum
computation regime. To provide a selective resonant excitation of spins, we assume that the
time independent part Bz = Bz(x) of the magnetic field is non-uniform along the spin chain.
The non-zero gradient of the magnetic field provides different Larmor frequencies for different
spins. The angle θ between the direction of the chain and the z-axis satisfies the condition,
cos θ = 1/

√
3. In this case the dipole-dipole interaction is suppressed, and the main interaction

between nuclear spins is due to the Ising-like interaction mediated by the chemical bonds, as in
a liquid state NMR quantum computation (13).

In order to realize quantum gates and implement operations, it is necessary to apply selective
pulses to single spins. The latter can be distinguished, for instance, by imposing a constant–
gradient magnetic field that results in the Larmor frequencies ωk = γBz(xk) ≡ ω0 + ak, where
γ is the spin gyromagnetic ratio and xk is the position of the k-th spin. If the distance between
the neighboring nuclear spins is ∆x = 0.2 nm, and the frequency difference between them is
∆f = a/2π = 1 kHz, then the corresponding gradient of the magnetic field can be estimated as
follows, |dBz/dx| = ∆f/(γ/2π)∆x ≈ 1.2 × 104 T/m. Here we used the gyromagnetic ratio for
a proton, γ/2π ≈ 4.3 × 107 Hz/T. Such a magnetic field gradient is experimentally achievable,
see, for example, (24; 25).

In our model the spin chain is also subjected to a transversal circular polarized magnetic
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field. Thus, the expression for the total magnetic field has the form (18; 22; 23),

B(t) = [bp⊥ cos(νpt+ ϕp),−bp⊥ sin(νpt+ ϕp), B
z(x)]. (6.1)

As mentioned above, here Bz(x) is the constant magnetic field oriented in the positive
z-direction, with a positive x-gradient (therefore, a > 0 in the expression for the Larmor fre-
quencies). In the above expression, bp⊥, νp, and ϕp are the amplitudes, frequencies and phases
of a circular polarized magnetic field, respectively. The latter is given by the sum of p = 1, ..., P
rectangular time-dependent pulses of length tp+1−tp, rotating in the (x, y)− plane and providing
a quantum computer protocol.

Thus, the quantum Hamiltonian of our system has the form,

H = −
L−1
∑

k=0

[

ωkI
z
k + 2

∑

n>k
Jk,nI

z
kI

z
n

]

−

1
2

P
∑

p=1
Θp(t)Ωp

L−1
∑

k=0

(

e−iνpt−iϕpI−k + eiνpt+iϕpI+
k

)

,

(6.2)

where the “pulse function” Θp(t) equals 1 only during the p-th pulse, for tp < t ≤ tp+1, otherwise
it is zero. The quantities Jk,n stand for the Ising interaction between two qubits , ωk are the
frequencies of spin precession in the Bz−magnetic field, Ωp is the Rabi frequency of the p-th
pulse, Ix,y,z

k = (1/2)σx,y,z
k with σx,y,z

k as the Pauli matrices, and I±k = Ix
k ± iIy

k .

For a specific p-th pulse, it is convenient to represent the Hamiltonian (6.2) in the coordinate
system that rotates with the frequency νp. Therefore, for the time tp < t ≤ tp+1 of the p-th
pulse our model can be reduced to the stationary Hamiltonian,

H(p) = −
L−1
∑

k=0
(ξkI

z
k + αIx

k − βIy
k ) − 2

∑

n>k
Jk,nI

z
kI

z
n, (6.3)

where ξk = (ωk − νp), α = Ωp cosϕp, and β = Ωp sinϕp.

We start our considerations with the simplified case of the Hamiltonian (3) for a single pulse,
by choosing ϕp = 0. We also assume a constant interaction between nearest neighbors qubits
only (Jk,n = Jδk,k+1), and we put Ωp = Ω. Then the Hamiltonian (3) takes the form,

H(p) =
L−1
∑

k=0

[

− ξkI
z
k − 2JIz

kI
z
k+1

]

− Ω
L−1
∑

k=0

Ix
k ≡ H0 + V. (6.4)

In z-representation the Hamiltonian matrix of size 2L is diagonal for Ω = 0. For Ω 6= 0,
non-zero off-diagonal matrix elements are simply Hkn = Hnk = −Ω/2 with n 6= k. The matrix
is very sparse, and it has a specific structure in the basis reordered according to an increase
of the number s. The latter is written in the binary representation, s = iL−1, iL−2, ..., i0 (with
is = 0 or 1, depending on whether the single-particle state of the i−th qubit is the ground state
or the excited one). The parameter Ω thus is responsible for a non-diagonal coupling, and we
hereafter define it as a “perturbation”.

In our previous studies (18) we have analyzed the so-called non-selective regime which is
defined by the conditions, Ω � δωk � J . This inequality provides the simplest way to prepare a
homogeneous superposition of 2L states needed for the implementation of both Shor and Grover
algorithms. Our analytical and numerical treatment of the model (2) in this regime has shown
that a constant gradient magnetic field (with non-zero value of a) strongly reduces the effects
of quantum chaos. Namely, the chaos border turns out to be independent on the number L of
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qubits. As a result, for non-selective excitation quantum chaos can be practically neglected (see
details in (18)).

Below we consider another important regime called selective excitation. In this regime each
pulse acts selectively on a chosen qubit, resulting in a resonant transition. During the quantum
protocol, many such resonant transitions take place for different p pulses, with different values
of νp = ωk. The region of parameters for the selective excitation is specified by the following
conditions (22),

Ω � J � a� ωk. (6.5)

The meaning of these conditions will be discussed in next Sections.

6.2.3 Absence of quantum chaos in the selective excitation regime

Here, we consider the properties of the stationary Hamiltonian (6.4) in the regime of selective
excitation. In order to estimate the critical value of the interaction J , above which one can
expect random properties of eigenstates, one needs to compare the typical value of the off-
diagonal matrix elements (Ω/2) with the mean energy spacing δf for unperturbed many-body
states that are directly coupled by these matrix elements. Therefore, the condition for the onset
of chaos has the form,

Ω

2
> δf ≈ (∆E)f

Mf
. (6.6)

Here (∆E)f is the maximal difference between the energies E
(2)
0 and E

(1)
0 corresponding to

a specific many-body state |1〉 , and all other states |2〉 of H0, that have non-zero couplings
〈1|V |2〉. Correspondingly, Mf is the number of many-body states |2〉 coupled by V to the state
|1〉. A further average over all states |1〉 should be then performed.

In fact, such a comparison (6.6) is just the perturbation theory in the case of two-body
interaction. Strictly speaking, the above condition in a strong sense (Ω � δf ) means that exact
eigenstates consist of many unperturbed (V = 0) states. Typically, the components of such
compound states can be treated as uncorrelated entries, thus resulting in a random structure
of excited many-body states. However, one should note that in specific cases when the total
Hamiltonian is integrable (or quasi-integrable), the components of excited states have strong
correlations and can not be considered as random, although the number of components with
large amplitudes can be extremely large (see details in (18)).

It is relatively easy to estimate Mf in the regime of selective excitation. Let us consider
an eigenstate of H0, |1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 0, 1, 0〉, as a collection of 0’s and 1’s that correspond to
−1/2 and 1/2-spin values. Since the perturbation V is a sum of L terms, each of them flipping
one single spin, one gets Mf = L.

In order to estimate (∆E)f , let us first consider the action of V on the k-th spin, and for
each spin compute the relative energy difference between the final and the initial energy. One
can find that if the k-th spin has the value 1/2, there are four possible configurations of neighbor
spins coupled by the perturbation,

|...0, 1, 0...〉 → |...0, 0, 0...〉,
|...1, 1, 1...〉 → |...1, 0, 1...〉,
|...1, 1, 0...〉 → |...1, 0, 0...〉,
|...0, 1, 1...〉 → |...0, 0, 1...〉.

(6.7)
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If the k-th spin has the value −1/2, there are also four possible different arrangements,

|...0, 0, 0...〉 → |...0, 1, 0...〉,
|...1, 0, 1...〉 → |...1, 1, 1...〉,
|...1, 0, 0...〉 → |...1, 1, 0...〉,
|...0, 0, 1...〉 → |...0, 1, 1...〉,

(6.8)

which are the inverse transitions of (6.7). Correspondingly, the energy changes are determined
by the relation,

|E(f)
0 −E

(i)
0 | = |ξk ± 2J |, |ξk|, k = 1, ..., L − 2. (6.9)

The analysis for the border spins can be performed in a similar way, and one gets four possible
configurations, with the following energy changes,

|E(f)
0 −E

(i)
0 | = |ξk ± J |, k = 0, L− 1. (6.10)

Summarizing the above findings, and setting for instance νp = ω0, one can conclude that (∆E)f

can be estimated as follows,

(∆E)f = Max(|E(f)
0 −E

(i)
0 |) = ωL−1 − ω0 + J. (6.11)

As a result, the condition for the onset of quantum chaos can be written in the form,

Ω

2
>

(∆E)f

Mf
=
ωL−1 − ω0 + J

L
=
a(L− 1) + J

L
, (6.12)

or

Ω > Ωcr ' 2a+
2J

L
. (6.13)

However, this critical value is outside the range of parameters required to be in the selective
excitation regime Ω < a (see inequality (6)). Thus, we can conclude that quantum chaos for
stationary states can not appear in the selective excitation regime. Note that the analysis is
done for a single pulse of a time-dependent perturbation.

6.2.4 Fidelity of a quantum protocol

The analytical results obtained above, show that, during a single electromagnetic pulse, the
system can be described by perturbation theory. Indeed, if the matrix elements of perturba-
tion are smaller than the energy spacing between directly coupled many-body states, exact
eigenstates can be obtained by perturbation theory. Thus, one can expect that for a series of
time-dependent pulses the system evolution can also be treated making use of a perturbative
approach.

In what follows, we study the system dynamics by applying a specific set of pulses (quantum
protocol) in order to create an entangled state for remote qubits (with k = 0 and k = L − 1)
starting from the ground state, |ψ0〉 = |0L−1, ..., 01, 00〉 (we omit the subscripts below). Our
main interest is in estimating the errors that appear due to unwanted excitations of qubits. We
show that these errors can be well understood and estimated on the basis of the perturbation
theory developed for our time-dependent Hamiltonian (6.2), in the parameter range where the
protocol holds.
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6.2.5 Selective excitation regime and perturbation theory

Any protocol is a sequence of unitary transformations applied to some initial state in order to
obtain a final ideal state, |ψi〉. In this model of quantum computer the protocol is realized
by applying a number of specific rf-pulses, so that we get a state |ψr〉 which is, in principle,
different from the ideal state |ψi〉. The difference between the real state |ψr〉 and the ideal state
|ψi〉 can be characterized by a dynamical fidelity,

F = |〈ψi|ψr〉|2. (6.14)

Note that, in our case, the dynamical fidelity F does not explicitly depend on a perturbation
parameter added in the Hamiltonian (2) in order to get a distorted evolution, as is typically
assumed in the study of quantum chaos. Indeed, the real final state is determined by the total
Hamiltonian (2),

|ψr〉 = Û(T )|ψ0〉 ≡
P
∏

p=1

T̂ e
−i
∫ tp

tp−1
H(t)dt|ψ0〉, (6.15)

where T = tp is the total time to entangle spins, Û(T ) is the unitary operator given by the
sequence of pulses in the protocol, and T̂ is the usual time-ordered product. Therefore, it is not
possible to identify a single perturbation parameter which is responsible for a “wrong” evolution
of the system.

The selective excitation regime is characterized by the action of pulses that are resonant with
a transition between two energy states which differ for the state (up or down) of one spin only.
A close inspection of the time independent Hamiltonian (6.4), defines the region of parameters
where the selective excitation of single spins can be performed.

Diagonal elements of Hamiltonian (6.4) are given by the eigenvalues E
(i)
0 of H0, while non-

zero off-diagonal elements are constant and equal to −Ω/2. In order to have a resonant transition
between two energy states, their energy difference ∆ has to be zero. On the other side, for
each state no more than one resonant transition should be allowed. So, we require the energy
differences given by Eqs. (6.9,6.10) to be different from zero, apart from the wanted transition.
This leads to the following set of equalities (“fake transitions”),

J = ak
4 when k = 1, ..., L − 3,

J = ak
2 when k = 1, ..., L − 3,

J = ak when k = 1, ..., L − 2,

J = ak
3 when k = 1, ..., L − 2,

(6.16)

From Eqs.(6.16) it is easy to see that the first “fake” transition appears for J1 = a/4, the
second for J2 = a/2 and so on up to the last one for Jf = a(L − 2). All these resonances can
be avoided if we choose a � 4J (due to the resonance finite width the condition a > 4J is not
sufficient).

Transitions can be defined according to their energy difference ∆,

1) resonant transitions, ∆ = 0;

2) near–resonant transitions, ∆ ∼ J ;

3) non–resonant transitions, ∆ ∼ a.

For a� 4J , each state can undergo one resonant or near-resonant transition only, and many
non-resonant ones. The latter can be neglected if we choose a � Ω. Under these conditions
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we can form couples of states, connected by resonant or near-resonant transitions, and we can
rearrange the Hamiltonian matrix (6.4) by 2 × 2 block matrices representing all resonant and
near-resonant transitions. In this way the dynamical evolution of the system can be described
as a two-state problem.

Using this procedure, the entire sequence of pulses can be evaluated. Note that special
attention has to be paid to an additional phase shift that arises between any two pulses, due
to the change of frame. We remind that the transformation between the rotating and the
laboratory frame is given by the expression,

|ψ(t)〉Lab = eiνpt
∑

k
Iz
k |ψ(t)〉Rot (6.17)

Indeed, let us consider an initial basis state |m〉 at time t = 0, and find the probability
for a resonant (∆ = 0) or near-resonant (∆ ∼ J) transition to the state |p〉 with the energy
difference Ep −Em. Here Ep and Em are the eigenenergies of the time-independent part of the
Hamiltonian (6.2), written in the laboratory frame.

Setting,

ψ(t) =
∑

n

cn(t)|n〉, (6.18)

and cp(0) = 0, after the application of a pulse for a time τ one gets, in the laboratory frame:

cm(τ) = cm(0)[cos(λτ
2 ) + i ∆

λ sin(λτ
2 )]e−i∆τ

2
−iEmτ ,

cp(τ) = cm(0)[i Ω
λ sin(λτ

2 )]ei
∆τ
2

−iEpτ , (6.19)

where λ =
√

Ω2 + ∆2.

As we can see, the parameter ε determined as

ε =
Ω2

Ω2 + ∆2
sin2

(

τ

2

√

Ω2 + ∆2

)

(6.20)

characterizes the probability of resonant and near-resonant transitions. In particular, the prob-
ability of unwanted near-resonant transitions goes like ε, and it can be reduced by assuming
J � Ω. Combining all the above expression, we get the condition (6.5).

Correspondingly, the probability for a non-resonant transition (neglecting terms of the order
1/L, and assuming a� Ω ) is given by the parameter η (23),

η =
Ω2

4a2
. (6.21)

We would like to stress that even if the ideal state has been constructed taking into account
resonant transitions only, our dynamical fidelity is a measure of dynamical errors that are due
to near and non-resonant transitions.

Let us now briefly discuss the perturbative approach that is based on recent studies published
in Ref.(23). The main idea is that for each p-th pulse the unperturbed basis can be rearranged
in such a way that the Hamiltonian matrix is represented by 2× 2 block matrices, as described
above. This is what we call unperturbed Hamiltonian for a specific p-th pulse. One should note
that this unperturbed Hamiltonian is Ω-dependent. Let us now define by V the Ω-dependent part
which is responsible for non-resonant transition and not described by the 2 × 2 block matrices.
Then it is easy to obtain the unperturbed eigenstates, |ψ0

q 〉, and the unperturbed eigenvalues,
ε0q, by diagonalizing each of the 2 × 2 blocks independently.
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After this step, one can compute the perturbed eigenstates by taking into account first order
terms only,

|ψq〉 = |ψ0
q 〉 +

∑

q′ 6=q

〈ψ0
q |V|ψ0

q′〉
ε0q − ε0q′

|ψ0
q′〉. (6.22)

Note that this perturbative approach is supposed to be valid when Eqs.(6.16) are not satis-
fied, and when the errors due to near-resonant transitions are much larger than the errors due
to non-resonant ones, ε� η.

6.2.6 Quantum protocol

Let us briefly sketch the algorithm and the particular protocol which was developed in Ref.
(22). Starting from the ground state |ψ0〉 = |0...0〉 and applying a number of specific pulses, we
would like to generate the following entangled state,

|ψi〉 =
1√
2

(|0...0〉 + |10....01〉) . (6.23)

This algorithm could serve, for instance, as the first step for a more general teleportation
protocol, and for an implementation of conditional quantum logic operations.

The algorithm can be realized in the following way (for details see Ref. (22)),

|0, ..., 0〉 → (|0, ..., 0〉 + |1, 0, .., 0〉)
→ (|0, ..., 0〉 + |1, 1, 0, .., 0〉)
→ (|0, ..., 0〉 + |1, 1, 1, 0, .., 0〉)
→ (|0, ..., 0〉 + |1, 0, 1, 0, .., 0〉)
→ . . . → (|0, ..., 0〉 + |1, 0, .., 1〉).

(6.24)

Physically, the above algorithm can be done by applying suitable rf-pulses that are resonant to
the desired transitions. The latter are originated from induced Rabi oscillations between the
resonant states.

To flip the k-th spin we have to choose the frequency ν of the rf-pulse according to the
relation νp = E1 − E2, where |1〉, |2〉 are the states involved in the transition and E1, E2 are
the eigenenergies of the time-independent part of Hamiltonian (6.2). For instance, for the first
pulse we put, ν1 = |E|1,0,...,0〉 − E|0,...,0〉|, and we have to apply it for a time t1 = π/2Ω to get
equal superposition of the states involved in the transition. For other pulses we require that the
first state (|0, ..., 0〉) remains the same (apart from an additional phase), while the second state
flips the k−th spin. In other words, the probability of unwanted states is due to non-resonant
transitions of both states of the r.h.s of Eq.(6.24), and to near-resonant ones of the first state
only. Specifically, the state |0, ..., 0〉 undergoes near-resonant transitions with ∆ = 2J for each
pulse, except the first one which is resonant, and the forth for which ∆ = 4J . Also, at each
pulse the state |0, ..., 0〉 get an additional phase, see eqs. (6.19). We took them into account in
the definition of the ideal state, see details in Section (6.2.7).

Since in the selective excitation regime we have ε � η, contributions from near-resonant
transitions are much larger than the ones due to non-resonant transitions. Our algorithm
consists of 2L − 2 separate pulses, therefore, some modifications are necessary in order to be
able to control small unwanted probability. For the product of probabilities this implies 2Lε < 1
and 2Lη < 1, or,

Ω

J
�
√

2

L
,

Ω

a
�
√

2

L
(6.25)

for L� 1.
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Figure 6.2: The dependence 1−F is shown as a function of the Ising coupling J for L = 6 spins,
Ω = 0.118 and a = 100. Full line represents the numerical data for the dynamical fidelity F
defined by Eq.(6.14), and obtained from direct numerical computation of the system evolution.
(a) Full circles stand for perturbative calculations, and full curve corresponds to numerical
results. (b) The same numerical results as in (a), but for a larger range of J . The theoretical
expression as given by Eq.(6.32) is also shown in (a).

Before discussing our numerical results we would like to stress that in contrast to what is
mainly considered in the literature, the time for our dynamical fidelity is not an independent
variable. Indeed, the length of the protocol is determined by the total number of qubits, L.
Specifically, 2L − 2 pulses are necessary in order to create the entangled state, so that the
protocol time T is proportional to the number of qubits.

6.2.7 Dynamical fidelity: theory and numerical data

Quite unexpectedly, the dynamical fidelity (14) increases with an increase of the Ising coupling J ,
as soon as J � a/4. Indeed, on one side the probability of unwanted near-resonant transitions
is proportional to ε ∼ (Ω/J)2 (see Eq.(6.20) where ∆ ∼ J for near-resonant transitions ).
Therefore, the larger is J , the smaller is the probability of non-resonant transitions, and the
larger is the dynamical fidelity F .

In Fig.6.2 we show how the dynamical fidelity (6.14) depends on the inter-qubit interaction
J . For convenience, the function 1 − F is shown here and below, instead of F . Numerical data
have been obtained in two different ways. Full curve corresponds to exact computation of the
time-dependent Hamiltonian (6.2). Data in Fig.6.2a are compared with those obtained from
the perturbative approach explained above.

Apart from very strong peaks (see Fig.6.2b) for which the dynamical fidelity vanishes, one
can say that the global tendency is an improvement of the dynamical fidelity for larger values
of J . However, strong oscillations occur reflecting a resonant nature of the dynamics of our
system. Perfect agreement between perturbative results and numerical data is found for very
large variations of the interaction strength J .

High peaks for 1− F , clearly seen in Fig.6.2b, occur for those J -values given by Eqs.(6.16),
where quantum algorithm fails. Thus, one should avoid these situations in a quantum compu-
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Figure 6.3: The dependence 1−F as a function of the gradient of a magnetic field is shown for
L = 6 spins, Ω = 0.118 and J = 1. As one can see, for a < 4J the fidelity is not as good as for
a > 4J .

tation.

As for the minima in Fig.6.2a for which the dynamical fidelity is close to one, they occur
when ε = 0, or, when

J =
Ω

2

√

4k2 − 1,

where k is an integer number. This relation corresponds to the 2πk-condition (22; 23; 26).

Let us now explore the dependence of the dynamical fidelity on the parameter a which is
proportional to the gradient of the external magnetic field, a = γ∆x(dB z(x)/dx), where ∆x
is the distance between neighboring qubits (below, we shall refer to the parameter a as to the
magnetic field gradient). Numerical data for the dependence of 1 − F on a are presented in
Fig.6.3. One can see that the dynamical fidelity is getting better for large enough values of a. We
already mentioned that for a < 4J a problem may arise in the protocol due to “fake” transitions.
On the other side, in the regime a � 4J the dynamical fidelity reaches an asymptotic value
which depends on J and Ω only, see Fig.6.3.

It is also important to understand the dependence of the dynamical fidelity on the Rabi
frequency Ω. The data manifest two specific properties demonstrated in Fig.6.4. The first one
is a global decrease of the dynamical fidelity with an increase of Ω. The second peculiarity is
due to strong oscillations that occur for ε = 0, namely for those Ω values corresponding to the
2πk-conditions,

Ωk =
2J√

4k2 − 1
. (6.26)

For Ω values, near-resonant transitions vanish, and non-resonant transitions remain only.
Thus, the dynamical fidelity has maxima which provides, in principle, the best condition for a
quantum computation.

Nevertheless, let us consider the values of Ω that correspond to maxima in Fig.(6.4). This
we do in order to make an estimate in the worst possible condition for quantum computation. A
brief analysis of the fidelity for the specific values Ω = Ωk will be sketched in the last subsection.
As one can see, for values of Ω different from Ωk, the “average” dynamical fidelity increases
when the Rabi frequency decreases. This is due to the fact that the probability to generate
unwanted states (due to both non-resonant and near-resonant transitions), is proportional to
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Figure 6.4: The difference 1 − F as a function of the Rabi frequency Ω for L = 6 spins, J = 1
and a = 100. Full curve is the result of direct numerical simulation, circles are obtained from
the perturbative approach described in the text. Arrows show few resonant values of Ω given
by Eq.(6.26).

(Ω/∆)2. Therefore, the smaller is Ω the more reliable the algorithm is. Note that the agreement
with the perturbative approach is excellent.

On the other hand, we cannot choose an extremely small value of Ω since it implies a
large time duration of the pulse (τ ∼ π/Ω). Note that the total time for a quantum protocol
should be kept well below the decoherence time (the latter can be quite large for nuclear spins
(27)). Taking that into account, an optimal choice is to choose the largest possible value,
Ω = Ω2 = 2J/

√
15 < J , and large enough value of a (in order to significantly suppress the

non-resonant transitions).

6.2.8 Fidelity: dependence on the number of qubits

Finally, we studied the dependence of the dynamical fidelity on the number L of spins in the
chain. As was noted before, for a chosen protocol its length is proportional to L. Numerical
data clearly manifest a linear decrease of the dynamical fidelity with the number of qubits, see
Fig. (6.5).

Let us give now a brief analytical derivation of the dependence of fidelity on the number of
qubits.

Given the real and the ideal final state:

|ψr〉 =
∑

k

crk|ψk〉, |ψi〉 = ci0|0...0〉 + ci1|10...01〉

and using Eq.(6.14), we have :

F = |ci∗0 cr0 + ci∗1 c
r
1|2 (6.27)

In Eq.(6.27) the ideal coefficients are given by

ci0 = 1√
2
eiθ

i
0 = 1√

2
e−iE0T

c1i = 1√
2
eiθ

i
1 = 1√

2
iP e

−i
∑P

p=1
Ep(tp+1−tp) (6.28)
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where T is the total protocol time and P = 2L− 2 is the number of pulses, E0 and Ep are
the eigenenergies of the time-independent part of Hamiltonian (6.2). Specifically Ep are the
eigenenergies of the intermediate states, as given by (6.24), and tp+1 − tp is the duration of the
p–pulse (tp+1 − tp = π/(2Ω) if p = 1 and tp+1 − tp = π/Ω if p 6= 1).

In the same way we define,

cr0 = ρ0e
iθr

0 , cr1 = ρ1e
iθr

1 .

with the above definitions the fidelity becomes,

F =
1

2
[ρ2

0 + ρ2
1 + 2ρ0ρ1 cos(∆θ0 − ∆θ1)] (6.29)

where ∆θ0 = θr
0 − θi

0, and ∆θ1 = θr
1 − θi

1.
The ideal state is defined by resonant transitions only, as explained in section 6.2.5, and

Eqs.(6.28) are easily obtained from Eqs.(6.19).
On the other side the real state differs from the ideal one because of the errors due to

non–resonant and near–resonant transitions. In particular the coefficient cr
1 differs from the

coefficient ci1 because of errors due to non–resonant transitions only, while cr
0 differs from ci0

because of errors due to both non–resonant and near–resonant transitions.
Since we neglect non–resonant transitions (η � 1) we can put cr

1 = ci1.
Differently, near–resonant transitions will act on cr

0 only, giving a change in both its modulus
and phase.

The change of phase α, in one pulse, for a near–resonant transition, can be obtained from
Eqs.(6.19):

α = arctan

[

∆

λ
tan(

λτ

2
)

]

− ∆τ

2
;

therefore, for 2L− 3 pulses (since during the first pulse no near–resonant transitions occur),
we have

∆θ0 = (2L− 3)α. (6.30)

Accordingly, we can define in a different way the ideal state, changing the phase of ci
0 →

ci0 exp[i(2L− 3)α], in order to have ∆θ0 = 0.
Let us notice that any phase shift between the states |0....0〉 and |10....01〉 we can be elimi-

nated applying two additional pulses.
From Eqs.(6.19) we can also evaluate the error on the modulus of the coefficient cr

0. The
probability for the state |0...0〉 to make a transition to an unwanted state is determined by the
parameter ε, see Eq.(6.20). In this way, at the end of the protocol, we have |cr

0|2 = 1
2(1−ε)(2L−3).

Assuming (2L− 3)ε� 1, we can write:

ρ0 ∼ 1√
2
[1 − (2L− 3)

ε

2
]

In this way Eq.(6.29) becomes:

F ∼ 1 − (2L− 3)
ε

2
. (6.31)

Since ε ∼ Ω2/4J2, we get:

F ∼
(

1 +
3Ω2

8J2

)

,−
(

Ω2

4J2

)

L (6.32)
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Figure 6.5: The dynamical fidelity as a function of the number L of spins, for different J values
and Ω = 0.118, a = 100. Numerical data (triangles for J = 1.945, circles for J = 5.01 and
squares for J = 9.99) are compared with the results from the perturbation theory (crosses).
Also shown are the best linear fits (dot-dashed lines).

which implies a linear decrease of the dynamical fidelity with an increase of the number of
qubits, L. The slope is given by the parameter:

mth = − Ω2

4J2
. (6.33)

Of course, the above derivation is valid far from the “fake” transitions, Eq.(6.16), and under
the conditions Eqs.(6.5, 6.25).

Slopes in Fig. 6.5 have been obtained by a standard linear fit and then compared with the
theoretical ones mth, see Fig. 6.6.

As one can see, the agreement is very good except for small values of the Ising interaction,
J ' Ω, where the probability of near-resonant transitions becomes large, and the condition
Pε� 1 is not valid anymore.

Finally let us stress that the phase correction is far from being trivial. Indeed a different
behavior of fidelity on the number of qubits is found without such phase correction.

Also note that, even under the 2πk–conditions given by Eq.(6.26), for which ε = 0, (so that
there are no errors in modulus caused by near–resonant transitions), a phase–error persists, so
that, in order to improve fidelity, the same phase correction is necessary.

6.2.9 Optimal algorithm

Choosing Ω values as given by Eq.(6.26), one gets that the probability for near-resonant tran-
sition is zero, ε = 0. So, only non-resonant transitions lead to unwanted states. In Fig.(6.7) we
show the fidelity as a function of the number of spins L for Ωk = 0.1216. These data should be
compared with the analogous ones indicated by triangles in Fig.(6.5).

As one can see, despite the closeness of these two Ω values (less than 3% of difference),
the fidelity increases in two order of magnitude (see different scales on the y-axis). It is clear
that such preferred Ω values should be chosen in any practical implementation of the algorithm.
However, due to the high instability of such resonant values, see Fig.(6.4), a detailed analysis can
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only be done within a more general study under the presence of small variations in parameters
such as Ω, J, a. This study is currently in progress.

6.2.10 Conclusions

We have studied the model of a quantum computer consisting of a one-dimensional chain of
1/2-spins (qubits), placed in a time-dependent electromagnetic field. The latter is given by a
sequence of rf-pulses, corresponding to a chosen quantum protocol that allows to generate an
entangled state for remote qubits from the initial ground state. Main attention is paid to the
analysis of the dynamical fidelity, defined as the overlap of the actual finite state, with the ideal
one determined by the quantum protocol.

We considered the region of the selective excitation where the resonant excitations of specific
qubits can be implemented by time-dependent pulses. Analytical treatment of the stationary
Hamiltonian which describes the evolution of the system during a single pulse, has revealed
that in the selective regime the quantum chaos can not appear. Moreover, in this regime a
perturbation theory can be applied to all quantities of interest.

Our detailed study of the dynamical fidelity manifests excellent agreement between numer-
ical data and the predictions obtained in the perturbative approach. In particular, we have
found how to choose the parameters in order to get the best dynamical fidelity for the creation
of the remote entangled state. Specific attention has been paid to the dependence of the dynam-
ical fidelity on the number L of qubits. We show, both analytically and numerically, that the
dynamical fidelity decreases linearly with an increase of L, and we give an analytical estimate
for the slope of this dependence.

6.3 Stability of the quantum Fourier transformation on the

Ising quantum computer

6.3.1 Introduction

Quantum information theory (28) is a rapidly evolving field. It uses quantum systems to process
information thereby achieving things not possible with classical resources only. Quantum secure
communication for instance is already commercially available. Quantum computation on the
other hand is still far from being useful. Two serious obstacles to overcome in building a large
quantum computer are: (i) one must be able to control the evolution in order to precisely
implement quantum gates, (ii) one must suppress external influences. Errors in both cases are
caused by the perturbation of an ideal quantum computer, either by internal imperfections or by
coupling to the “environment”. In the present paper we study both kind of errors, in particular
their scaling with the number of qubits, in order to envisage the obstacles and demands of
building a large quantum computer. We also suggest possible ways to minimize these errors.

We choose a concrete model of a quantum computer and a concrete algorithm. As one of
the main things we want to study is the scaling of errors with the size of the computer, we
do not limit ourselves to any of the existing experimentally realizable models because their
success for large number of qubits is far from guaranteed. We rather choose a simple abstract
Ising quantum computer model (IQC) (29), having all the essential properties of some future
quantum computer: (i) it is a universal quantum computer, (ii) it is scalable with the number
of qubits and (iii) it is one of the simplest models having the first two properties. Multi-qubit
gates are possible through the inter-qubit coupling, in fact we choose the simplest possible one,
namely nearest-neighbor coupling. The pulses by which we perform quantum gates are not
ideal, thereby causing off-resonant transitions. Such unwanted transitions are expected to be a
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generic feature of any experimental implementation of a quantum computer. In addition, we
also study the influence of external perturbations on the algorithm stability. All these we feel,
will be the necessary ingredents of any large quantum computer and we believe our results have
relevance beyond the specifics of the IQC model.

For the quantum algorithm we choose to discuss the quantum Fourier transformation (QFT).
The first reason to choose the QFT is that it is one of the most useful quantum algorithms,
giving an exponential speedup over the best classical procedure known. Furthermore, it is also
one of the ingredients of some other important algorithms, e.g. Shor’s factoring algorithm (2).
The second reason is that the QFT is a complex algorithm, where by complex we mean it
has more than O(n) number of quantum gates as opposed to previously studied more simple
algorithms where the number of gates scales only linearly with the size of the computer (e.g.
entanglement protocol (30)). It is easy to imagine that in most useful quantum algorithms the
size of the program will grow faster than linearly with the number of qubits n and therefore it
is important to see how errors accumulate in such algorithms. This importance is confirmed by
our results showing that errors due to unwanted transitions for the QFT grow with the square
of the number of pulses and not linearly as in algorithms with linear O(n) number of gates, for
a typical initial state.

For the QFT algorithm running on the IQC we analyze errors due to spurious transitions
caused by pulses, these we call intrinsic errors, and errors due to the coupling with an external
“environment”, called external errors, modelled by a random hermitian matrix from a gaussian
unitary ensemble (GUE) (33). We minimize intrinsic errors by applying some additional pulses
to correct most probable errors (32) and by doing this, we are able to suppress intrinsic errors
by several orders of magnitude. To suppress external errors due to a GUE perturbation we use
a previously proposed improved quantum Fourier transformation (IQFT) (34) which is more
stable against GUE perturbations in a certain range of parameters. We analyze in detail the
dependence of errors on all relevant parameters. By this analysis we can set the limits between
which parameters of the IQC should lay in order to preserve the stability of computation and
how this demands change with the size of the quantum computer. In our approach to decrease
errors we do not use error correcting codes for the following reasons: we want to remove as
many errors as we can on the lowest possible level and second, the intrinsic and particularly
multi-qubit external errors are not easily handled by the error correcting codes (see Ref. (36)
and references therein).

The outline of the paper is as follows. In section II we repeat the definition of the IQC and
in section III we summarize the linear response formalism which is the main theoretical tool for
studying fidelity. In section IV we study intrinsic and external errors, first separately and then
simultaneously. In the appendix we present the pulse sequences used to implement the QFT
and the IQFT algorithms.

6.3.2 The Ising quantum computer

The IQC consists of a 1-dimensional chain of n equally spaced identical spin 1/2 particles coupled
by a nearest neighbor Ising interaction of strength J , such that parallel spins are favored over
anti-parallel ones by an energy difference of J (we set h̄ = 1 throughout the paper). The
quantum computer is operated via an external magnetic field having two components. The
first one is a permanent magnetic field oriented in the z direction with a constant gradient
which allows the selective excitation of individual spins, while the second one is a sequence of
T circular polarized fields in the x-y plane (which are called pulses), with different frequencies
ν(m), amplitudes (proportional to the Rabi frequencies Ω(m)), phases ϕ(m) and durations τ (m)

for the mth pulse, in which is encoded the protocol. A particular orientation of the register
allows to suppress the dipole-dipole interaction between spins (37; 38).
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The Hamiltonian of the system is

H = −1

2

n−1
∑

l=0

ωlσ
z
l − J

2

n−2
∑

l=0

σz
l σ

z
l+1 −

T
∑

m=1

V (m)(t)Θ(m)(t) (6.34)

with

V (m)(t) =
Ω(m)

4

n−1
∑

l=0

(σ−l exp{−i(ν(m)t+ ϕ(m))} + h.c.), (6.35)

where Θ(m)(t) is equal to one during the mth pulse and zero otherwise, σx, y, z
l are the usual

Pauli operators for l-th spin and σ±
l = σx

l ± iσy
l . Due to the constant gradient of the permanent

magnetic field, the Larmor frequencies depend linearly on l, ωl = (l + 1)a. By appropriately
choosing the energy units we fix J = 1 so the only relevant energy scales are Ω(m) and a. The
basis states are chosen such that σz

l |0〉l = |0〉l.
We shall introduce the following notation. Let P ac

i indicate a pulse with frequency νac
i

resonant with the i-th spin when its neighbors are in states “a” and “c”. This will induce the
resonant transition | . . . ai+1bici−1 . . .〉 → | . . . ai+1b̄ici−1 . . .〉, named T ac

i , if the pulse is a π pulse
(a, b, c ∈ {0, 1}). Note that for edge qubits, i.e. i ∈ {0, n− 1}, only one superscript is needed.

Operating the IQC in the selective excitation regime, i. e. Ω(m) � J � a, allows one to
separate transitions induced by pulses into three sets: resonant, near-resonant and non-resonant
according to the detuning ∆ of the transition which is the difference between the frequency of
the pulse and the energy difference of the states involved in the transition. If ∆ is exactly equal
to zero, the transition is called resonant (T ac

i induced by the pulse P ac
i ), if ∆ is of the order of

J it is called near-resonant (T a′c′
i induced by the pulse P ac

i with {a′, c′} 6= {a, c}), and if ∆ is of
the order of a it is called non-resonant transition (T a′c′

i′ induced by the pulse P ac
i with i′ 6= i). In

the implementation of a protocol resonant transitions are the ones wanted, while near-resonant
and non-resonant transitions are a source of error.

In the two level approximation (37), a given unwanted transition with detuning ∆ is induced
with probability

p =
Ω2

Ω2 + ∆2
sin2



ρ
π

2

√

1 +
∆2

Ω2



, (6.36)

where ρ is the dimensionless duration of the pulse (e. g. for a π pulse ρ = 1 and for π/2 pulse
it is 1/2). The most probable unwanted transitions are the near-resonant ones and these can
be suppressed by a generalized 2πk method as briefly described in the next paragraph.

For P 10
i (= P 01

i ) pulses all near-resonant transitions have the same detuning ∆ and the
transition probability p will be zero, provided we set the Rabi frequency to

Ω =
∆√

4k2 − 1
, (6.37)

with k an integer. Since for near-resonant transitions ∆ = O(J), the Rabi frequency is for all
pulses of the order of Ω ≈ J/k. On the other hand, for P 00

i and P 11
i pulses the near-resonant

transitions have two different detunings. Therefore it is impossible to suppress both transitions
with a single pulse. This problem can be overcome adding an additional correcting P 10

i pulse.
The combination of these pulses in order to suppress all near-resonant transitions is called a
Q-pulse denoted by Qac

iρ when doing a ρπ rotation of the ith qubit if neighbors are in states
“a” and “c”. This method to eliminate all near-resonant transitions is called the generalized
2πk method and is the best known procedure to induce transitions on the IQC. We refer the
interested reader to Ref. (32) for further details. Previous study of Shor’s algorithm on the
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IQC (31) did not use this method. Q-pulses are the basic building blocks of gates, which in
turn are the building blocks of algorithms such as the QFT and the IQFT.

The QFT for n = 4 qubits can be written as

UQFT = TA0B01B02B03A1B12B13A2B23A3. (6.38)

There are in total nHadamard gates (Aj), n(n−1)/2 two-qubit B gates, Bjk = diag{1, 1, 1, exp (iθjk)}
with θjk = π/2k−j , and one transposition gate T which reverses the order of qubits (e.g.
T |001〉 = |100〉). In total there are n(n + 1)/2 + 1 gates. The IQFT algorithm (34), which
is more stable in the presence of GUE perturbations, for n = 4 qubits is

UIQFT = TA0R01R02R03G01G02G03

×A1R12R13G12G13A2R23G23A3, (6.39)

where Gij := R†
ijBij. The R gate is defined by Rij | . . . ai . . . bj . . .〉 := (−1)bj | . . . ai . . . (ai ⊕

bj) . . .〉. In total there are n2 + 1 gates in the IQFT, i.e. roughly two times as many as for the
QFT.

Each gate for the QFT or the IQFT (Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39)) must in turn be implemented
by several pulses (see appendix). The number of pulses for the QFT grows as ∼ 18n3 whereas
it grows as ∼ 54n3 for the IQFT. This number can become very large, e.g. for the IQFT and
n = 10 one has 44541 pulses.

Note that the implementation of quantum gates on the IQC is easier in the interaction
picture since one can ignore large phases arising from the free evolution. Here interaction
picture is defined by the transformation ψint = exp (−iH0t)ψsch where H0 is time-independent
part of the Hamiltonian H (6.34) and ψsch is the usual solution of time-dependent Schrödinger
equation with the full Hamiltonian H, i.e. the Schrödinger picture ∗. Therefore, pulse sequences
used in the paper implement the intended gates in the interaction picture,

Throughout the paper our basic unit of time will be either a gate (as written for instance
in Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39)) or a pulse. A single exception will be the paragraph discussing
correlation function of intrinsic errors, where the basic unit is a Q-pulse, which is composed
of one or two pulses. The reason is that Q-pulses are the smallest unit of time, for which
near-resonant transitions can be completely suppressed.

6.3.3 Linear Response theory

As a criterion for stability we shall use the fidelity F (t), defined as an overlap between a state
ψ(t) obtained by the evolution with an ideal algorithm and ψδ(t) obtained by the perturbed
evolution:

F (t) = | 〈ψδ(t)|ψ(t)〉 |2, (6.40)

where |ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ(0)〉 and |ψδ(t)〉 = U δ(t)|ψ(0)〉. To simplify matters we shall assume time
t to be a discrete integer variable, denoting some basic time unit of an algorithm. The quantity
measuring the success of the whole algorithm is the fidelity F (t) at t = T where T denotes the
total time. One of the most useful approaches to studying fidelity is using the linear response
formalism in terms of the correlation function of the perturbation, for a review see Ref. (39).
This approach has several advantages. First it rewrites the complicated quantity fidelity in
terms of a simpler one, namely the correlation function, simplifying the understanding of the
fidelity. Second, the scaling of errors with the perturbation strength, Planck’s constant and with
the number of qubits is easily deduced. Furthermore, as in practice one is usually interested in
the regime of high fidelity, linear response is typically enough.

∗Even when we add an external perturbation, we will refer to the interaction picture as the one defined here.
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First we shall shortly repeat linear response formulas as they will be useful for our discussion
later. Let us write an ideal algorithm up to time t as U(t)

U(t) = UtUt−1 . . . U1, (6.41)

where Ui is the i-th gate (pulse). If t = T we have a decomposition of the whole algorithm.
The perturbed algorithm can be similarly decomposed into gates

U δ(t) = U δ
t U

δ
t−1 . . . U

δ
1 . (6.42)

Each perturbed gate U δ
j is now written as

U δ
j = exp (−iδVj)Uj , (6.43)

where Vj is the perturbation of j-th gate and δ is a dimensionless perturbation strength. For
any perturbed gate one can find a perturbation generator V , such that relation (6.43) holds.
Observe that the distinction between the perturbation strength δ and the perturbation generator
V in Eq. (6.43) is arbitrary. If one is given an ideal gate U and a perturbed one U δ, one is
able to calculate only the product δV . This arbitrariness can always be fixed by demanding for
instance that the second moment of the perturbation V in a given state is equal to one.

To lowest order in δ, fidelity can be written as (35)

F (t) = 1 − δ2
t
∑

t1,t2=1

C(t1, t2), (6.44)

where the correlation function of the perturbation is

C(t1, t2) = 〈Vt1(t1)Vt2(t2)〉 − 〈Vt1(t1)〉〈Vt2(t2)〉 (6.45)

with Vj(t) = U †(t)VjU(t) being the perturbation of j-th gate propagated by an ideal algorithm
up to time t. The brackets 〈·〉 denote the expectation value in the initial state. Throughout
the paper we average over an ensemble of random gaussian initial states to reduce statistical
fluctuations. Note that the time dependence of the correlation function (6.45) is due to two
reasons: one is time dependence due to the propagation with the unperturbed Hamiltonian
(time index in brackets) and the second one is due to the time dependence of the perturbation
itself (time index as a subscript) since one can have different perturbations at different times.
Expression (6.44) is the main result of the linear response theory of fidelity. From this one can
see that decreasing the correlation sum (or even making it zero, see Ref. (40)) will increase the
fidelity. In Ref. (34) stability of the QFT algorithm was considered with respect to static GUE
perturbation. Analyzing the correlation function the authors were able to design an improved
QFT algorithm (IQFT) which increases fidelity.

We are mainly interested in the fidelity F (T ) at the end of an algorithm. The final time
T in efficient quantum algorithms depends on the number of qubits in a polynomial way, say
as T ∝ np. The power p depends on the algorithm considered and of course also on our
decomposition of the algorithm into gates (pulses). For the QFT and the IQFT algorithms with
decomposition into gates, Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39), one has p = 2. On the other hand, for the
implementation of the QFT on the IQC one needs T ∝ n3 (p = 3) basic electromagnetic pulses,
as one is not able to directly perform Bjk gates on distant qubits but has to instead use a number
of pulses proportional to the distance between the qubits |j − k|. If the correlation function
decays sufficiently fast, the fidelity will decay like 1 − F ∝ δ2np whereas in the case of slow
correlation decay the fidelity will decay as 1−F ∝ δ2n2p. In the extreme case of perturbations
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at different times being statistically uncorrelated (very fast decay of correlations) 〈VjVk〉 ∝ δjk,
one can go beyond the perturbation theory and obtains the exact formula F = exp (−δ2T ) (34).
Therefore, in the limit of a large quantum computer (large n) strongly correlated static errors
(implying slow decay of correlations) will be dominant. When discussing errors caused by
the coupling to the environment we shall focus on static perturbations, meaning the same
perturbation on all gates, Vk = Vj = V , as this component will dominate the large n behavior.

6.3.4 Errors in the quantum Fourier transformation

Errors in an experimental implementation of the QFT algorithm on the IQC can be of three
kinds: (i) due to unwanted transitions caused by electromagnetic pulses (ii) due to the coupling
with external degrees of freedom and (iii) due to the variation of system parameters in the course
of algorithm execution. In the present paper we shall discuss only the first two errors. Errors due
to electromagnetic pulses are inherent to all algorithms on the IQC as we are presently unable to
design pulse sequences for quantum gates without generating unwanted transitions albeit with
small probabilities. This errors can be in principle decreased by going sufficiently deep into the
selective excitation regime, but one must keep in mind the limitations of real experiments †.
Coupling with the “environmental” degrees of freedom is endemic in all implementations of
quantum computers. As the environment will usually have many degrees of freedom we shall
model its influence on the quantum computer by some effective perturbation Veff given by a
random matrix from a Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) (33). Note that the coupling with
the environment will generally cause non-unitary evolution of the central system. We expect
quantum computation to be stable only on a time scale where the evolution of the quantum
computer is approximately unitary, i.e. for times smaller than the non-unitarity time scale.
Therefore we limit ourselves to unitary external perturbations. The third kind of errors due to
the variation of system parameters, e.g. variation of Larmor frequencies due to changes of the
magnetic field are not considered in this paper. This does not mean they are not important.
Let us consider a systematic error in the gradient of the magnetic field throughout the protocol
(a→ a+ δa). Demanding that the error in the largest eigenphase at the end of the algorithm is
much smaller than 1, one gets the condition a/δa ≈ anp+2/Ω. If one is in the selective excitation
regime, this ratio can become very large and this puts stringent demands on experiment.

To ease understanding we shall first discuss intrinsic errors only, then external ones and
finally both combined.

6.3.5 Intrinsic Errors

For near-resonant and non-resonant transitions we have ∆ � Ω and the probability given by
perturbation theory is p ∝ (Ω/∆)2. In the 2πk method the Rabi frequency Ω is approximately
J/k (see Eq. 6.37) so the probabilities for near-resonant (∆ ∼ J) and non-resonant (∆ ∼ a)
transitions are

pnear ∝
(

1

k

)2

pnon
jl ∝

(

J

ka(j − l)

)2

, (6.46)

respectively. pnon
jl denotes the probability of a non-resonant transition with ∆ ≈ a|j−l| involving

the j-th spin (resonant with the transition) and the l-th spin (erroneously flipped due to the

†A new method for dealing with intrinsic errors has been proposed recently in Ref. (41)
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unwanted transition). The dependence of near and non-resonant errors on system parameters
is therefore different.

In pulse sequences implementing the QFT or the IQFT we always use the generalized 2πk
method by which one can get rid of all near-resonant transitions. Therefore the only errors
that remain are non-resonant ones. We first checked numerically that this is indeed the case by
studying dependence of errors on system parameters by which one is able to distinguish near
and non-resonant errors, Eq. (6.46).
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Figure 6.8: Dependence of fidelity for the QFT on physical parameters of the system. Empty
points indicate variation of k with a = 100 and filled points indicate variation of a with k = 128,
both for n = 6. Full line is the theoretical dependence of pnon on system parameters given by
Eq. (6.46). The agreement with the theoretical dependence confirms that the only errors left
are non-resonant ones.

One can observe from Fig. 6.8 that agreement with the theoretical pnon (Eq. (6.46)) is
excellent thereby confirming that the only errors left are the non-resonant ones. By using the
generalized 2πk method we therefore decreased intrinsic errors by a factor of (a/J)2 as compared
to ordinary 2πk method where there are still some near-resonant errors present. In order to
have a complete understanding of fidelity decay due to intrinsic errors we have to understand
scaling of these with the number of qubits. As we already discussed in section 6.3.3 this depends
on two things: how strong the errors are correlated, giving possible scalings from np to n2p and
on the dependence of the perturbation strength with the number of qubits. Let us first discuss
the later.

Under the assumption that the average transition probability (i.e. perturbation strength)
for a non-resonant transition is the sum of all possible non-resonant transitions averaged over
all possible resonant qubits, we can estimate

δ2 ∝ 1

n

n−1
∑

j 6=l=0

pnon
jl n→ ∞

[

J

ka

]2
(

π2

3
− α

log n

n

)

, (6.47)

with α some n independent constant. We can see that the perturbation strength approaches a
fixed value as n grows, but the convergence to its limit is logarithmically slow. For small n the
perturbation strength therefore will grow with n whereas it will saturate for large n.

The second contribution to the n-dependence of fidelity comes from the dynamical correla-
tions between errors given by the correlation function (6.45) of the perturbation generator for
non-resonant errors. We numerically calculated this correlation function in order to understand
how the correlation sum and therefore fidelity behave as a function of n.

In Fig. 6.9 we show C(t1, t2) averaged over all Hilbert space. One can see that there are
large 2-dimensional regions of high correlations in all parts of the picture. Thus there are strong
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Figure 6.9: (Color online) Correlation function for intrinsic errors in the QFT for k = 128,
a = 100 and n = 4. The shading on the time axes denotes the duration of different gates,
Eq. (6.38), and the time going from 1 to 543 runs over all Q-pulses. The light/dark areas give
a positive/negative contribution to the fidelity.

correlations between errors at different pulses and therefore the correlation sum will grow as
∼ n6 as the number of pulses scales as n3 for our implementation of the QFT. Similar results are
obtained also for the IQFT as can be inferred from Fig. 6.11. Note that during the application
of the transposition gate at the end of the protocol the correlation sum starts to decrease, nicely
seen in Fig. 6.10 and also visible in the correlation picture in Fig. 6.9 as there are more negative
than positive areas towards the end of the algorithm. This very interesting phenomenon means
that applying the transposition gate is advantageous as it will increase fidelity. Note that this
would not occur if we would do the transposition operation digitally after the readout. We
checked that this principle can not be exploited further by repeating the transposition many
times and by this decreasing correlation sum even more. Still, this surprising behavior suggests
that it might be possible to decrease non-resonant errors in a systematic way.

To further confirm the predicted ∼ n6 growth of the correlation sum, we calculated the
dependence of intrinsic errors on n. This can be seen in Fig. 6.11, where we plot 1−F (T ) as a
function of n for the QFT and the IQFT, for two different sets of parameters, one for k = 128,
a = 100 giving large errors and one for k = 1024, a = 1000. One can see that asymptotically
for large n the dependence is indeed n6 but one needs of the order of n = 7 or more qubits
for convergence. This slow convergence we believe is due to the logarithmic convergence of the
perturbation strength (Eq. (6.47)). To get exact coefficients in front of n6 dependence we fitted
dependences of errors in Fig. 6.11 with a polynomial in n using at most two nonzero terms.
Defining polynomials in the linear response regime as sin = (1 − F )(ka/J)2 one gets for the
QFT and the IQFT

sin
QFT (n) = 280n6 − 660n5

sin
IQFT (n) = 1300n6 − 2100n5. (6.48)
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Figure 6.10: The correlation sum of the same data as in Fig. 6.9. Note the decrease of the sum
when the transposition gate is applied. The fidelity is in this linear response regime simply
given by Eq. (6.44). Vertical lines indicate the beginning of each gate (Eq. (6.38)).
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Figure 6.11: Dependence of fidelity on the number of qubits. Empty symbols indicate data for
k = 128 and a = 100 while filled symbols are for k = 1024 and a = 1000. Circles indicate the
QFT and squares the IQFT. In the presence of intrinsic errors only, the IQFT does not improve
fidelity. Full lines show the asymptotic n6 dependence.

Both expressions are good for n ≥ 5 and superscript “in” denotes intrinsic errors. Beyond the
linear response the exponential dependence is frequently justified (35) and one has

F = exp

(

−
[

J

ka

]2

sin(n)

)

. (6.49)

The large coefficients of the polynomials in Eqs. (6.48) are due to the large number of pulses.
The maximum possible dependence in the case of no decay of the correlation function (see
discussion at the end of section 6.3.3) could be T 2 and therefore the leading terms in the
polynomials (6.48) expressed in terms of the total number of pulses are sin

QFT ∼ 0.8T 2
QFT and

sin
IQFT ∼ 0.5T 2

IQFT . Therefore relative to the number of pulses the IQFT slightly decreases
non-resonant errors but in the absolute sense the QFT is better simply because it has only
one third as many pulses as the IQFT and the coefficient in front of n6 (Eq. (6.48)) is thereby
smaller. If only intrinsic errors in the generalized 2πk method are concerned the QFT is always
more stable than the IQFT. Note that the intrinsic errors due to non-resonant transitions for
the QFT grow as ∼ T 2 (∼ n6) whereas in previously studied “simple” algorithms, for instance
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the entanglement protocol (30), they grow only as the first power of the number of gates ∼ T .
This means that the QFT is much more sensitive to intrinsic errors.

6.3.6 External Errors

In order to study external errors only we set throughout this section k = 1024 and a = 1000,
for which the intrinsic errors are much smaller than external ones in the range of qubits and
perturbation strength considered.

External errors will be modeled with the perturbation V (Eq. (6.43)) chosen to be a random
hermitian matrix from a GUE ensemble. To facilitate comparison with previous results on
the IQFT (34) we shall apply the perturbation after each quantum gate, except for the last
transposition gate T after which we do not apply the perturbation. So for the QFT we apply
n(n+1)/2 perturbations, while for the IQFT we apply n2 perturbations. Other possible choice
would be to apply the perturbations after each pulse. We shall discuss this possibility at the
end of this section. For now let us just say that qualitatively the results are the same as if
doing the perturbation after each gate, one just has to rescale the perturbation strength like
δgate ∝ nδpulse as there are effectively O(n) perturbations (pulses) per gate.

From the linear response expression for fidelity we argued that the static perturbations are
the worst ones. Thereby, we will consider only static perturbations , i.e. the same perturbation
for all gates. As the QFT is implemented in the interaction picture one expects that the worst
perturbation has to be static in the interaction picture and not in the Schrödinger. Remember
that the transformation between the interaction and the Schrödinger picture is given by a
unitary transformation W (t) = exp(−iH0t) generated by the time independent part of the
whole Hamiltonian H in Eq. (6.34), ψint(t) = W (t)ψsch(t). To verify this we compared the error
growth for a static perturbation applied in the interaction picture (i.e. the wave function after
one application of error is ψδ

int = exp (−iδV )ψint) with the errors for a static perturbation in
the Schrödinger picture (ψδ

sch = exp (−iδV )ψsch). Let us first consider the later.

If we apply a static perturbation in the Schrödinger picture, we can transform it to the
interaction picture by W (t). This transformation

exp (−iδVint(t)) := W †(t) exp (−iδVsch)W (t), (6.50)

will result in the perturbation in the interaction picture Vint(t) being time dependent. As this
transformation involves large phases in the selective excitation regime, perturbations at different
gates will tend to be uncorrelated due to averaging of widely oscillating factors in the correlation
function (6.45). Therefore, to first approximation one can assume C(t1, t2) = δt1,t2 so the fidelity
will decay as F (T ) = exp (−δ2T ) (34). On the other hand, if we select the perturbation to be
static in the interaction picture the correlation function will not be a Kronecker delta in time,
so the fidelity will decay faster.

To numerically confirm these arguments, we show in Fig. 6.12 the dependence of fidelity on
the number of qubits n for the two cases discussed: static perturbation in the interaction picture
and static perturbation in the Schrödinger picture. Polynomial fitting of the n dependence for
the QFT gives

sgue
sch(n) = 0.47n2 + 1.41n− 2.42

sgue
int (n) = 0.45n3 − 0.42n2 + 0.58n. (6.51)

The fidelity due to external GUE errors is then given as

F = exp (−δ2sgue(n)), (6.52)
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with the appropriate sgue(n) from Eq. (6.51). Note that sgue
int (n) grows faster than sgue

sch(n),
thereby confirming our expectations. Observe also that for static perturbations in the Schrödinger
picture, using the assumption of completely uncorrelated errors in the interaction picture we
predicted sgue

sch ≈ T ≈ n2/2 for the QFT, which is remarkably close to the numerically observed
value 0.47n2 in Eq. (6.51). For the IQFT and the application of GUE perturbation in the
Schrödinger picture one gets a similar result with the leading term sgue

sch(n) ∼ 1.12n2. One can
write an arbitrary time dependent perturbation in the interaction picture as a Fourier series and
for large n the static component will always prevail. Therefore, from now on we shall exclusively
discuss only static perturbations in the interaction picture.
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Figure 6.12: Dependence of 1 − F in the QFT algorithm on the number of qubits for static
perturbation in the interaction picture (empty points) and in the Schrödinger picture (full
points), with δ = 0.04. Lines are the best fitting polynomials (see Eq. (6.51)). We can see that
static perturbations in the interaction picture are more damaging than static perturbations in
the Schrödinger picture.

The dependence of errors due to GUE perturbations in the case of the QFT and the IQFT
has already been derived ‡. For the IQFT numerical fitting in our case gives dependence

sgue
IQFT (n) = 1.31n2 + 0.86n− 3.73. (6.53)

Dependence of fidelity in both cases can be seen in Fig. 6.13, together with the theoretical
prediction (Eq. (6.52)) using the polynomials (6.51) and (6.53).

Observe that the IQFT for n > ncrit = 3 is better than the QFT despite having more gates
and therefore applying perturbation on it more times (for n = 3 the QFT is slightly better).
What is important is that the dependence of errors on n is also different: ∼ n3 for the QFT,
but only ∼ n2 for the IQFT. This means that asymptotically the IQFT is much more stable
against GUE perturbations than the ordinary QFT.

Finally, let us discuss what happens if we apply static GUE perturbations after each pulse,
instead of after each gate as done so far.

Let Uj denote a single pulse, (Ur . . . U1) the whole gate and V (j) = (Uj . . . U1)
†V (Uj . . . U1).

To the lowest order in δ, we can rewrite the perturbed gate as

exp (−iδV )Ur · · · exp (−iδV )U1 ≈
Ur · · ·U1 exp (−iδ[V (1) + · · · + V (r)]), (6.54)

‡Taking into account the definition of fidelity in Ref. (34), polynomials are almost the same with the slight
difference due to the different number of applied perturbations.
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Figure 6.13: Dependence of the fidelity on the number of qubits for the QFT (empty symbols)
and the IQFT (filled symbols) algorithms (δ = 0.04). Curves indicate the theoretical prediction
Eq. (6.52) using the polynomials from Eqs. (6.53) and (6.51).

where we moved all the perturbations to the beginning of the gate. This means that the applica-
tion of the perturbation after each pulse is to the lowest order in δ equivalent to the application
of the effective perturbation δ

∑r
j V (j) after the gate. Of course now the perturbation is explic-

itly time dependent. But individual pulses will do transformations on an exponentially small
subspace of the GUE matrix (i.e. on one qubit) and therefore one might expect that effectively
∑r

j V (j) ≈ rVeff , where Veff is some effective random matrix independent of the gate and very
similar to V . As in our case of the QFT on the IQC we have on average ∝ n pulses per gate we
can predict that applying a perturbation with strength δpulse after each pulse is approximately
equal as applying a perturbation of strength δgate ≈ nδpulse after each gate. In order to confirm
these expectations we did numerical experiments with the results shown in Fig. 6.14. Fitting
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Figure 6.14: Dependence of F on the number of qubits for the static GUE perturbation after
each pulse with δ = 5 · 10−4. Empty symbols are for the QFT and filled symbols are for the
IQFT. For large n, the IQFT is again better than the QFT. Curves are the theoretical prediction
Eq. (6.52) using the best fitting polynomials given by Eq. (6.55).

polynomial in the dependence of fidelity, Eq. (6.52), for the QFT and the IQFT gives in this
case

sgue
QFT (n) = 4.86n5 + 35.8n4

sgue
IQFT (n) = 25.6n4 + 606n3. (6.55)
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Figure 6.15: Fidelity for the QFT (empty symbols) and the IQFT (filled symbols) algorithm
with GUE perturbation after each gate. System parameters are k = a = 200 and δ = 0.04
(intrinsic and external errors are comparable in size). Full curves are theoretical predictions for
F given by Eq. (6.56). With both errors present, the QFT is always better than the IQFT for
large enough n.

The leading dependence of n5 for the QFT and n4 for the IQFT nicely agrees with our rescaling
prediction δgate ≈ nδpulse. The IQFT is asymptotically again better than the QFT as the
errors grow slower with the number of qubits. The crossing point between the two in this case
happens at ncrit = 10, whereas in the case of perturbation after each gate we had ncrit = 3.
This confirms that doing GUE perturbation after each pulse is qualitatively the same as doing
it after each gate, only the crossing point between the QFT and the IQFT is shifted. The
dependence of errors on n changes simply due to the different number of applied perturbations.
If the perturbation strength δ is properly rescaled, the n dependence is the same in both cases.

Up to now we discussed intrinsic errors and external errors separately. The next question is
of course, what happens if both errors are present at the same time and are of similar strength?

6.3.7 Intrinsic and External Errors combined

If both kinds of errors are present, a first naive guess would be that they just add,

F both = F inF gue = exp

(

−
[

J

ka

]2

sin(n) − δ2sgue(n)

)

, (6.56)

with the appropriate polynomials sin(n) and sgue(n) given in Eqs. (6.48), (6.51) and (6.53). In
the linear response regime this formula means that both errors are uncorrelated, i.e. their cross-
correlations are zero. This is easy to proof using properties of GUE matrices. Let us calculate the
cross-correlation function between intrinsic perturbation, V in(t1), and external perturbation,
V gue(t2), averaged over the GUE ensemble. Written explicitly one has to average products of
the form V in

ij V
gue
jk . As this expression is linear in V gue it averages to zero, 〈V in

ij V
gue
jk 〉gue = 0,

thereby explicitly confirming a simple addition of both errors. Of course in real experiments we
are not averaging over a GUE ensemble but we are taking one definite representative member
of it. For large Hilbert space the expectation value of a typical random state and one particular
GUE matrix is “self-averaging” and will be equal to the ensemble average.

Let us check the theoretical prediction for fidelity Eq. (6.56) with a numerical experiment.
The results together with the theoretical prediction Eq. (6.56) are in Fig. 6.15. The agreement
between theory and experiment is good even beyond the linear response regime. Please note
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that we deliberately choose parameters such that both the QFT and the IQFT give similar
fidelity in order to also see the crossing of the two curves within the shown range of n. Given
a fixed δ and ka, the QFT is always better for large n because intrinsic errors will prevail over
external ones, due to their fast n6 growth. But still, for intermediate n’s the IQFT can be
better than the QFT as seen in Fig. 6.15.

Equipped with the understanding of errors in the QFT and the IQFT due to external
GUE perturbations and intrinsic errors, we can make some predictions regarding ranges of
experimental parameters ka, δ, n for which the fidelity will be high enough. An interesting
question is, when is the IQFT better than the QFT? Setting FQFT = FIQFT with F ’s given by
Eq. (6.56) results in the condition

δcrit =
J

ka

√

√

√

√

sin
QFT − sin

IQFT

sgue
QFT − sgue

IQFT

. (6.57)

For δ > δcrit the IQFT is better than the QFT. In Fig. 6.16 we show curves of constant fidelity
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Figure 6.16: (Color online) The dependence of fidelity on system parameter ka and GUE
perturbation strength δ for n = 5. Full curves of constant fidelity are composed of two parts
corresponding to the QFT or the IQFT. To the right of the thick line for δcrit, the IQFT is
better and below the QFT is better. Dotted curves of constant fidelity below this line are for
the IQFT and dashed lines above are for the QFT. The shaded region corresponds to the region
of fidelity larger than 0.9. The plus symbol shows the position of parameters for Fig. 6.15.

for n = 5. They are composed of two parts. To the right of the line for δcrit, the IQFT is better
than the QFT, and vice versa. Two characteristic features are also vertical and horizontal
asymptotes of curves of constant fidelity. Vertical asymptotes mean that for a fixed n, even if
δ = 0, we must have ka larger than some critical value determined just by intrinsic errors, in
order to have a given fidelity. Horizontal asymptotes for high ka mean that if δ is larger than
some critical value, increasing ka will not help to improve fidelity. In Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 we
show similar plots, only now one of the axes gives the dependence on n. For instance, from
Fig. 6.17 on can see that fixing ka = 105, the maximum number of qubits is n ≈ 12 if we want
to have fidelity larger than 0.9 (even if δ = 0). This unfavorable growth of required ka ∝ n3

in order to have a fixed fidelity is due to ∼ n6 growth of intrinsic errors. It would therefore be
advantageous to find a way to suppress errors due to non-resonant transitions (42).

6.3.8 Conclusions

We analyzed two possible errors in the implementation of an algorithm on a quantum computer.
In particular we discuss the implementation of the QFT on the IQC. We consider: (i) intrinsic
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Figure 6.17: (Color online) Fidelity dependence on δ and number of qubits n for ka = 105. IQFT
is better above the thick line. For the explanation of the curves see the caption of Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.18: (Color online) Fidelity dependence on ka and n for δ = 0.01. IQFT is better above
the thick line. For the explanation of the curves see the caption of Fig. 6.16.

errors due to unwanted transitions caused by pulses, (ii) external errors due to the coupling
with the external degrees of freedom. We carefully analyze their dependence on system param-
eters, particularly on the number of qubits. To diminish intrinsic errors we use the generalized
2πk method by which we are able to suppress all near-resonant transitions, with only much
smaller non-resonant transitions remaining. We then study these non-resonant errors in the
QFT algorithm and by using correlation function formalism explain their growth with time as
∼ T 2, in contrast to so far studied “simple” algorithms (having O(n) gates), where the growth
is linear in time. This very fast growth with n is a consequence of strong correlations between
non-resonant errors at different pulses. In view of this it would certainly be desirable to find a
way to suppress non-resonant errors, e.g. to uncorrelate or anti-correlate them.

Two interesting questions are immediately imposing themselves: Is this behavior general also
for other models of quantum computers where the pulses (gates) are not perfect and whether
this fast growth of errors is general for all algorithms having more than O(n) gates? This is
very important as the ∼ T 2 growth would mean that the problem of actually building a large
quantum computer executing a complex algorithm is much harder than previously thought,
since the correlations of errors at different time steps can significantly influence the stability.

We also consider perturbations due to the coupling with the external degrees of freedom
modelled by a random GUE matrix. To suppress this kind of errors we show that it is advanta-
geous to use an improved QFT algorithm, even in the presence of intrinsic errors. For the IQFT
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these external errors grow only as ∼ n2, whereas they grow as ∼ n3 for an ordinary QFT. The
improvement of quantum Fourier transformation by using an IQFT algorithm is independent
of the specific model used for the quantum computer as it depends only on the sequence of
gates (algorithm) and on the external perturbation being a random GUE matrix. This result
is particularly appealing as some argue that the external influences will be the main limiting
factor in the construction of quantum computers and therefore using the IQFT can significantly
improve performance in the limit of large number of qubits.

6.3.9 Apperndix A: QFT and IQFT implementation on the Ising Quantum

Computer

To implement the protocol with high fidelity we use Qab
iρ pulses derived in Ref. (32), which

completely suppress all near-resonant errors. Phases of Q-pulses composing a gate must be
chosen such that the gate works on an arbitrary state. The protocols implementing CN ij

(control not gate) and Nj (not gate) can be found in sections 7.1-7.3 of Ref. (32).

In order to complete the QFT and the IQFT we still need to implement the R†, R, A, B
and T gates. We can decompose R, R† and T gates into simpler pieces:

Rij = NiCN ijNiZj, (6.58)

R†
ij = NiZjCN ijNi, and (6.59)

T =
q
∏

i=1

q−i
∏

j=1

Sq−j,q−j−1 (6.60)

with Sij = CN ijCN jiCN ij the swap gate, Z = diag{1,−1} the σz gate and each term in
the product in Eq. (6.60) is placed at the left of the sub-product (e.g.

∏2
i=0Di = D2D1D0).

Therefore, the only gates left to design are A, B and Z.

The phases of Q-pulses can be expressed in terms of angles θρ, αρ, Θρ, βρ and γρ (32) which
are given by

θρ = π
√

k2
ρ − ρ2/4, (6.61)

αρ =
π

2

√

k2
ρ + 3ρ2/4, (6.62)

tan Θρ = − θρ

2αρ
tanαρ, (6.63)

tan βρ = − π

2αρ
tanαρ cos Θρ, (6.64)

γρ =
√

(πkρ)2 − (π + βρ)2. (6.65)

We use notation of angles without subscripts denoting angles for π pulses i.e. θ ≡ θ1 and set
k1/2 = 2k.

The Hadamard gate can now be expressed as

Aj = Q00
j (ϕ1)Q

10
j (ϕ2)Q

11
j (ϕ3)Q

00
j 1

2

(ϕ4)

Q10
j 1

2

(ϕ5)Q
11
j 1

2

(π/2), (6.66)

for intermediate qubits and

Aj = Q0
j(ϕ6)Q

1
j (ϕ7)Q

0
j 1

2

(ϕ8)Q
1
j 1

2

(π/2), (6.67)
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for edge qubits, with

ϕ1 = −2
(

θ + γ 1
2

+ θ 1
2

)

, ϕ2 = −θ − 2Θ,

ϕ3 = −2
(

θ + γ − γ 1
2

− θ 1
2

)

, ϕ4 = π/2 − 2γ − 4θ 1
2

,

ϕ5 = π/2 − θ 1
2

− 2Θ 1
2

, ϕ6 = −θ − θ 1
2

,

ϕ7 = −θ + θ 1
2

, ϕ8 = π/2 − 2θ 1
2

.

(6.68)

For neighboring qubits (|i− j| = 1) the B gate can be written as,

Bij = Q11
i (0)Q10

i (0)Q00
i (0)Q10

j (0)Q10
j (ϕ1)Q

00
j (0)

Q00
j (ϕ2)Q

11
i (ϕ3)Q

10
i (ϕ3)Q

00
i (ϕ3)Q

10
j (0)

Q10
j (ϕ4)Q

11
j (0)Q11

j (ϕ5), (6.69)

for intermediate qubits and for edge qubits (i or j ∈ {0, n− 1}) it is

Bij = Q1
i (0)Q

0
i (0)Q

10
j (0)Q10

j (0)Q00
j (0)

Q00
j (ϕ6)Q

1
i (ϕ7)Q

0
i (ϕ8)Q

10
j (0)

Q10
j (ϕ9)Q

11
j (0)Q11

j (ϕ10). (6.70)

Angles for B gates are

ϕ1 = −2γ − 3θ + 2Θ, ϕ2 = φ/2 − 2γ − 6θ,
ϕ3 = φ/4 − π/2, ϕ4 = −ϕ1,
ϕ5 = φ/2 + 2γ + 6θ, ϕ6 = φ/2 − 6γ − 12θ + 4Θ,
ϕ7 = ϕ3 − ϕ1, ϕ8 = ϕ3 + ϕ1,
ϕ9 = −2ϕ1, ϕ10 = φ/2 − 2γ + 4Θ,

(6.71)

and φ = π/2. For distant qubits (|i− j| > 1) it is necessary to use swap gates to bring i-th and
j-th qubits to neighboring positions, then apply B protocol for neighbor qubits and finally take
them back to their original positions using swap gates. The angle φ in Eq. (6.71) is in this case
φ = π/2|j−i|. Finally the Z gate is expressed as

Zj = Q11
j (0)Q10

j (0)Q00
j (0)Q11

j (π/2)Q10
j (π/2)Q00

j (π/2) (6.72)

for intermediate qubits and

Zj = Q1
j(0)Q

0
j (0)Q

1
j (π/2)Q

0
j (π/2) (6.73)

for edge qubits. Counting the number of all pulses for QFT and IQFT one gets

TQFT = 18n3 − 16n2 − 49n+ 57 (6.74)

TIQFT = 54n3 − 86n2 − 105n+ 191. (6.75)
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